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Abstract 
Total joint replacement (TJR) has long been a common and effective treatment option for 
individuals suffering from osteoarthritis.  However, the bearing surfaces for TJR implants, 
generally a metal femoral head inserted into an ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) acetabular cup, are prone to wear.  UHMWPE particles generated through 
articulating wear can contribute to the failure of implants, and have been shown to have health 
risks for patients.  Understanding the generation and characteristics of wear particles is crucial 
for learning how to reduce these health risks and assess different implant materials and designs.  
Using a novel elliptically polarized light imaging system we employ new techniques for image 
acquisition, with subsequent manipulation to enhance particle analysis.  Microscopy slides 
containing UHMWPE wear debris were prepared and imaged using a custom designed polarizing 
microscope. A calibration methodology was developed to model the point spread function (PSF) 
artifact introduced by the optical system.  Deconvolution methods, based on a PSF model 
developed by Gibson et al. [33], were used to remove the PSF from images captured by the 
optical system.  Optimization of the theoretical PSF produced a model that consistently 
correlated above 0.85, which is a threshold determined to result in reasonable improvement in 
resolution of image data.  Particle size, shape, and spatial distribution were quantified and used 
to characterize the imaged particles.  Statistical comparison of particle characterization before 
and after deconvolution, and compared against scanning electron microscopy images of the same 
particles, revealed a significant improvement in particle characterization.  Further refinement and 
work could improve the packages presented in this work dramatically, offering a robust 
alternative to SEM analysis of wear debris.  The main advantage of this new method is the ability 
to image UHMWPE wear particles in-situ from histology slides of relevant tissues, allowing for 
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Wear on orthopedic implants is a major contributing factor of implant failure.  Aseptic loosening 
and Osteolysis have been directly linked to implant wear debris [61].  It is crucial to understand 
the causes, effects, and characteristics of implant wear debris in order to improve implant 
resistance to wear.  The rate of wear on an implant is directly related to the surface roughness, 
material hardness, surface load, relative motion, and joint lubrication of the implant.  These 
factors are greatly affected by the bearing surface materials of the implant.  The bearing surface 
of an implant is of major consideration for Physicians and Engineers due to the different 
deformation and wear properties of the various material combinations.  Many types of implants 
exist with a wide range of bearing surfaces including Metal-on-Metal, Metal-on-Plastic, and 
Ceramic-on-Ceramic.  The most common bearing surface over the past 30 years has been Metal-
on-UHMWPE (ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene), a hardened plastic.  UHMWPE 
particles tend to be larger than Metal-on-Metal or Ceramic-on-Ceramic, and are more likely to 
contribute to wear mechanisms. 
Methods used to obtain polyethylene particles are varied, though commonly the particles are 
generated in vitro or retrieved from failed implants.  To generate UHMWPE particles in vitro, 
any technique aimed at imparting relative motion between two surfaces can be used.  Procedures 
which best mimic natural motions are ideal to create particles most comparable to in vivo wear 
debris.  A better source of polyethylene wear particles is retrieved failed implants.  Retrieved 
implants may be recovered during a repeat surgery to replace a failed prosthesis, or from a 
donated cadaver.   
Two main approaches have been used to study UHMWPE particles; Scanning Electron 
Microsopy (SEM) and Optical Microscopy.  SEM is a high resolution imaging method that can 
be extremely valuable in acquiring detailed data on particle size and geometry.  Prior to SEM 
imaging, particles are extracted from tissue and mounted on slides, allowing for an unimpeded 
view of the particles themselves.  Optical microscopy can be used to determine location specific 
information about UHMWPE debris such as whether the particles are in the fibrous tissue of the 
implant or in tissue surrounding the implant.  If polarized light is used to illuminate the particles 
in an optical microscope, the birefringent nature of the particles makes them highly contrasted 




1.2 Previous Work 
There have been a multitude of studies which investigate UHMWPE wear particles in an effort 
to determine how they are formed and how they affect the body.  Visentin et al. [84] used both 
optical microscopy and electron microscopy to study the different wear behavior of two types of 
polyethylene, hylamer polyethylene and UHMWPE.  Standard techniques were used to fix tissue 
samples in paraffin and generate slices for analysis in polarized light microscopes.  They report 
difficulty in determining geometry due to the bright nature of the particles under polarized light.  
Thus, SEM was used to quantify shape and size of particles.  Particles were placed on a 0.2 µm 
polycarbonate filter and sodium hypochlorite was used to isolate the particles from tissue.  
Particles were dried in a dust-free environment and imaged in the SEM.  Visentin et al. also 
characterized the chemical signature of the particles by their Raman Spectra.   
Yoon et al. [98] also used both optical microscopy and electron microscopy to study UHMWPE 
wear.  Particle size and basic geometry were determined using a light microscope and an image 
analysis system (IBAS 2000; Kontron, Munich, Germany).  Further examination of particle 
geometry and size was performed using transmission electron microscopy.  Tissue sections were 
fixed for twelve hours and washed with a buffer before being post-fixed with a heavy metal 
staining agent for one hour.  Specimens were then dehydrated and embedded in an epoxy resin to 
be sectioned with a diamond knife prior to being further stained for imaging. 
Affatato et al. [11], Wang et al. [88], and Derbyshire et al. [24] used joint simulators to generate 
UHMWPE wear.  The three studies investigated the difference in wear based on implant head 
material, lubricant medium, and bearing surface roughness respectively.  In all cases a 
lubricating serum was used to mimic the joint space lubrication in vivo.  Wang et al., and 
Derbyshire et al. used water as well as serum to compare the wear results between the two 
serums.  Particles were isolated from serum using chemical digestion, and imaged using SEM.  
In all cases a significant difference was reported versus clinical observations for non-stainless 
steel, non-serum, and treated (roughened) implants.  
Mabrey et al. isolated UHMWPE particles from periprosthetic tissue during revision surgeries.  
Particles were imaged using SEM, and characterized using the ASTM F1877-98 Standard for 
quantitative description of wear debris [1].  The study provided an insight into the efficacy of the 
ASTM F1877-98 Standard, showing it could provide a means for differentiating wear particles 
from differing sources.  
1.3 Limitations Motivating the Current Study 
Although these studies have pointed out a wealth of information about UHMWPE particles and 
particle characterization, there are several limitations to the approaches.  Studies using standard 
optical microscopes are limited by the difficulty in imaging the micron and submicron particles 
typical of UHMWPE wear.  In traditional Bright-Field Optical Sectioning (BFOS) microscopy, 
particles can be difficult to see due to the resolving capabilities of visible light.  UHMWPE wear 
particles of submicron size are blurry between light wavelengths of 0.4 µm to 0.7 µm (visible 
light).  Polarized light is used to improve the visibility of polyethylene particles, which will 
appear as sharp points of light due to their birefringent properties. Unfortunately, for very small 
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particles (e.g. < 2 micrometers), the light is more diffuse, primarily because of optical resolution 
issues. In addition to the resolution capability of visible light, other errors associated with light 
microscopy such as glare, imaging artifacts, refraction, and optical aberrations can confound the 
accurate assessment of particle size and geometry.  This is particularly the case for elongated 
fibrillar particles, which can appear globular because of these imaging errors.   
Studies which have utilized scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to try and understand particles 
at micron and sub-micron scales are limited by the complex preparation methods required for 
imaging.  The process of extracting, digesting, filtering, mounting, and coating particles can 
certainly introduce artifacts, and completely eliminates location specific information about the 
particles.  Enzymatic digestion may have an effect on the size and shape of a particle as 
compared to when it was in tissue, and particles could be lost or damaged during extraction and 
mounting procedures, skewing data.  There is little to no way of knowing what changes could 
have occurred during the preparation process and how those changes could affect the results. 
Many studies have used both Optical and Electron Microscopy in order to balance the limitations 
of each approach, which adds time, cost, and labor to particle analysis.  Therefore a process 
where particle geometries and properties could be accessed directly from histological samples 
would be of extreme value.  The main problem with such an assessment is the high degree of 
artifact that results from optical imaging, specifically the problem of blurring associated with the 
point spread artifact introduced by the microscope.  In polarized light microscopy particles are 
very intense compared to the surrounding material, resulting in an increased spread effect due to 
glare and other sources of error in optical imaging.  These optical phenomena are difficult to 
account for, especially in multi-layered multi-refractive materials such as tissue. 
1.4 Current Approach Summary 
This work utilizes a point-spread model that attempts to account for the physical phenomenon of 
light travelling through multi-layered multi-refractive materials, and thus account for the error 
introduced by the materials and optics of the system.  To further enhance particle analysis, 
additional image processing techniques are employed.  To improve the clarity of a captured 
image, noise removal techniques based on the “NormalShrink” method [44] are applied to the 
images.  Identification of similar objects and error analysis are performed using image 
registration, image correlation, and image arithmetic methods.  Object segmentation algorithms 
are employed to isolate UHMWPE particles from their background.  Characterization and 
analysis of the isolated particles is done using a variety of techniques, such as the use of Fourier 
Descriptors and statistical analysis.   
This type of analysis should provide a more accurate representation of the distribution of the 
particles within a tissue sample in addition to providing reasonably accurate size and geometric 
information about the particles.  This is something that cannot be done using SEM.  SEM may 
provide excellent information about size and geometry of individual particles, but cannot provide 
information about distribution of particles within the tissue.  Optical techniques can provide this, 








2.1 Implants and Implant Wear  
Prior to the advent of modern joint arthroplasty, commonly referred to as total joint replacement 
(TJR), there was little to no relief available for individuals suffering from arthritis in, or damage 
to, a major joint.  Often, pain in a patient's joint can be severe enough to cause decreased use, 
which can lead to atrophy of surrounding musculature. In extreme cases the joint pain can lead to 
degeneration and resorption of bone structure in the body due to a lack of use and/or immune 
response.  If alternative treatment measures have been ruled out or have proven unsuccessful, 
TJR will be performed.  Arthroplasty is most commonly performed on a patient's hip or knee, 
and has a high success rate for alleviating symptoms. [71] 
In total hip replacement (THR) surgery the femoral head and neck are removed and replaced 
with a prosthetic implant.  The femoral implant is accompanied by an acetabular implant which 
acts as a bearing surface in the pelvis.  Many types of implants exist with a wide range of bearing 
surfaces including Metal-on-Metal, Metal-on-Plastic, and Ceramic-on-Ceramic.  The bearing 
surface between the two implants is prone to wear, and therefore a great deal of effort and 
research has been put into studying and improving wear properties of implants. 
Wear is the removal of material from a surface which results in debris and particles.  TJR 
implant wear occurs when the two opposing bearing surfaces contact one another in relative 
motion under load.  The rate of wear is directly related to the surface roughness, material 
hardness, surface load, relative motion, and joint lubrication.  The wear patterns of TJR implants 
are responsible for the majority of implant failures and repeat arthroplasty procedures.  The wear 
on the bearing surface produces particles that can increase the rate of wear, cause tissue 
irritation, and can lead to osteolysis.  There are three mechanisms of wear that can affect the 
integrity of an implant, and which generate wear damage and debris. 
2.1.1 Wear Mechanisms 
Three mechanisms of wear exist that can affect the integrity of an implant, and which generate 
wear damage and debris.  The first mechanism of wear encountered between bearing surfaces is 
adhesion.  This mechanism of wear occurs when a bond has occurred between the two bearing 
surfaces, often due to static friction and compressive load.  The adhesive bond between the two 
surfaces will result in surface deformation or chipping when the two surfaces are moved relative 
to one another, in a manner which generates shear forces.  Adhesion wear can also occur from 
compressive and tensile loading on the bearing surfaces when a significant tensile bond has 
occurred between the two surfaces.  However, this form of adhesive wear is less common for 
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implant bearing surfaces due to the material properties of the surfaces and their resistance to 
strong tensile bonding. 
The second mechanism of wear that acts on an implant is abrasion.  Abrasion is the process by 
which the surface of the implant is worn down through mechanical action.  Imperfections in the 
implant material surface can act as a plow, cutting through the adjacent bearing surface.  Usually 
the softer of the two bearing surfaces will be worn down by the harder surface at a more rapid 
rate, though in-homogeneities in the material properties of the surfaces, as well as wear debris in 
the joint space can lead to concomitant wear. 
The final mechanism of wear experienced by the bearing surfaces of implants is fatigue.  Fatigue 
is the failure of a bearing surface due to loads in excess of the fatigue strength of the material.  
Static loading of the bearing surface at or above the fatigue strength of the material will lead to 
creep and inelastic deformation of the material surface.  This can increase the rate of wear due to 
other mechanisms of wear, and cause improper functioning of an implant.  Repeated cyclic 
loading of the bearing surface at or above the fatigue strength of the material will result in 
deformational changes to the surface and material failure resulting in wear debris, surface cracks, 
and other imperfections. [16] 
Each mechanism of wear has a variety of ways to affect an implant, and these methods of 
affecting an implant are generally referred to as wear modes.  Wear modes are a result of how an 
implant is being used when wear occurs.  The stresses and loads associated with wear modes are 
what determine how the wear mechanisms will affect an implant's morphology, and impact the 
usable life of an implant. 
2.1.2 4 Modes of Wear 
Each mechanism of wear can affect an implant in a variety of ways, known as wear modes.  
Wear modes are a result of how an implant is being used when wear occurs.  The stresses and 
loads associated with wear modes are what determine how the wear mechanisms will affect an 
implant's morphology, and impact the usable life of an implant.  Mode 1 wear is expected wear 
which occurs due to the relative motion along the intended bearing surface for the implanted 
device.  The purpose of a joint implant is to support biomechanical loads and stresses, while 
providing a range of motion comparable to a biological joint.  The articulating surface of the 
implant will experience mode 1 wear due to it intended use.  Modern implants are designed in an 
attempt to minimize this form of wear. 
Modes 2, 3, and 4 wear are unintended wear that result from misalignment, deformation, or 
improper use of a prosthetic implant.  Mode 2 wear occurs between a primary bearing surface 
and a secondary nonbearing surface.  A secondary surface would be any part of the implant that 
is not intended to interact with other surfaces.  Mode 2 wear would typically not occur in a 
properly installed implant unless mode 1 wear has already weakened and loosened the implant. 
[14] 
Mode 3 wear is when wear debris and particles are found between the two primary bearing 
surfaces.  The wear particles act as an abrasive material which increases the rate of wear, and the 
abundance of wear debris.  Mode 3 wear is in a constant state of fluctuation as a major source of 
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wear due to many contributing factors.  The wear particles are constantly being expelled from the 
joint space, while new particles are being generated concurrently as a result of mode 1, 2, or 3 
wear.  Wear debris can also become trapped in small spaces in the surface of the implant where 
they do not contribute to surface wear until dislodged or exposed. 
Mode 4 wear is the interaction between two secondary surfaces of the implant.  The nonbearing 
surfaces can contact one another during certain phases of articulation, or continuously.  Often 
mode 4 wear will not occur in a properly installed implant until modes 1, 2, and 3 wear have 
deformed or loosened the implant significantly.  Mode 4 wear does not generally affect the 
bearing surfaces of an implant.  It is, however, possible for mode 4 wear to affect the articulating 
performance of an implant by impeding the range and freedom of motion of the joint.  Other 
modes of wear could be classified, but do not have a significant impact on the overall wear of an 
implanted device. [16] 
2.1.3 Bearing Surfaces  
These four primary modes of wear determine the specific wear properties, including rate and 
functional impedance, associated with bearing surfaces.  Extensive efforts have been made to 
reduce the wear on implants through the development of different types of implant bearing 
surfaces.  Each bearing surface material has specific wear properties, and many combinations of 
metals, ceramics, and plastics have been investigated to minimize the overall wear of the 
implant.  The first hip implants, introduced in the 1960's, had a metal-on-metal bearing surface.  
The use of metal-on-metal as a bearing surface continued through the 1970's, but due to poor 
manufacturing and design, failure of these implants was more common than desired.  Today 
advances in metallurgy, manufacturing practices, and designs have re-spawned an interest in 
metal-on-metal implants.  Common metals for implants are cobalt-chrome, stainless steel, and 
titanium alloys. [14] 
A major benefit of a metal-on-metal bearing surface over alternative surfaces is that the femoral 
head diameter can be much larger, which allows for a larger range of motion and a lower risk of 
dislocation. [3][14]  Metal-on-metal bearing surfaces produce wear debris which can be 
nanometers in diameter.  These particles permeate the body through the blood stream, and are of 
unclear health risk.  Individuals with hypersensitivity to metals show an increased risk of 
osteolysis and implant loosening due to the wear debris.   Metal-on-metal bearing surfaces also 
produce ions which in some cases can cause an immune response known as delayed-type 
hypersensitivity.  Ion production tends to decrease with implant age, and the ions do not remain 
in the body for extended periods. [3][14]  
In order to reduce friction in the implant joint and prevent the formation of wear debris, ceramics 
were introduced as a bearing surface material.  Ceramics can be polished to have a smoother 
finish than metals, and ceramics provide more resistance to scratching.  The hydrophilic nature 
of ceramics has been proven to allow for greater lubrication within the joint, further reducing the 
friction between the bearing surfaces.  A major disadvantage of ceramic-on-ceramic bearing 
surfaces is the brittle nature of ceramics.  Ceramics have a higher incidence of fracture than 
metallic alloys, and therefore are more likely to require repeat surgery.  Ceramics are also more 
expensive than metal implants and provide a smaller range of motion since the ceramic 
acetabular cup must be embedded in a metal shell.  Another limitation of ceramics as a bearing 
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surface is that a significant portion of patients report experiencing a squeaking or chirping 
coming from the joint when articulating. [3][14]  
The most common bearing surface combination is metal-on-UHMWPE.  The femoral head in a 
metal-on-UHMWPE implant is composed of one of the previously discussed metallic alloys, and 
is set into a metal acetabular cup with a polyethylene liner. [95]  The polyethylene liner provides 
improved friction reduction over standard metal-on-metal bearings surfaces.  The durability of 
the UHMWPE is high, which reduces the risk of shatter or chipping at the implant surface.  The 
polyethylene material is also non-toxic in humans, though adverse health risks are possible due 
to UHMWPE wear debris.  The polyethylene liner wears down at a more rapid rate than metal, 
and the wear debris can cause inflammation, aseptic joint loosening, and osteolysis. [3][14]   
Materials to reduce implant friction and wear have been explored including highly cross-linked 
UHMWPE liners, oxidized zirconium surfaces, diamond surfaces, and hardened titanium 
surfaces.  Highly cross-linked UHMWPE is a polyethylene that has been treated to improve the 
hardness of the material.  The wear resistance of highly cross-linked UHMWPE appears to 
dramatically improve the wear resistance of the polyethylene liner, but few clinical cases exist 
for a comprehensive analysis. Oxidized zirconium, more commonly known as OxiniumTM,1 is a 
metal bearing surface that has been treated with pressure and heat to create a metal-ceramic 
hybrid.  The process used to hybridize the metal-ceramic material creates a ceramic-like surface 
with a low roughness, and a metal-like hardness and durability.  However, little data exists on the 
performance of this material in vivo.  Efforts have also been made to create diamond surfaces for 
implants.  If this technology were implemented it would likely reduce wear debris to a minimal 
occurrence. Hardened titanium has shown promise as a low friction material as well, and more in 
vitro studies and some clinical examples of this material will illuminate the efficacy of the 
material as a bearing surface option. [95]  None of these materials are as pervasive as the Metal-
on-UHMWPE implant, and the lack of data for these materials precludes a true understanding of 
their health risks. 
2.1.4 Wear Particles 
The health risks of wear particles from Metal-on-Metal, Metal-on-UHMWPE, and Ceramic-on-
Ceramic implants are well documented.  Metallic wear particles and wear generated ions have a 
systemic effect on patients.  Inflammation is the most common issue associated with metallic 
wear debris, though individuals with a metal sensitivity can have severe immune responses to it.  
Polyethylene wear particles act on a more local level and contribute more directly to bearing 
surface deformation, aseptic joint loosening and weakening, and surface erosion.  In addition, 
UHMWPE particles lead to periprosthetic osteolysis.  Osteolysis can be dangerous and painful, 
and can cause further complication in requiring repeat surgical procedures.  Aseptic joint 
loosening can also result in repeat surgical intervention.  Due to the prevalent use of UHMWPE 
as a bearing surface and the hazardous effects of the polyethylene wear particles, it is important 
to understand their formation, movement, and effects within the body. [95][71]  
  
                                                 





2.2.1 Light Microscopy 
Optical microscopy, also known as light microscopy, is commonly used in the study of debris 
and particles.  A microscope is composed of a series of lenses arranged along a linear axis known 
as the optical axis.  The lenses serve both to magnify the sample and enhance the sample's 
resolution, as well as to focus light onto the sample in order to improve visibility.  The user can 
view the sample in the eyepiece, and vary the focus of the system by adjusting the distance of the 
stage from the objective lens. 
 
Figure 2.1 - Schematic of a microscope highlighting all fundamental elements. 
The positioning of the sample relative to the objective lens is important in viewing a sample 
through a microscope, but illumination is crucial for acquiring a high quality image from an 
optical system.  Proper illumination of a sample is not difficult, but often not fully achieved due 
to a lack of understanding about illumination principles.  In addition to focus and illumination, 
the ability of a light microscope to resolve an object is dependent upon the quality of the 
materials and manufacturing procedures used to build the microscope.  With a well focused high 
quality optical system and proper illumination a light microscope can resolve objects as small as 
around 200nm. [23]  Typically, however, a microscope will only be able to resolve to the level of 
400-500nm because of limits imposed by the Numerical Aperture of the lens, the lens material, 
the wavelength of light used to illuminate the sample, and optical aberrations. 
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Light microscopes can be classified by the magnification power of the system.  A low power 
microscope is able to magnify a sample to between 5X and 100X, and can be more than adequate 
for educational and certain scientific settings.  Often, however, a scientific facility will require a 
high power microscope to fulfill the needs of the facility.  A high power microscope can magnify 
a sample from 100X to 1000X, and will often have fewer optical aberrations inherent to the 
optical system.   
Optical microscopes can be classified by their structure as well as by their power.  The structure 
of a microscope tends to define the most appropriate application for that system.  A reflection 
microscope has the objective lens and the light source on the same side of the sample, and is best 
used to observe surface patterns and defects in a sample.  A transmission microscope has its 
objective lens and light source on opposite sides of the sample, and is generally used to view 
internal structure and shape of samples.  A standard transmission microscope will have the lens 
above the sample with the light being produced below the sample.  An inverted transmission 
light microscope has the light source above the sample and the lens below.  Inverted microscopes 
are useful for large samples such as petri dishes where with a standard transmission microscope 
the lens may get in the way of the sample.  
Generally transmission and reflection microscopes use standard visible light as their illumination 
medium.  This is known as bright field illumination and provides the most uniform illumination 
of samples.  In some cases brightfield microscopy can use other wavelengths of light other than 
visible for visualizing sample properties not apparent with visible light.  An alternative 
illumination mode for viewing samples is termed darkfield microscopy. 
Darkfield microscopy has two primary methods of viewing a sample.  The first method simply 
blocks the inner portion of the source light so that it is not directly illuminating the sample.  The 
sample will be lit by light reflecting off surrounding materials and medium resulting in an angled 
illumination of a sample.  This method is particularly useful in studying surface cracks and 
morphology.  The second method is a unique illumination technique used to visualize certain 
properties of a sample, and is known as fluorescence microscopy.  Fluorescence microscopy uses 
samples which emit their own light, either naturally or with the help of fluorescent dyes, to view 
features of a sample otherwise not visible with an external light source.  It is possible to view 
cellular function and structure using fluorescence microscopy, which is one of the main uses of 
this technique.  However, it is difficult to obtain an image of a complete sample using 
fluorescence microscopy due to the fact that an entire sample rarely emits light, and if it did the 
image would simply be a ball of light. 
A particularly useful mode of illuminating a sample is interference contrast microscopy.  
Interference contrast microscopy polarizes light before it passes through a sample to visualize 
features and properties of a sample not clearly visible with other illumination techniques.  The 
polarized light will interact with materials that have a property known as birefringence, which 
results in the division of the illuminating light into two portions that take different paths to the 
imaging plane of the microscope.  There are many materials that have birefringent properties 




2.2.2 Sample Characteristics 
The property of birefringence, sometimes referred to as double refraction, is caused by a 
material’s optically anisotropic nature.  Birefringence is most commonly found in crystalline 
structures, but can be found in non-crystalline materials such as collagen fibers and polyethylene 
particles.   Birefringent materials will give rise to interference colors when placed between 
crossed polarizers.  This effect makes birefringence extremely useful in microscopy.  Introducing 
two polarizing filters on either side of the sample stage will cause interference patterns to show 
up only for materials with birefringent properties.  Birefringent properties are specifically due to 
a material having different indices of refraction along different axes. [92][59][68]  
The refractive index (n) of a material is a measure of the speed of light through that material.  
The refractive index of a vacuum, which is n=1.0, is often used as a reference for other refractive 
indices.  In general fluids will have a refractive index less than n=2.0, and solids will have a 
refractive index less than n=4.0. 
n = cvacuum / cmedium 
The refractive index of a material is a determining factor in the ability of a system to clearly 
visualize an object.  Besides there being variations between sample refractive indices, and axial 
refractive indices, there can be spatial variation of the refractive index within a single sample.  
This is an important consideration in living tissue.  Also, it is important to consider the coverslip 
and immersion medium, both of which have refractive indices which contribute to the behavior 
of the light being passed through a sample.  The typical refractive index of a coverslip is around 
n=1.515, though inconsistency in this value is common due to manufacturing and material 
variations.  Some common immersion media are air, n=1.0003, water, n=1.33, and oil, n=1.0 to 
1.6.  
2.2.3 Optical System Characteristics 
The many refractive indices and lens properties associated with light microscopy can introduce a 
significant amount of noise into a captured image.  Image noise is defined as random spatial 
fluctuations in intensity and color of an image.  There are many types of image noise and 
generally, image noise is an undesirable trait of an image.  There are cases where noise is 
intentionally added to an image, but this is rarely if ever the case in microscopy, as noise is a 
source of error in analyzing properties of a sample.  It is difficult to obtain an image that does not 
contain noise, and thus the ease of separating an object-of-interest from the background is 
proportionate to the amount of noise in an image.  In order to be able to distinguish an object 
from a noisy background, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an optical system should be above 
2.7. [78]  Below this threshold it is difficult to distinguish object from background, and details of 
the object may be obscured by the high noise level. 
There are two primary sources of noise in microscopy: noise introduced by the optical system, 
and noise introduced by the image capturing system.  Noise introduced by the optical system is 
proportionate to the number of photons travelling through the system.  The approximate number 
of photons that will result in the noise of an image is equal to the square root of the total number 
of photons travelling through the optical system. [50]  This means that in order to maximize the 
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SNR of the optical system, a high number of photons need to be travelling through the system.  
In general this is not a problem, but with darkfield microscopy the noise from the optical system 
can become a significant source for error. 
The noise introduced by the image capturing system varies dramatically depending on the type of 
system, and the quality of materials and manufacture of that system.  Many digital cameras 
designed for microscopes incorporate on-board noise reduction methods such as image averaging 
and noise filters.  External noise reduction methods can be implemented as well such as cooling 
the capture device, since temperature has an effect on noise in image capturing systems.  
Ultimately a captured image with noise will need to go through some image processing 
techniques aimed at reducing noise in images. 
Noise is not the sole source of error in an image, and other manipulation techniques may be 
required in order to improve image quality.  Vignetting is an error in the illumination of a 
sample, where the intensity of light drops off from the center of the image towards the periphery.  
The effect can be caused by mechanical interference with the illuminating source, physical 
constraints of the image capture device, and physical properties of the lenses.  
There are three causes of vignetting that are commonly discussed; Mechanical Vignetting, 
Optical Vignetting, and Natural Vignetting.  Optical vignetting is caused by the fact that any 
optical system has a thickness and a curvature.  As the incident angle of light moves away from 
the optical axis, less of the lens is visible to the light, and therefore less light is refracted towards 
the imaging surface.  An interesting side effect of this characteristic is that the blurry halo of out 
of focus objects within an image will mimic the shape of the lens as seen from the angle of 
incidence.  So an object far from the optical axis that is out of focus will have a blurry halo 
which appears elongated and pointed at the narrower sides of the resulting ellipse.  This property 
in optics is known as the Cat’s Eye Effect because blurry objects tend towards a shape 
resembling a cat’s pupil at the periphery of an image. 
 




Natural vignetting is due to the natural decay of light intensity from the image formation by the 
lens and the source light from the captured objects.  Natural vignetting follows the well known 
cos4 principle which indicates that the intensity of light in the formed image will decay by the 
cosine of the angle (θ) from the optical axes to the fourth power.  The illumination falloff is also 
a direct result of the distance the source light must travel to reach the lens, which increases as θ 
increases.  This is defined by the inverse square law of illumination which states that light 
intensity will decrease proportionally to the inverse of the square of the distance the light must 
travel in order to reach the imaging plane. 
Illumination vignetting, which is due to improper illumination of a sample, has two common 
causes: if a light source is too far away from the sample, or if it is at an angle that inhibits the 
complete illumination of the sample.  Directional lighting, such as LEDs and spotlights, can also 
cause illumination vignetting, and need to be carefully diffused when being used as an 
illumination source.  In microscopy the condenser focuses the light source onto the sample; 
however, the condenser may be improperly calibrated and can cause vignetting, as well as the 
appearance of the light filament in the captured image.  This is called a filament image and was 
once a major problem in microscopy.  In 1893 a German professor named August Köhler 
published a novel illumination method, termed Köhler Illumination, which eliminated filament 
images and minimized vignetting due to optical, natural, and illumination vignetting.  
Köhler illumination uses optical principles to create a bright uniform illumination of a sample 
that does not contain artifacts such as an image of the light source filament.  The technique 
requires that the source light be perfectly centered along the optical axis, and that the image of 
the filament be focused at the forward focal plane of the condenser.  The forward focal plane of 
the condenser is located between the collector lens, which is near the light source, and the 
condenser.  If the image of the filament is focused at this point, the optical design of the system 
will illuminate the sample with a bright and even wash of light.  Also, the filament and the 
sample will not be in focus in the same plane, so there will be no ghosted image of the filament 
when capturing an image of the sample. 
    
Figure 2.3 – Left: 6-steps for  Köhler illumination at the forward focal plane of the condenser.  
Right: 6-steps for  Köhler illumination at the focal plane of the objective lens.   
1 – Close the lens aperture so that its position can be determined.  
2 – Center the lens aperture in the frame.  
3&4 – Open the aperture all the way to see the filament/object.  
5 – Focus the lens so the filament/object is in focus.  
6 – Adjust the filament to be centered and well aligned to the frame. 





4          5         6           4         5       6 
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Mechanical vignetting is perhaps the easiest source of vignetting to comprehend, but is rarely 
found in microscopy.  Mechanical vignetting is due to a physical obstruction blocking the 
illuminating source.  A lens hood is the most common source of mechanical vignetting in 
photography, and in microscopy, apertures are the most common cause.  A misaligned bulb can 
be blocked by an aperture, or the aperture could be closed slightly also causing vignetting. 
A source of vignetting that is unique to digital imaging is Pixel Vignetting.  Pixel vignetting is 
due to the angle dependent nature of the light sensors on charge-coupled device (CCD) chips, 
which are what convert light into current in digital cameras.  The conversion from light to charge 
is angle dependent, and is most efficient perpendicular to the chip surface.  Sensors towards the 
edge of the CCD chip will be less efficient in converting the light into charge because of the 
angle of incidence of the light waves striking them. 
There are several methods for minimizing vignetting in optical microscopy.  Generally 
microscopes are designed to avoid mechanical vignetting, but optical, natural, and illumination 
vignetting are ever present.  Pixel vignetting is an added issue when digital imaging is employed 
to capture microscope data.  One of the benefits of using a digital imaging system is that it can be 
set up to only capture from a centralized region of the microscopes field of view, minimizing 
optical and natural vignetting.  Pixel vignetting is often accounted for in the microscope imaging 
device, and is generally negligible.  And illumination vignetting can be resolved using Köhler 
Illumination. 
One of the most difficult errors to correct in optical microscopy is the blur introduced by the 
point-spread function of the system.  The point-spread function of a microscopy system is the 
output of that system when given a point-source as an input.  The point-spread function is 
formed by differences in the optical path lengths (OPL) light waves have to travel before 
reaching the image plane.  The different OPLs result in constructive and destructive interference 
of the light waves.  The optical path differences (OPD) of all the light waves composing the final 
image result in the point-spread effect.  Utilizing the concept of optical path length and optical 
path difference, an estimate of the point-spread function can be calculated.  Since it is practically 
impossible to generate a true point-source in a laboratory setting, estimating the point-spread 
function of an optical system can be quite valuable.  
 
Figure 2.4 – An idealized point-spread function where the point source spreads laterally as a 
function of z, and the intensity of the point object increases (brightens) as a function of z as well. 
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A point-spread function, whether empirically derived or mathematically estimated, can be used 
to determine the ability an optical system has in resolving an object.  The closer to a perfect point 
an optical system can output from a point source the better the resolution of that system.  It is, 
however, not possible to manufacture a system that can output a perfect point image when given 
a point source as an input due to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.  More practically, in 
order to design a system that could focus a point source to a perfect point, the thickness and 
curvature of the lenses within that system would have to be zero, and the index of refraction of 
the lens material would need to be infinity.  In practice, every optical system is non-ideal and 
results in a blurred output point image.  In addition to the effects on the resolving power of an 
optical system, a non-ideal optical system point-spread function is affected by the optical 
aberrations of that system.  A careful balance of material properties and geometric dimensions 
must be established in order to maximize the quality of an optical system.  This means that any 
theoretical point-spread function estimated to match the system point-spread function should 
take these aberrations and properties into account. [86]   
2.2.4 Optical (Lens) Aberrations 
Optical aberrations tend to fall into one of two categories: Geometric Aberrations, and Chromatic 
Aberrations.  Geometric aberrations are caused by an error in the geometry of the objective lens.  
There are several common geometric errors that can lead to different effects on the output image 
of the optical system.  The simplest form of geometric aberration is spherical aberration.  
Spherical aberration occurs when light waves passing through the outer portion of the objective 
lens have a different focal length than light passing through the center of the lens.  This will lead 
to a blurry image which tends to blur more towards the edges of the image than in the center.  
The closer a lens shape is to a sphere the worse this effect becomes.  Another type of geometric 
aberration which is very similar to spherical aberration is field curvature.  Field curvature is 
when the output image of an optical system focuses to a curved surface.  In this case it is 
impossible to have the entire image in focus at once.  To avoid this problem an optical system 
would have to capture its output on a curved surface.  Most imaging systems, however, use 
planar image acquisition surfaces. 
Comatic distortion is also similar to spherical aberration, but is the result of the focal angle 
instead of the focal length.  Comatic distorted lenses will shift their focal angle as light waves 
move from the outer edges of the lens towards the center.  The resulting image of a point source 
would have a water droplet appearance.  Due to the decreasing light intensity at the lens 
periphery the water droplet output would also fade in intensity in a direction away from the 
narrowest point of the droplet.    Astigmatism is much like comatic distortion in that it results in 
morphological variation in the output image.  The main difference between an astigmatism and 
comatic distortion is that astigmatism is affected by the angle of incidence of the source light 
through the lens, while comatic distortion is an effect on the focal angle of transmitted light.  
With astigmatism, light waves passing through the lens on either side of the optical axis will 
have a different plane of focus than waves passing above or below the optical axis.  The resulting 
image will be elongated in a particular orientation, so a point source input will appear as an 
ellipse in the output image. 
Other types of geometric distortions are barrel and pincushion distortion.  Barrel distortion is a 
decrease in image magnification from the center of the optical axis towards the edges of the 
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output image.  The resulting image will appear as if the center region is larger than the outer 
regions.  Pincushion distortion is the opposite effect, where image magnification increases 
towards the edges of the output image.  This will cause the center of an image to appear smaller 
than the outer regions.  It is possible to have a combination of these distortion effects where 
towards the center of the image one of these distortion types is predominant, and the other is 
more predominant towards the image periphery.  This is known as complex distortion, or more 
colloquially, moustache distortion because of the shape a straight line will make when imaged by 
this system.  Other non-symmetric combinations of these geometric distortions are possible, but 
extremely rare. 
Geometric aberrations are correctible through careful manufacturing processes, and corrective 
lenses.  It is also possible to correct geometric distortions after image capture using image 
processing techniques.  In order to make these corrections post capture a calibration image that 
illustrates the level of distortion is required. [10] 
The second major type of optical aberration, chromatic aberration, is the result of the material 
properties of the objective lens, as opposed to geometric anomalies.  Commonly, white light is 
used in illuminating microscope objects, and the many wavelengths of light in white light will be 
refracted differently based on their frequency because of how the different frequencies of light 
are affected by the material properties of the lens.  This will lead to different focal lengths for 
each wavelength of light, resulting in a lack of crisp focus and a fringing effect in the output 
image.  The fringing effect appears as halos of color around the image object, and these halos 
vary as the optical system focuses on different object planes. 
Chromatic aberration is correctable by using what are known as lens doublets.  It was discovered 
in the 18th century that the combination of flint glass and crown glass resulted in a reduced 
chromatic distortion.  These lenses are known as achromatic.  Further improvements were made 
through the addition of fluorspar which resulted in a negligible amount of chromatic distortion.  
These lenses are known as apochromatic.  Modern high-quality lens arrays incorporate doublet 
and triplet lens combinations to eliminate chromatic distortion altogether. [45] 
Other common aberrations that are neither geometric nor chromatic in nature exist, and in 
general are less common.  The simplest type of aberration in an optical system is defocus, and 
can be quite common, however.  Defocus can be easily corrected through the appropriate 
adjustment of the distance between the objective lens and the object-of-interest.  In the event that 
images were captured in a defocused state, image processing techniques can be used to improve 
the focus, but often introduce undesired effects.  Other sources of optical error are piston and tilt, 
which can result in image irregularities, but are not technically aberrations and therefore, similar 
to defocus, should be corrected prior to image capture. 
2.3 Digital Imaging in Optical Microscopy 
Historically when capturing a microscope image, the image was meticulously drawn by hand.  
The advent of photography helped create more accurate records of microscope data, allowing for 
more in depth comparisons and analysis.  The invention of digital computers, and subsequently 
digital photography brought about a brand new way of capturing and analyzing image data.  Not 
only did the time between capturing an image and viewing it decrease significantly, but the 
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constraints on the number of images one could capture decreased as storage of digital files is 
much easier and cheaper than storage of physical files.  In addition, the speed and accuracy at 
which digital image data can be analyzed and processed is dramatically faster than with film 
image data, allowing more in depth and rigorous studies to be designed and performed.  There 
are many techniques used to capture the output of an optical system, and each provides a unique 
view of the object-of-interest. 
The simplest technique used to capture microscopy images is a single static capture of the field 
of view.  The digital camera mounted into the optical path of the microscope will capture an 
image and store it in a digital file that can be manipulated and processed as one sees fit.  This is a 
commonly used technique because the equipment needed to capture a single static image is 
generally less expensive than more dynamic systems, and the single image usually provides 
sufficient information to make comparisons and draw conclusions between samples.  The single 
static image technique is limiting in that it cannot capture movement of samples, large samples, 
or the 3D structure of samples.  To capture more complex sample data one must use a technique 
which captures multiple images. 
The most basic multiple image capture technique is the use of temporal delay to acquire an array 
of images of a sample over time.  Temporal image arrays can be played like a movie to view 
changes in a sample over time.  There are two major changes a sample can experience; a spatial 
change, and a feature change. 
Spatial changes are a transformational movement of an object in 3D.  These movements can 
result in the rotation or translation of objects-of-interest within a sample, or of the entire sample.  
Feature changes are tied to the size, shape, and physical properties of a sample.  Some examples 
of feature changes could be changes in color, opacity, luminosity, size, shape, angle, or state.  
Without the ability to compare multiple images, the spatial changes and feature changes of a 
sample would be undetectable, and a significant amount of valuable data could be left un-
captured. 
The alternative technique to temporal delay for multiple image capture is spatial scanning.  
Spatial scanning is the process of acquiring an array of images taken of different spatial locations 
of a sample.  Due to the physical constraints of lens objectives, such as size and field of view, 
capturing spatial image arrays involves a time delay between image capture.  This limitation is 
often of negligible concern, but can be a major barrier to acquiring spatial arrays of rapidly 
changing samples.  Spatial scanning can be performed in 2D by capturing images incrementally 
along the x and y axis of a sample, and in 3D by capturing images incrementally along the z axis.  
This technique is known as optical sectioning.  A process such as stitching or interpolation can 
then be utilized to rejoin the images into a single larger image or stack of images. 
Stitching is the practice of joining images of overlapping adjacent regions of a sample in 2D by 
aligning clearly defined objects within the overlapping data.  Interpolation is the process of 
aligning adjacent non-overlapped images and estimating the location and connectivity of the two 
images.  Due to the inferences made in joining interpolated images, it can produce less accurate 
results than stitching.  Interpolation can be used in 2D scans, but is necessary in 3D scans 
because layered images do not share any overlapping data.  
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When capturing an image from an optical system it would be desirable to capture that data with 
the highest fidelity between object and image as possible.  Image fidelity is limited, however, by 
characteristics of the optical system, optical aberrations, and resolution of the capture device.  
Modern microscopy systems benefit from a long history of optical designs aimed at minimizing 
aberrations, maximizing resolution, and optimizing the point-spread function of the system.  
Even with the advances in microscope design, there are practical considerations to be made when 
capturing from an optical device.  One of the most critical of these considerations is the 
resolution at which image data is sampled. 
Determining which resolution to use to sample an object is a non-trivial matter.  Collecting 
superfluous amounts of data by using high resolution would add to storage requirements, capture 
time, processing time, cost of equipment, and redundancies in data.  While collecting too little 
data by using low resolution would prevent accurate analysis and predictions to be made from 
captured images due to insufficient data.  Sampling an object image at an insufficient resolution 
will cause noticeable errors in an image such as aliasing and pixelation.  Aliasing is a distortion 
of frequency within an image resulting in effects such as the Moire effect and stair-stepped 
edges.  Pixelation results in the loss of detail within an image where large sections of an object 
appear as one large block of color.  Robust sampling is required in order to eliminate these image 
artifacts. 
 
Figure 2.5 - Examples of the Moire effect (left), the stair-stepped effect (center), and pixilation 
(right). 
The Nyquist criterion as applied to digital imaging in microscopy helps determine the 
appropriate resolution to capture data in order to avoid aliasing and pixelation.  The Nyquist 
criterion states that a sampling of data must be taken at a minimum of twice the highest 
frequency of the signal being captured.  In imaging, this rule applies to three major aspects of the 
data; the spatial frequency of intensities, the spatial frequency of color, and the temporal 
frequency of image capture.  It is essential to capture data using the Nyquist criterion otherwise 
none of the conclusions drawn from that data set can be considered accurate.  When abiding by 
the Nyquist criterion images will have enough data to accurately represent the objects captured, 
and minimize the amount of data. 
2.4 Basics of Image Processing 
Once an image is acquired from an optical system it cannot be refined using any optical 
techniques.  If the captured image is to be modified, it must be done using image processing 
techniques.  Image processing is the manipulation of an image to produce more desirable traits in 
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that image.  Depending on the intention of the individual, many image processing techniques can 
be used.  There are dramatic differences in approach for artists, photojournalists, and scientists.  
Image data can be described using the following formula: 
h = (f*g) + ε 
Where h is the captured image data, f is the undistorted object data, g is the point-spread function 
of the optical system, and ε is the noise in the image.   
In optical microscopy the goal of image processing techniques are to improve image clarity, 
resolution, and contrast in order to facilitate the visualization and analysis of microscopic data.  
To achieve this goal, the undistorted object data must be isolated from the point-spread function 
and the noise, and then it must be adjusted to simplify content measurement and quantification.   
Techniques for image processing fall into two main categories: Error Correction, and Analysis 
Adjustment. 
2.4.1 Error Correction 
The goal of utilizing error correction methods is to generate an image that is as accurate a 
representation of the captured object as possible.  Most optical aberrations, distortions, and other 
sources of error can be decreased with proper image manipulation techniques.  The first step in 
eliminating unwanted errors in an image is usually noise reduction.  The reason for this is that 
noise in an image can be amplified or distorted when other image manipulation techniques are 
applied to that image.  Though it is quite difficult to eliminate all noise from an image, there are 
numerous techniques to reduce different types of noise.  Since noise can be introduced to an 
image through a variety of sources, the visual effect of the noise can be dramatically different.  
Salt and Pepper noise is where random individual pixels have inconsistent intensities or color 
compared to neighboring pixels.  This type of noise can be greatly reduced through the use of a 
median filter, which replaces a pixel's intensity or hue with the median value of surrounding 
pixels.   
Gaussian noise, on the other hand, affects an entire image instead of random points.  In Gaussian 
noise the intensity or hue of each pixel in the image is increased or decreased by a random 
amount.  This is termed Gaussian noise because when plotting the differences in intensity or hue 
from the true intensity or hue of every pixel, the plots tend towards a Gaussian distribution.  This 
type of noise can be reduced in a few ways, but in particular with a Gaussian filter which 
replaces the intensity or hue value of a pixel with a weighted average of surrounding pixels.  The 
weight a pixel has is determined by the distance from the pixel of interest, based on a Normal 
decay in weightings.  Though this method is quite effective at minimizing Gaussian noise, it also 
has a tendency to introduce significant blur into the image.  Finding a balance between noise 




Figure 2.6 – An example of Gaussian blur distorting an image 
Blur in an image can result from numerous sources including defocus, resolution limitations, and 
as a result of image processing.  One of the most effective methods for removing blur in an 
image is Deconvolution.  There are several techniques for deconvolving an image, such as 
standard and blind deconvolution.  Standard deconvolution uses a predefined Point-Spread 
Function (PSF) as a filter to reverse the effects introduced by the optical system.  Blind 
deconvolution is a similar process, but uses an iterative process to estimate the Point-Spread 
Function from the set of blurred images.  Once an estimated PSF is calculated it can be used in 
the same manner as the predefined PSF to deblur a set of images.  
      
Figure 2.7 – Top Left: Representation of a point spread image in the x-y plane.   
Bottom Left: Point spread intensity along any vector through the psf centroid. 
Right: PSF image in the y-z plane. Intensities are inverted from image on the left. 
An effective methodology, though seldom utilized, for correcting illumination aberrations is 
called inverse intensity filtering.  This method utilizes a filter the same size as the image, where 
the filter has an illumination gradient that is an inverted version of the specific illumination 
aberration of the image.  In the case of a vignetted image this would be a dark center which gets 
progressively brighter towards the edges.  When an inverse intensity filter is applied to an image 
it can eliminate any illumination aberrations within that image, but will result in an overall more 
darkened image.   
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Level Adjustment methods can be used to correct a variety of properties of an image, such as an 
image appearing too dark.  Level adjustment is the process of altering pixel data to achieve a 
desired visual presentation for an image.  Different types of level adjustment methods include 
brightness, contrast, white balance, hue, and windowing adjustment.  Most commercially 
available image processing packages such as Adobe® Photoshop® or Microsoft® Paint® have 
level adjustment capabilities.  In microscopy the adjustment of levels for an image can be used to 
minimize certain aberrations such as chromatic or illumination aberrations.  However, it is more 
common for these techniques to be used to achieve an improved image state for analysis and 
processing. 
2.4.2 Image Tuning and Analysis Adjustment 
Adjusting an image to enhance its features for easy analysis and processing can sometimes be 
referred to as image tuning.  The goal of image tuning is to modify an image to simplify the 
identification of objects-of-interest within the image, and improve the accuracy of measurements 
taken of defining characteristics of those objects.  Level adjustment methods, for example, are 
commonly used in image tuning to help objects-of-interest stand out from the background.  By 
manipulating properties of an image, such as the range of intensity values or the relative level of 
intensity of the basic colors composing an image, objects-of-interest can be completely isolated, 
or at least well contrasted, from non-object image data.  This is usually the first step taken to 
prepare an image for segmentation. 
Segmentation is any process designed to isolate objects-of-interest within an image from their 
background.  Many algorithms and techniques exist for image segmentation, and each relies on 
specific assumptions about the data.  For this reason no single technique is ideal for all 
applications.  The computational requirements of some techniques are also much more intensive 
than others, so careful consideration of all options is important for each dataset.  Some common 
segmentation techniques are thresholding, edge detection, region-growing, and energy 
minimization. 
Thresholding is a technique used to define objects-of-interest within an image by setting an 
object’s intensity value to 1, and the background intensity value to 0.  A threshold limit is used as 
a deterministic value where anything above the threshold limit becomes 1, and anything below 
becomes 0.  This, in effect, converts an image into a binary form, and improves the ability of a 
software package to identify and characterize the objects within the image.  It can be quite 
difficult to threshold an image so that only the objects-of-interest are set apart from the 
background.  Simple thresholding as described above is generally only useful on images where 
the objects-of-interest have different intensity values than all other image data.  Multiple 
threshold values can be used to create a band pass filter on pixel intensities, but this is much less 
common than single threshold values.  Thresholding can be a valuable tool, but has many 
limitations due to aberrations and variations of images. 
Edge detection and tracing is a technique which locates and defines all edges within an image, 
regardless of the importance or meaning of the edge.  Some refinement can be used to limit the 
detection of erroneous edges, but only in cases where edges are detected for algorithmically 
different reasons.  Edge detection algorithms rely heavily on changes in pixel intensity or color, 
and therefore are not well suited to blurry or low contrast images where edges are poorly 
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defined.  Also, edge detection methods suffer from an inability to determine which side of an 
edge belongs to an object-of-interest, so it can be difficult to automate the segmentation of a 
complete object. 
To focus more on locating an entire object-of-interest region growing methods are used.  Region 
growing methods find similarities between neighboring pixels, and group pixels based on their 
common traits.  Some pixel traits that may be used by different region growing techniques are 
color, intensity, texture, or saturation.  Setting appropriate differentiation criteria is important for 
many of the same reasons as setting an appropriate thresholding limit.  If the criteria is too strict 
it will result in an over segmented image, where objects-of-interest are sectioned into multiple 
pieces.  If the criteria is not strict enough the segmented object may become merged with non-
object data or with other objects-of-interest within the image. 
Energy minimization methods use many of the same image traits as region growing methods, but 
use optimization to increase the effectiveness of the segmentation.  In energy minimization, an 
estimated segmentation algorithm is used, and tested to see how effective it was at segmenting 
the objects-of-interest.  Refinements to the algorithm are conducted on a repeated basis until a 
minimal error is reported by the system.  These techniques can be quite effective at isolating 
objects from their background, but can also be computationally expensive and time consuming.  
In addition, it is possible that the methodology will find itself optimizing towards a local minima, 
in which case the segmented data can result in poorly defined objects-of-interest. 
2.5 Particle Characterization & Analysis 
Segmenting data provides an easy to process data-set that can be used to characterize and 
analyze the segmented objects.  For the study of wear debris, the wear particles can be classified 
and compared once they are properly segmented.  Particle characterization methods quantify 
particle properties such as their spatial location, distribution, size, and shape characteristics.   
Spatial location and distribution are properties which describe the relative location of particles 
within the field of view of the microscope objective.  Some typical methods for describing the 
spatial relationship between particles are particle global density, variable density, and coordinate 
locations.  Global density is a calculation of the total number of pixels in an image that are object 
divided by the number of background pixels.  Variable density is the density of objects in regions 
of an image.  This allows for a basic understanding of the distribution of particles in different 
sections of an image, as opposed to global density which simply identifies the distribution 
through an averaging concept.  Spatial location is best captured using coordinate locations of 
particles or using vector representation of particle locations.  Vector representation is not often 
used in microscopy due to the complex nature of images, and the calculations required to convert 
from coordinates to vectors. 
Size is also a relatively straightforward quantification for particles.  Some basic measures for 
size are number of pixels, object area, equivalent circle diameter, major and minor axes lengths, 
bounding box dimensions, and inscribed and circumscribed circles.  Equivalent Circle Diameter 
(ECD) is the diameter a circle would have that had the same area as the object being measured.  
This measure is part of the ASTM F1877-98 Standard for quantitative description of wear debris, 
and is therefore a commonly used measure in size characterization.  It is for this reason useful in 
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comparison to literature; however, it does not provide much more detail than the number of 
pixels, or the area, of a particle.  Major and minor axes lengths measure the length of the longest 
diameter of an object and the smallest diameter of an object.  Though major and minor axes 
provide more detail about the overall shape of an object, they cannot account for curled objects 
very well.  A bounding box is the smallest rectangle that can be made which contains the entire 
object-of-interest, and is usually limited to being aligned to axes.  Bounding box dimensions 
provide an estimate of the size as well as the general shape of an object, but, similar to major and 
minor axes, does not manage odd shapes very well.  Inscribed and circumscribed circles provide 
much of the same overall information as major and minor axes, and bounding boxes, but in a 
slightly different form.  An inscribed circle is the largest circle that can fit within the confines of 
an object.  A circumscribed circle is the smallest circle that contains all pixels of an object.  The 
relative diameters of these two circles can provide useful size information. 
Shape is a much more complex property to quantify.  Shape is defined in image processing as 
what is left when rotation, translation, and size have been factored out of an image.  Two 
methods for quantifying the shape of an object are Fourier descriptors, which use descriptor 
values from the frequency domain to describe a shape, and angularity analysis, which calculates 
the difference in radius between the particle and an equivalent ellipse having the same aspect 
ratio as the particle in a specific direction. Standard angularity analysis and Fourier descriptors 
cannot account for particle shapes that double back on themselves since every angle is only 
processed once.  If boundary tracing methodologies are used instead of angle tracing methods, 
both angularity analysis and Fourier descriptors can quantify any shape.  Other methods for 
quantifying shape are less capable of recreating the exact shape, but provide good measures of 
comparison between objects.  An inscribed-circumscribed circle radius (ICCR) is a ratio between 
the largest inscribed circle for an object, and the smallest circumscribed circle.  This value gives 
an idea of shape, such as whether an object is elongated or round, but does not fully quantify the 
shape of an object.  The usefulness of this measure is in the ability to compare and analyze large 
sample sets based on a single value parameter.  The number of data points required for boundary 








3.1 Broad Objective 
The broad objective of this work is to develop a low cost, high accuracy bright-field optical 
sectioning (BFOS) microscopy system that is capable of spatial and morphological quantification 
of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene wear particles of both small and large sizes, and act 
as an alternative to a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) or other expensive microscopy 
instruments.  A specific objective of this work is to improve and automate previously introduced 
deconvolution and segmentation methods [85] to improve resolution, and develop software tools 
to characterize and analyze UHMWPE wear particles.  The work focuses on an easy to use and 
accurate calibration process for calculating a microscopy system’s point-spread function (PSF), 
applying that point-spread function across several data sets, and characterizing UHMWPE 
particles.   
3.2 Specific Aims 
To achieve these goals this work has the following specific aims and hypotheses: 
Specific Aim 1: In this Aim we optimize the Gibson point-spread function model to best 
correlate with a data-based point-spread function in order to reduce the blur artifact 
introduced by the optical characteristics of the system using deconvolution techniques. 
Hypothesis 1: Since the Gibson model accounts for multi-layered, multi-refractive samples, 
optimization of the model will result in improved correlation to a data-based point-spread 
function as compared to standard approaches. Correlation will achieve values of 0.85 or 
higher for all particles that meet a standard criteria (Appendix B Section 7.2.5). 
Hypothesis 2: Optimization of the Gibson model will result in a greater number of 
segmented particles in deconvolved data than non-deconvolved data due to the improved 
resolution of the data, which will separate close particles and improve edge definition. 
Specific Aim 2: In this Aim we characterize UHMWPE particle size, shape, and location more 
accurately than could be done using standard light microscopy techniques using several 
object characterization methods and SEM images as a basis for comparison. 
Hypothesis 3: Deconvolving particle data using the optimized Gibson model will result in 
characterized data more closely representative of SEM data as compared with non-
deconvolved particle data due to the elimination of the characteristic blur. 
Hypothesis 4: Deconvolving particle data using the optimized Gibson model will result in 
the identification of an increased number of fibrillar particles and decreased number of 
globular particles compared to non-deconvolved particle data because the blur introduced 








4.1 Particle Fabrication 
Particle isolation and characterization was performed using methods modified from Margevicius 
et al. [56]  One or more small areas of the fibrous tissue that were thought to be representative of 
tissue containing UHMWPE particles were removed from a paraffin block. No attempts were 
made to select areas of minimal or maximal wear debris. This tissue was deparaffinized in 10 ml 
xylene overnight at room temperature and washed twice in xylene and twice in 100% ethanol for 
three minutes each. After drying for two hours at room temperature, 0.02-0.03 grams of tissue 
were placed in a polypropylene tube and digested in 5 ml 65% HNO3 at room temperature for a 
total of 24 hours. At the end of the first day, samples were inverted several times and allowed to 
digest for an additional 24 hours. 
Following digestion, the solutions containing UHMWPE wear debris were vacuum-filtered 
through two nucleopore polycarbonate (PC) membranes2. Initially, the entire solution was 
vacuum-filtered through a PC membrane with a pore size of 1.0 µm. Subsequently, the filtrate 
containing submicron particles was collected and vacuum-filtered through a PC membrane with 
a pore size of 0.05 µm. 
Initially, the PC membrane with a pore size of 0.05 µm was placed against the inner wall of a 1.5 
ml eppendorf tube containing 0.99 ml methanol plus 0.01 ml Nonidet P-40®3,4 to prevent 
particle agglomeration. With the particle side of the membrane facing inward, the resulting 
samples were thoroughly mixed with a G560 vortex5 for three 30-second intervals. Finally, the 
eppendorf tubes were submerged in an ultrasonic bath6 for two minutes to achieve uniform 
particle dispersion and to further reduce agglomeration. Using a pipette, several drops of the 
particle dispersion were placed on a glass slide resting in a petri dish.  The solution was allowed 
to dry for 30 seconds and then the slide was kept covered in the petri dish until imaging with the 
polarized light microscope. 
  
                                                 
2 Whatman, Billerica, MA 
3 NP40 substitute 
4 AppliChem GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany 
5 Scientific Industries, Bohemia, NY 
6 Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, Illinois 
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4.2 Image Acquisition 
 
4.2.1 Polarized Light Microscopy 
To characterize the point spread function of various particles, stacks of 71-101 images were 
collected in polarized light using an Olympus BX50 microscope, equipped with a stepper motor 
controlled stage (±2 µm positioning accuracy) and elliptically polarized light imaging system 
(EPLIS) filters. The system was set to take 5 incremental steps between each image layer. EPLIS 
relies on the use of a 1/4 wavelength birefringent quartz retardation plate, a calibrated rotating 
polarizing element and a rotating interference filter, which were adjusted to achieve maximum 
particle contrast. Images were captured at an overall magnification of 200X using a PixeLINK 
microscope camera.  All image data was captured at 20X magnification with image resolution set 
to 3000 x 2208, and a JPEG compression quality of 80%.  Images were reduced from 4 times the 
resolving limit of the camera, to approximately 1 times the resolving limit of the camera, 
resulting in images with 750 x 552 pixel resolution.  Pixel resolution was determined prior to 
image capture using a calibrated scale, and was found to be 0.17 µm/pixel at full resolution and 
20X magnification, and 0.69 µm/pixel when image resolution was reduced for processing.  
Camera settings were kept consistent for all image stacks (see Appendix B section 7.2.1). After 
acquiring images at 20X magnification, 10X and 4X magnified images were collected to 
establish a frame of reference of other features on the slide.  In addition, a small dot of 
permanent marker ink was placed in a region adjacent to, but not within, the field containing 
UHMWPE wear debris to assist with particle localization in the environmental scanning electron 
microscope. 
4.2.2 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM) 
After wrapping the edges of the slide with double-sided carbon tape, the slide was inserted into 
an XL30 environmental scanning electron microscope7 equipped with a Schottky field-emission 
gun and an energy dispersive x-ray detector8 to visualize UHMWPE wear debris. Imaging was 
performed in variable pressure at a working distance of 12 mm and a beam intensity of 5kV. 
Using low magnification frames of reference from the light microscope and the dot of permanent 
marker ink, the same particles were located and imaged using ESEM for comparison between the 
two imaging methods. All sample preparation and imaging were performed in the Drexel 
University Centralized Research Facilities.  
4.3 Calibration and Optimization Package 
Following image acquisition, the data was converted to grayscale and sorted into two data sets; 
one to be used by the Calibration and Optimization Package to optimize the theoretical point-
spread function of the microscopy system, and one that would be processed by the Particle 
Characterization and Analysis Package.  The Calibration and Optimization Package would use 
the steps outlined below to denoise all image data, optimize the theoretical PSF, deconvolve the 
image data, and segment the image data.  The main MATLAB function for the Particle 
Calibration and Optimization Package PCOP (see Appendix D - run_calibration) would allow 
                                                 
7 ESEM, FEI/Phillips, Hillsboro, OR 
8 EDAX, Mahwah, NJ 
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a variable number of parameters to be input, which if specified by the user would override 
default values set in the function setInputVariables.  These input parameters can be entered 
using the format: 
    run_calibration('variable1',value1,'variable2',value2,etc...); 
The variables which can be defined by the user include: 
subpixel       -  Boolean which determines whether images will be 
expanded prior to being deconvolved.  Allows for 
filters to be applied at a subpixel level. Default = 
0. 
suprapixel     -  Boolean which determines whether images will be 
collapsed prior to being deconvolved.  Decreases 
resolution to approach the resolving limit of the 
capture device. Default = 0. 
optimize       -  Boolean which determines if 5 or 8 variables in 
the Gibson PSF modeling equation will be varied. 
Default = 0. 
preprocess     -  Boolean which determines if preprocessing of 
images will occur before segmentation. Default = 0. 
sigma_inf      -  Standard deviation of adaptive thresholding 
gaussian window at infinity. Default = 0.1. 
sigma          -  Initial standard deviation of adaptive 
thresholding gaussian window. Default = 2. 
cutoff         - Normalized cutoff frequency (0 – 1). Default = 0.01. 
order          - Order of high pass filter. Default = 6. 
iterations     - # of iterations for deconvolution. Default = 10. 
level          -  ‘level’ must be a strictly positive integer. 
2^level must divide size(X,1) and size(X,2). Default 
= 1. 
zstep          -  Number of increments per step between input 
images. Default = 5. 
lens           -  Magnification level of microscope during image 
capture. Default = ‘20x’. 
saveCrop       -  Boolean which determines whether to process 
entire zstack or a cropped column. Default = 1. 
maxIterations  -  The number of iterations modelpsf will attempt 
in optimizing the theoretical PSF. Default = 10. 
All steps performed by the PCOP are explained in detail below: 
4.3.1 Load in Image Data   
The Calibration and Optimization Package processes a single image stack, which acts as a 
representative stack for all data collected with the same imaging and capture parameters.  The 
user has the option of defining the lens magnification value and z-axis step size using the lens 
and zstep parameters listed above.  The loaded data includes the raw image data (zstack), the 
number of images in the image stack (numimages), the computer path to the images (pathname), 
the filenames of all images in the stack (filelist), and a Boolean value which indicates if the 




4.3.2 Image Pre-Processing  
The pre-processing for the PCOP defines a blank image set that typifies the background of 
images containing particle data.  A larger blank sample set will provide more data for the 
denoising algorithm to use in removing image noise and background.  Pre-processing also crops 
the image stack based on a user defined bounding box around a particle of interest.  Image 
cropping is used to isolate a particle which is rotationally symmetric about the z-axis, and is 
sufficiently bright to have out of focus blur through all images in the stack.  If a particle is 
chosen that is not sufficiently bright, it is likely the segmentation methods, described in detail on 
page 41, will not properly isolate the particle from the background.  It is possible to define a sub-
set of images within the image stack to be processed.  This helps to ensure the particle’s out of 
focus blur is distinguishable in each image of the processed stack.  In general if the user is able to 
identify the location of the particles out of focus blur through visual inspection of the raw image, 
the segmentation algorithms will be able to extract meaningful data from the image. 
4.3.3 Denoising  
All data is denoised using the NormalShrink algorithm developed by Kaur et. al. [44].  
NormalShrink uses wavelet shrinking, which is based on the Generalized Gaussian Distribution 
modeling of subband coefficients, to perform soft thresholding on images with a data driven 
subband dependent threshold value TN.  Each image is decomposed into wavelet coefficients 
using 2D wavelet transforms and thresholded.  Once TN is calculated it is applied to the wavelet 
coefficients and the images are then reconstructed using an inverted decomposition.  This 
process is repeated for all images within the data set. 
4.3.4 Model Theoretical PSF 
Once image data has been denoised, it is passed into a point-spread modeling program that 
extracts the data-based point-spread function (PSF) and calculates an optimal theoretical PSF 
from the data.  All calculations and functionality of the point-spread modeling program are 
automated in order to ensure repeatability and limit both human error and the need for human 
intervention.   
The PSF modeling function executes a series of functions that extract 3D binary object 
information from the 3D image data containing the object-of-interest, and outputs a 2D image 
containing an idealized (cored) data-based point-spread function in the sagittal plane.  To prepare 
image data for PSF extraction the image stack is segmented using three techniques.  Each 
technique refines the segmented data from the previous segmentation. 
4.3.4.1 Object Segmentation 
The first segmentation technique is a Global Mean Threshold.  The average intensity of all data 
in the image stacks are calculated and used as the threshold value on the stack.  This technique is 
insufficient at extracting a reliable PSF estimate, but serves as a good foundation for further 
automated refinement.  The most in-focus image along the z-axis of the thresholded data is found 
by summing each image, starting at the central image of the stack, and assuming the lowest sum 
is the smallest.  When an image has a sum greater than the previous image the program takes 
note of this location as being the end of the central set of images for the point object.  If any 
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layers contain the same number of pixels as the least sum they are all stored in an array for 
further processing. 
To help ensure that other particles which may be within the field of view are not added to the 
sums, a particle isolation program is used.  This program determines the particle most likely to 
be the particle of interest by searching from the center pixel of the central layer of the image data 
outwards in circular loops until it finds the closest particle to the center pixel.  It then finds the 
centroid of this particle and determines the connectivity of the particle in that layer to the nearest 
particle in the next layer.  Once the connectivity of the whole particle of interest is determined, 
any object data not associated with the whole particle PSF is removed from the segmented data. 
   
 
Figure 4.1 – Example showing the results of the multiple particles to one particle algorithm 
The Global Mean Threshold is followed by an Image Mean Threshold, which calculates the 
mean of each image in the central array, and applies the image mean as the threshold for that 
image.  The Image Mean Thresholding technique starts processing the original data set at the 
image layer containing the 3D centroid of the point object, and finishes at the last image of the 
point object in both directions.  This method is more precise at differentiating the shape of the 
point object for in focus images allowing for greater accuracy in determining the true central 
image layer.  Particle shape integrity degrades quickly as a function of distance from the central 
in focus images, however, and therefore this method of segmentation is not suitable for true 
particle isolation. 
The final segmentation technique uses an alpha value to isolate the exact 2D particle shape in the 
central image, as determined by the Image Mean Thresholding method.  The alpha value acts as 
a deterministic value for when one pixel is significantly different from its neighbor.  The alpha 
value used by the package was α = 0.05, which consistently segmented the point object to within 
1-2 pixels of a manual threshold of the image. 
  
Figure 4.2 – Manual thresholding (left) versus alpha segmentation (right) of a sample image 
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The centroid of the point object in the x-y plane is found and combined with the z-axis location 
of the central image to provide a center point of the entire empirically captured PSF. All images 
are centered in a 3D array around the point object centroid and rotated from the transverse plane 
to the sagittal plane.  An image that transects the object centroid is then extracted from the new 
rotated stack, revealing a cross-sectional view of the empirically captured PSF in the y-z plane. 
   
Figure 4.3- 3D view of a sagittal slice of a PSF (left), and the resulting cross-sectional view of the PSF 
4.3.4.2 Data Coring 
Ideally the extracted image of any point object would show a cross-section of the PSF that 
narrows to a single pixel at its center.  Since all particle data analyzed was of particles larger than 
a single pixel (0.6986 µm) in diameter, and since those particles that were a single pixel in 
diameter were too small to have a visible PSF beyond a few image layers, a method of 
generating a single central pixel PSF from the object data was developed. (see Appendix D - 
coreStack) 
This method involves removing the central core of the object data and replacing it with a single 
column of pixels.  This single column of pixels is calculated to best simulate the transition 
between the left and right sides of the cored data-set, while maintaining the relative pixel 
intensity information from the removed core.  The resulting Cored image retains the important 
qualities of a PSF, such as the angle of the out of focus blur and the central columns intensity 
gradation, but eliminates the overall bulk of a particle.  This method relies on the assumptions 
that the microscopy system is shift invariant, and that an image of an object is convolved by the 
true PSF at every point in the image, resulting in a hyper-point-spread function for non-point-
source particles. These assumptions allow the cone angle of the out of focus blur to be extracted 





Figure 4.4 – Images showing Pre-Cored (left) and Post-Cored Data (right) 
4.3.4.3 Point-Spread Function Modeling 
Theoretical point-spread functions are calculated using a PSF modeling algorithm developed by 
Gibson et. al.. [33]  The Gibson PSF model estimates the output of a microscopy system by using 
defined system parameters, and by accounting for the differences between the designed system 
parameters and the true system parameters.  The variance from the design parameters for system 
parameters, such as the coverslip thickness and refractive index, lens immersion medium 
thickness and refractive index, and sample thickness and refractive index, can have a dramatic 
effect on the optical path length of the light passing through the sample.  The Gibson model 
calculates the optical path difference between the optical path length of the design system, and 
the optical path length of the non-design system using the equations in section 7.2.4 in Appendix 
B. 
The Gibson PSF model generates a 3D theoretical PSF that simulates the behavior of light 
through a sample and microscope lens.  A 2D image is extracted from the 3D model in the y-z 
plane through the central pixel along the x-axis.  This provides a cross-sectional view of the 
theoretical PSF, which can be readily compared to a cross-sectioned and cored image from the 
object data.  Analysis of the Gibson variables determined that five variables contributed 
significantly to the overall shape of the theoretical PSF.  These variables are the sample thickness 
(TS), the wavelength of light traveling through the sample (λ), and the x, y, and z resolution as 
calculated by the Rayleigh's equation: 
∆𝑙 =  1.220 𝑓𝜆
𝐷
 
where Δl corresponds to the spatial resolution in the three coordinate axes, and D is the diameter 
of the lens aperture.  Each of these variables are varied individually with a coarse grid between 
their upper and lower limits and used to generate an array of theoretical PSF images.  These 
images are then compared to the cored data-based PSF to determine the variables that created a 




Figure 4.5 – Left: Data-based PSF from a sagittal view.  
Right: Correlated theoretical PSF from a sagittal view. 
4.3.4.4 Image Registration & Correlation 
Image registration, which is the aligning of two images of the same object using image 
transformations, is employed to align the theoretical PSF with the data-based PSF in order to 
compare the two.  Translation is the only transformation performed in order to align the two 
images.  A correlation methodology, developed by Daniel Eaton [27] and based on the program 
MatchTemplate written by Pier Paolo Ciarravano Larmor [49] for the Open Source Computer 
Vision Library, is used to determine the similarity of the theoretical PSF and the data-based PSF.  
Images are normalized and compared using the equations in section 7.2.3 in Appendix B. 
A perfect correlation would result in R = 1.0.  The correlation values for each theoretical PSF 
compared to the cored data-based PSF are stored, and the five best correlation values are saved 
after all images are correlated. 
4.3.4.5 Adaptive Grid Optimization 
In order to optimize the theoretical PSF, an adaptive grid methodology is applied to the 
comparison between theoretical and cored data-based PSF’s.  The variable values used to 
calculate the five best image correlation values from the registration process are used as a basis 
for the adaptive grid method.  A finer set of grids that check values around and including the 
variables used to calculate the five best image correlation values are built and used to calculate 
new theoretical PSF images.  The refinement of the Gibson variables continues until a maximum 







Figure 4.6 - Adaptive Grid Concept explained visually. A total of 289 points exist in the grid, 
using adaptive refinement 72 corners are created within the grid to search for the two minima.  49 
total points are checked in this case.  A maximum of 36 points will be checked per minima. 
Leaving a maximum of 72 possible points to check, due to overlapping points and refined 
elimination only 49 are checked. 
If the adaptive grid methodology produces a theoretical PSF which correlates above 0.85 with 
the cored data-based PSF it is kept for use in deconvolution.  The PSF validity threshold of 0.85 
was determined to be a limit to correlation that would result in reasonable improvement of image 
resolution during deconvolution. 
4.3.5 Deconvolution 
The theoretical point-spread functions which best correlated the data, are used to deconvolve all 
image data, including data put aside to be processed by the Particle Characterization and 
Analysis Package.  Deconvolution is achieved through a typical inverse convolution of the image 
data with the theoretical PSF. 
4.3.6 Scale Image Stack 
 
Prior to deconvolution, the resolution of a duplicate set of the image data is adjusted to more 
closely represent the resolving limit of the image capture device.  This scaled data is 
deconvolved along with the raw data.  The user has the ability to decrease the resolution of the 
data as desired using interpolation, and increase the resolution of the data using a strict pixelmap 
expansion.  The pixelmap expansion increases the resolution of the image itself, but does not 
interpolate or alter the underlying data.  A pixelmapped image can be decreased in resolution 




   
Figure 4.7 – Image (left) is expanded using an n=2 (center) and n=3 (right) pixelmap expansion. 
4.3.7 Adaptive Thresholding Segmentation 
Deconvolved image data is passed into a final segmentation process which implements an 
adaptive thresholding methodology presented by Vissapragada et al. [33]  The background of the 
3D image volume is removed prior to implementing the adaptive thresholding procedure.  First 
an estimate of the background data is built by applying a Gaussian filter over the image data 
volume, creating an intensity mapping, representative of the background noise.  This intensity 
representation of the background is subtracted from the image data volume, and an absolute 
value is taken of the resulting volume.  This process effectively separates particles from 
background data for further adaptive processing. 
The adaptive thresholding algorithm works on the 3D data volume as a single set of data, and 
applies unique threshold values to each voxel within the data volume.  Let S be the particle 
segmentation of the 3D image data O(i,j,k), where s(i,j,k) represents the characteristic function of 
S.  And, let T(i,j,k) represent the threshold volume to be applied to O(i,j,k), where T0(i,j,k) is the 
initial threshold.  s(i,j,k) is defined as: 
𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘) = 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘 𝜖 𝑆,𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 1 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 
Each voxel of T0(i,j,k) is initially set as the global mean of the image data volume.  The 
threshold volume is applied to O(i,j,k), generating the initial value of s(i,j,k).  A change in 
threshold values, ΔT(i,j,k), is calculated by passing a Gaussian window over s, with an initial 
standard deviation of 2.0, tending towards 0.1 at infinity.  T(i,j,k) is calculated by subtracting 
ΔT(i,j,k) from T0(i,j,k).  This process iterates a set number of times, and results in an estimation 
of S(i,j,k). 
 
4.4 Particle Characterization and Analysis Package 
The Particle Characterization and Analysis Package has three general categories; Particle Size, 
Particle Shape, and Particle Distribution.  Each of these categories is quantified using a variety of 
methods.  The images previously determined to be the center of the particles in the data stacks 




4.4.1 Particle Size 
Particle size is quantified using four methods; area of particle (pixels and µm), the smallest 
circumscribed circle, the largest inscribed circle, and the equivalent circle diameter.  Each 
method defines size in a different way, and combined can be used to adequately identify the 
unique size characteristics of a particle.  The area of the particles are calculated as the number of 
pixels making up the particle, and using the resolution calibration of the optical system the pixel 
area is converted to µm area. 
The smallest circumscribed circle is calculated using a pivot algorithm coded by John D'Errico. 
[25]  The algorithm works on a similar principle to a heuristic move-to-front method originally 
developed by Emo Welzl. [32]  The algorithm incrementally computes larger and larger circles 
based upon the points given to be encompassed.  In each iteration of the algorithm the circle gets 
larger by comparing points which fall outside the previous guess.  A detailed explanation of the 
algorithm is described by Bernd Gartner. [32]  The largest inscribed circle is calculated by 
drawing incrementally larger circles at each pixel within the particle, until the circle is no longer 
contained by the particle.  The radii for each inscribed circle are compared and the largest radius 
is chosen as being the largest inscribed circle. 
The equivalent circular diameter is a commonly used size quantification method.  The area of the 
particle is used to calculate the diameter of a circle that would have the same area as the particle.  
This measure is valuable as a comparison number due to the frequency of use within the 
scientific community. 
4.4.2 Particle Shape 
Particle shape is defined using three methods: Perimeter Mapping, Fourier Descriptors, and 
Inscribed-Circumscribed Circle Ratios. Perimeter mapping uses the Cartesian coordinates of all 
pixels which compose the circumference of the particle as reference points.  These values are 
found and stored in order to define the perimeter mapped shape of the particle.  
Fourier descriptors utilize Fourier transforms to define shape characteristics of an object.  The 
Fourier transform of the particle images are taken and used to calculate the frequency of the 
particle at particular angles, as defined by a particle edge tracing program.  The edge tracing 
program divides the circumference of the particle into a defined number of sections, and 
determines the angle of the pixels at the union points of those sections.  The frequency descriptor 
is calculated for the specific angle and stored in an array.  It has been shown that as few as 30 
Fourier descriptors are required to reproduce the shape of an object within reasonable error. [18]  
For this reason the 30 strongest frequencies are exported as the descriptors for the particles. 
To calculate the inscribed-circumscribed circle ratios (ICCR), the largest inscribed circle radius 
found for a particle is divided by the smallest circumscribed circle radius.  A particle with an 
ICCR of 1 would be a perfect circle.  Using this measure as a guide, particles can be classified as 
globular, or fibrillar.  It was determined that an ICCR value of 0.5 (globular particles tending to 
have ICCRs of greater than 0.5, and fibrillar particles tending to have ICCRs of less than 0.5) 




4.4.3 Particle Distribution 
Particle distribution is quantified using two methods: Location Mapping and Particle Density.  
Location mapping uses Cartesian coordinates to define unique locations on an image for 
individual particles.  Particle density is calculated using two methods; pixel density, and centroid 
density.  The number of object pixels per total number of image pixels is calculated to represent 
the pixel density of the particles.  The centroid density is calculated by dividing the total number 
of centroid points by the total number of image pixels.   
Characterization results were stored in pixel form, but to make meaningful observations and 
conclusions, the pixel data was converted to micrometer data.  Prior to capturing any data, the 
resolving capability of the microscope was calculated by imaging a ruler with gradations to ½ of 
1/10th of a millimeter, or 50 microns.  The number of microns per pixel was calculated by 
measuring the number of pixels between each tick mark on the ruler and dividing 50 μm by this 
value.  An average was taken of each row of pixels for as many tick marks existed in the 
calibration image. 
   
Figure 4.8 – Calibration scale used to determine microns per pixel.  L = 50 µm. 
Analysis of the particle characterizations uses two primary methods.  Comparison between 
different theoretical PSF deconvolution results of the same particle samples, and comparison 
between pre-deconvolved data, post-deconvolved data, and scanning electron microscopy data of 
the same particle samples.  Characterization values are averaged for general comparison, and 
two-sample student t-tests are performed between the above mentioned groups to determine if 









5.1 Particle Calibration and Optimization Package Results 
There were 15 image stacks, containing a total of between 76-160 UHMWPE particles, analyzed 
in this study.  The number of particles processed for denoised images and deconvolved images 
was variable because of segmentation discrepancies.  The Particle Calibration and Optimization 
Package (PCOP) generated 11 theoretical point-spread functions which correlated above 0.85 
with the cored data-based point-spread functions acquired from the 15 image stacks.  The 
correlation values and the parameter values used to calculate the theoretical point-spread 
functions are in table 5.1.  The maximum correlation value achieved was 0.933, which was the 
point-spread function chosen to perform comparisons between denoised, deconvolved, and 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) data. 
The refractive index of the coverslip glass (ng), the coverslip glass thickness (tg), the refractive 
index of the sample (ns), the refractive index of the lens immersion medium, air, (nair), and the 
numerical aperture (NA) values were not varied for optimization.  Varying these parameters 
showed little improvement in the correlation values of the output theoretical point-spread 
functions, and increased computation time.  The varied parameters included the Rayleigh's 
criterion constants (a, b, and c), the sample thickness (ts), and the wavelength of light 
illuminating the sample (λ).  All values of these parameters fall within the original bounds set by 
the program, except λ.  The values of λ exclusively fall outside the original range (0.4-0.7). A 
few values of ts fall outside the original range (0.5-5) set in the program as well.  The standard 
deviation of these two parameters are 0.0823 and 0.613 respectively, which corresponds to a 
percentage of variation of 33.7% and 85.2% respectively.  The λ values appear to have a large 
variation associated with them, which falls outside the range of visible light. 
Table 5.1 - Parameter values calculated by PCOP for calculating theoretical point-spread function 
corr ng tg ai ii bi ii ci ii ns tsi λi nair NA 
0.932581 1.0003 0 0.495045 0.495045 0.936063 1.3 0.226389 0.315744 1.0003 0.2 
0.93239 1.0003 0 0.395966 0.395966 0.757137 1.3 0.933267 0.353428 1.0003 0.2 
0.928073 1.0003 0 0.486005 0.486005 0.952759 1.3 0.708225 0.227982 1.0003 0.2 
0.927024 1.0003 0 0.240193 0.240193 0.588654 1.3 0.250131 0.216965 1.0003 0.2 
0.92092 1.0003 0 0.13689 0.13689 0.845548 1.3 0.582465 0.137978 1.0003 0.2 
0.911654 1.0003 0 0.503781 0.503781 0.816689 1.3 1.821257 0.387557 1.0003 0.2 
0.904321 1.0003 0 0.09946 0.09946 0.954346 1.3 0.92385 0.247609 1.0003 0.2 
0.903134 1.0003 0 0.244533 0.244533 1.13633 1.3 0.007617 0.189142 1.0003 0.2 
0.87681 1.0003 0 0.314892 0.314892 0.62924 1.3 0.75702 0.275692 1.0003 0.2 
0.865443 1.0003 0 0.175167 0.175167 0.486289 1.3 0.003298 0.137339 1.0003 0.2 
0.857493 1.0003 0 0.472513 0.472513 0.772105 1.3 1.695962 0.195155 1.0003 0.2 
i - Parameters actually varied to optimize the theoretical point-spread function 
ii - Parameters a, b, and c correspond to the x, y, and z values for the Rayleigh's criterion of the system. Parameters a and b are identical. 
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The parameter with the smallest standard deviation was c (0.189) which also had the smallest 
percent variation of 23.4 %.  This may indicate that the value of c needed to be the most precise 
in order to achieve a successful correlation.  The large standard deviation of the sample thickness 
(ts) compared to its mean (0.719) perhaps suggests that the sensitivity of this parameter is large 
compared to the other parameters, and larger variations in value are required for significant 
changes to transfer to the theoretical point-spread model. 
Application of the most highly correlated point-spread model to image data yielded noticeable 
results.  The images in figure 5.1 illustrate the subtle improvement in visual appearance of shape 
characteristics of particles.  Also, the clarity of sub-micron particles was enhanced, revealing 
particles not easily seen in the denoised data. 
  
Figure 5.1 - Denoised particle image (left) compared to a deconvolved particle image (right) 
5.2 Particle Characterization and Analysis Package Results 
Of the 15 image stacks processed by the PCOP, only two were also imaged in the ESEM.  
However, many more particles were found in the ESEM data than the light microscope data, due 
to the numerous sub-micron particles visible in the ESEM images and not in the light microscope 
images.  Comparison of the three image types shows distinct differences between characteristic 
parameters.  Results of the Particle Characterization and Analysis Package (PCAP) are 
summarized in tables 5.2 - 5.4 below.  
It is apparent upon seeing the results in tables 5.2 - 5.4 that the deconvolved particles are more 
closely matched to the ESEM particles than the denoised particles.  Comparing the data values 
(see Appendix C) of the particle characterization parameters indicates that the ESEM data 
contains a disproportionately high number of smaller particles as compared to light microscope 
data.  ESEM data and light microscope data tend to have similar numbers of particles in the 
various parameter ranges, since both ESEM and light microscopy can resolve larger particles.   
However, in all characterization methods ESEM particles at the lowest parameter range consist 
of approximately half of all ESEM data.  The higher resolution of the ESEM data appears to bias 
the data towards lower parameter values.  The noticeably large differences in averaged parameter 




Table 5.2 - Mean values for characteristic parameters of UHMWPE particles before deconvolution (Denoised), after 
deconvolution, and from ESEM images.  
  n PS (µm) PRM SCC LIC ECD (µm) SR PrD PxD 
Denoised 62 23.74861 11.07898 2.278963 1.390434 1.390434 4.41857 0.133344 3.533671 
Deconv 52 17.89353 9.355112 1.985132 1.07199 1.07199 3.781271 0.078797 2.527487 
ESEM 32 4.313099 3.554313 0.809846 0.319489 0.319489 1.299735 1.94E-05 1.71E-04 
 
Table 5.3 - Standard deviation values for characteristic parameters of UHMWPE particles before deconvolution 
(Denoised), after deconvolution, and from ESEM images. 
  n PS PRM SCC LIC ECD SR PrD PxD 
Denoised 62 11.22928 3.49916 0.699897 0.533041 0.533041 1.154019 0.340965 9.257387 
Deconv 52 11.19114 3.553935 0.741677 0.53531 0.53531 1.190259 0.270225 8.913182 
ESEM 32 1.684723 1.374173 0.332124 1.13E-16 1.13E-16 0.259423 7.29E-06 4.96E-05 
 
Table 5.4 - Variance values for characteristic parameters of UHMWPE particles before deconvolution (Denoised), 
after deconvolution, and from ESEM images. 
  n PS PRM SCC LIC ECD SR PrD PxD 
Denoised 62 126.0968 12.24412 0.489856 0.284133 0.284133 1.331761 0.116257 85.69922 
Deconv 52 125.2416 12.63046 0.550085 0.286557 0.286557 1.416717 0.073021 79.44481 
ESEM 32 2.838291 1.888352 0.110306 1.27E-32 1.27E-32 0.0673 5.32E-11 2.46E-09 
*n = # of particles, PS = particle sums (area), PRM = particle perimeter, SCC = smallest circumscribed circle, LIC = largest inscribed 
circle, ECD = equivalent circle diameter, SR = shape ratio, PrD = particle density, PxD = pixel density 
The particle density parameter shows a range of values which follows in amplitude with the 
number of particles per image type.  Since the size of particles plays little role in the density of 
particle centroids, this parameter is more of an indicator of how many particles are being 
processed for each image type.  The pixel density values indicate that the denoised data is the 
most crowded with particles per image area.  The ESEM data is almost equal to the value for 
deconvolved data suggesting that the regions of interest for the two sets of images being 
processed are not the same size.  Since the number of particles being characterized in the ESEM 
data is much greater than the number in the deconvolved data, the size of the particles being 
characterized by the ESEM would need to be significantly smaller than those being characterized 
by the deconvolved data, by almost half, in order to yield such a similar pixel density.  To test if 
the particle sizes are significantly different, the size of particles for ESEM data would need to be 
compared to the size of particles for deconvolved data. 
In order to determine the statistical significance of these observations, Student's t-tests were 
taken between the three image data types for all particles, and for globular and fibrillar particles 
separately as determined by the inscribed-circumscribed circle ratio (ICCR).  The results of all t-
tests can be found in Appendix C tables 7.1 - 7.9.  A selection of some of the more interesting t-
test results can be found in table 5.5.   
The comparison between all deconvolved particles and all denoised particles found that while 
some of the parameters between the two sets of particles were not significantly different, the 
equivalent circular diameter, inscribed radius, pixel density, and particle sums were significantly 
different.  This suggests that the deconvolution process may have significantly changed particle 
sizes.  The fibrillar particles were not found to be significantly different in any parameter and the 
globular particles were found to be significantly different for all but one parameter (ICCR).  
When comparing the significant change in particle size from deconvolution to the results from 
separating the fibrillar and globular particles, it is clear that assuming all particles are roughly 
equally shaped resulted in the ambiguous results from the analysis of all particles.   
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Table 5.5 - Selected results of Student's t-tests performed between denoised data (Den), 
deconvolved data (Dec), and ESEM data (SEM) 
Compare Data Parameter Significance 
All All All Parameters, but Density 1 
All All Particle and Pixel Density 0 
Dec-Den Glb All Parameters 1 
Den-SEM Glb All Parameters, but ICCR 1 
Dec-SEM Glb All Parameters, but ICCR 1 
Dec-Den Fib Smallest Circumscribed Radius 0 
Dec-Den Fib Inscribed Circumscribed Circle Radius 0 
Den-SEM Fib All Parameters 1 





Figure 5.2 - Sample image results showing particles prior to deconvolution (left) and following 
deconvolution (right). The point spread function used to generate these images is the first row in 








In general the t-test results indicate that there is a significant difference between all three image 
data types, which combined with the mean values from table 5.1 would suggest that the 
deconvolution process provides an improvement in the accuracy of particle characterization, as 
compared to ESEM values.  The tests do not indicate that this improvement yields statistically 
significant characteristic values compared to ESEM values, however.  The small improvement 
that is achieved should provide a foundation for assessing particle geometries and sizes in 
retrieved tissues. 
The improvements achieved could potentially be further improved by using full resolution 
images in analysis.  The image resolution used in this study was approximately 1/4 the full 
resolution of the imaging system.  This was done to decrease time needed for processing data, 
and to avoid exceeding limits on computer hardware such as active memory.  The decreased 
image resolution limited the ability of the packages to directly investigate most sub-micron 
particles.  Knowing the resolution of the analyzed image stacks was 1/4 the maximum resolution 
of the microscope system, and the microns per pixel at the full resolving capability of the 
microscope system, an estimate of the smallest size particle distinguishable at full resolution can 
be made. The smallest deconvolved particle identified in this study using light microscopy had 
an area equal to 1.379 um2.  At full resolution this would translate to a particle with an area of 
0.345 um2.  The smallest particle possible would be a single pixel with an area equal to 0.6897 
um2.  At full resolution this would translate to a particle with an area of 0.1733 um2.  The 
smallest particle identified using the ESEM at 20X had an area of 0.3205 um2.  The resolution of 
the images could potentially be even further improved using advanced image expansion and 
deconvolution techniques which could generate images with sub-pixel resolution. 
This calibration process can be used for deconvolving a wide range of samples and materials in 
optical microscopy systems.  The Particle Calibration and Optimization Package can be run on 
any point-like 3D image volume from an image capture device.  Once the imaging system has 
been calibrated, any images acquired by that system using the same settings can be run through 
the Particle Characterization and Analysis Package, or other similar package.  Examples of 
possible application could be imaging of cells in a tissue culture system, material analysis, and 
pattern recognition.  There could be much bigger improvements in other imaging modalities, 
such as polarized imaging of tissues, as well. 
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6.2 Limitations  
There are several limitations with the current methodology that have been identified.  The 
primary being the computational cost of analyzing numerous high resolution image stacks.  The 
Particle Calibration and Optimization Package can take up to a week to run if full resolution 
images are being calibrated and processed.  A total of 1455 images were processed for this work, 
and at 1/4 resolution (750x552) the PCOP took around 30 hours to run on a 64-Bit install of 
Windows 7® with 8 GB of RAM and a Quad-Core 2.80 GHz processor.  If additional image 
stacks were being processed, or images were being processed at full resolution the time to run 
the package could be a week or more.  Methods for optimizing the code such as vectorizing 
calculations, and utilizing higher efficiency mathematical models could decrease the time needed 
for processing dramatically. 
An additional computational limitation which has an effect on speed of processing, is active 
memory.  Processing the high volume of data required to generate a large sample group of results 
entails storing thousands of images.  Each image is copied and stored several times based on 
various requirements of the calculations, and upwards of 20 or 30 GB of data can be being 
manipulated at a single time.  To handle this high volume of data, computers have two options.  
First, execute an error and cancel processing data.  This is highly undesirable for processes that 
can take many days, since this could occur after waiting several days for results.  The second 
method for handling high volumes of data, and the method employed by these packages, requires 
using the harddrive of the computer as a form of active memory.  When the active memory gets 
filled it begins borrowing space from the harddrive, this is called a hard fault and causes major 
delays in processing data.  When a hard fault occurs the active memory must request an I/O 
event from the hard drive, wait for the hard drive to retrieve the data and load it into active 
memory.  Then the processor can manipulate the data, and send another I/O event to the 
harddrive to save some data to free up active memory so that another I/O event can be sent to 
retrieve more data from the harddrive.  This is an incredibly inefficient process and is only 
performed when massive amounts of data need to be accessed at once.  Improvements to 
memory allocation and data handling could result in enormous improvements to speed of 
processing. 
Object segmentation is always a source of concern in automated analysis packages.  Four 
segmentation techniques are used in these packages, and each has limitations of its own.  
Improved segmentation and object isolation approaches could greatly improve the 
characterization of particles in these packages.  Current characterization is only performed in 2D 
because of difficulty in segmenting along the z-axis, so an improved 3D segmentation algorithm 
could provide even greater characterization detail about particles. 
The Gibson [33] PSF Model is another limitation to the accuracy of this work.  This model is 
quite good at estimating the point-spread function of a system, but could be improved.  The 
model generates a PSF that is slightly elongated in the z-axis as compared to the data based PSF.  
The model may also not be capable of capturing some physical phenomena associated with 
microscopy such as light scatter, local interferences, and patterns or materials that are 
destructive.  Other quantum phenomena are not considered by the Gibson Model, and a more 
advanced PSF model may enhance the effectiveness of these packages. 
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Many of the imaging artifacts not accounted for by the Gibson Model are managed with alternate 
methodologies, but some image artifacts are not accounted for in these packages at all.  An 
example would be glare.  Glare can be caused by many sources, but is difficult to correct for.  A 
related artifact, lens flare, can obscure details in image data, and, similar to glare, is difficult to 
correct.  Physical image artifacts such as dust, or chips and cracks on the surface where samples 
are mounted are not accounted for in these packages either.  Extreme care was taken to generate 
and capture particle data in a dust-free environment on flawless slides.  The packages will 
currently consider any segmented object a wear particle and characterize it as such.  Object 
recognition and improved background removal tools could be employed to reduce or eliminate 
this limitation. 
Segmentation of the deconvolved data highlighted some interesting variations in the thresholding 
capability of the pre and post deconvolved data.  Figure 6.1 shows how the deconvolution 
process in some cases reduced the error associated with erroneous data.  The images in figure 6.1 
show the difference in how the denoised data is segmented versus the deconvolved data for an 
object on the imaging plane which is not an UHMWPE particle.  Erroneous data such as this, and 
the lack of segmentation of less intense particles are possible reasons why the denoised images 
defined more particles than the deconvolved images. 
 
Figure 6.1 - Unknown particle-like object (left) which is segmented completely in denoised data 
(center), and only partially segmented in deconvolved data (right). 
Considering these limitations the packages still show significant improvement in assessing 
particle size and geometry.  With further work and development the packages could be improved 
to become highly robust industry tools.   
6.3 Future Work 
Some concepts which could be implemented to improve upon this work have already been 
discussed.  Further work which could improve the accuracy and capabilities of these packages 
are described here. 
Vectoriztion of bitmap data is a flourishing field, and is a powerful method for quantifying 
shape.  Incorporation of shape vectorization procedures could provide another effective means of 
comparing and quantifying particle shape. 
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Relative density of particles could be used to determine the spatial distribution of wear debris.  
One method for achieving this would be to determine the relative distances between all particle 
centroids and calculating an average.  This would provide a single value to be readily compared 
in statistical packages for particle density information. 
The ability to generate sub-pixel resolution would be an invaluable addition to this work.  Initial 
steps have been implemented to achieve this, and with further development and refinement the 
ability to parse geometric details about objects at a higher resolution than the image capture 
system is capable could be implemented. 
A post analysis optimization method could be implemented to further refine the accuracy of the 
theoretical point-spread model and segmentation methods.  This could be a feedback loop that 
bases refinement decisions on statistical analysis and comparison to simultaneous and previous 
attempts. 
6.4 Conclusion 
Two analysis and characterization algorithms have been developed to investigate microscopy 
data, specifically UHMWPE particles.  The first algorithm calibrates and optimizes a model of 
the optical system's point-spread function, and can apply this function to any image data obtained 
by the same system under the same conditions.  The second characterizes particle size, shape, 
and distribution and analyzes the characterized data which can be used to compare values across 
multiple types of image types. 
Processing of 15 particle image stacks using 11 calculated point-spread functions was performed.  
The output data was compared to ESEM images of the same stacks and comparison revealed a 
significant difference in output between the pre-deconvolved, post-deconvolved, and ESEM 
data.  A significant improvement in size, shape, and distribution quantification was seen from 
deconvolved data, but not sufficiently significant as to match ESEM data.  Values obtained from 
characterization were found to be at the high end of comparable values in literature.  Average 
reported equivalent circle diameter (ECD) values range in value between 0.02 µm to 4.0 µm, 
with an overall average value of around 0.6 µm.  The standard deviations are varied depending 
on the study and range in value from around 0.001 µm to around 1 µm.  As shown in table 5.1 
the mean ECD for deconvolved particles in this study was 3.78 ± 1.19 µm.  The slightly high 
values as compared to the values in literature are believed to be attributed to several factors.  
Particles imaged in this study were imaged at 20X magnification and 1/4 maximum resolution, 
resulting in a maximum resolving capability of 0.689 µm.  With a higher magnification lens, and 
at full resolution the smaller particles reported in literature, which were not resolvable in this 
studies data, may have contributed more dramatically to the mean.  It is also possible the particle 
generation methods used for this study did not accurately replicate the mechanisms of wear 
found in retrieved specimen.  This is supported by the mean particle size found using SEM 
images (1.30 ± 0.26), which is above the overall average reported in literature.  The standard 
deviations for particle size also show a potential limitation in particle generation methods used, 




In addressing the specific aims of this work four hypotheses were proposed for consideration.   
Hypothesis 1: " Since the Gibson model accounts for multi-layered, multi-refractive samples, 
optimization of the model will result in improved correlation to a data-based point-spread 
function as compared to standard approaches. Correlation will achieve values of 0.85 or 
higher for all particles that meet a standard criteria (Appendix B Section 7.2.5)."  The 
Particle Calibration and Optimization Package processed 12 particles in an attempt to 
generate theoretical point spread functions that correlated above the 0.85 threshold.  A total 
of 11 particles correlated above 0.85.  Upon examination of the single particle that did not 
correlate above 0.85 it was determined that the particle was insufficiently bright to maintain a 
point-spread blur to within 1-2 layers of the first and last layer of the image stack data.  This 
observation nullified the twelfth particle as a valid candidate for calibration and therefore 
hypothesis 1-a was accepted as a valid hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 2: " Optimization of the Gibson model will result in a greater number of segmented 
particles in deconvolved data than non-deconvolved data due to the improved resolution of 
the data, which will separate close particles and improve edge definition."  It was noted 
previously in section 6.2 that the segmentation of deconvolved particle data yielded fewer 
particles than the segmentation of denoised particle data.  A possible explanation is offered in 
section 6.2 as well, though the decrease in number of segmented particles post deconvolution 
resulted in the rejection of hypothesis 1-b as a valid hypothesis.   
Hypothesis 3: " Deconvolving particle data using the optimized Gibson model will result in 
characterized data more closely representative of SEM data as compared with non-
deconvolved particle data due to the elimination of the characteristic blur."  The means for 
all characteristic values calculated by the Particle Characterization and Analysis Package 
besides particle density and pixel density show a change in value trending towards the ESEM 
values.  This trend combined with the t-test results indicating the significant difference 
between the denoised particle characteristic data and the deconvolved particle characteristic 
data resulted in the acceptance of hypothesis 2-a as a valid hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 4: " Deconvolving particle data using the optimized Gibson model will result in the 
identification of an increased number of fibrillar particles and decreased number of globular 
particles compared to non-deconvolved particle data because the blur introduced by the 
optical system makes fibrillar particles appear more rounded."  The total number of fibrillar 
particles in the denoised particle data and the deconvolved particle data were the same at 41 
particles.  Whereas the number of globular particles decreased from 69 to 36 particles.  It is 
unclear if the  reduction in overall particles between the denoised and deconvolved particle 
data had an impact on the number of globular and fibrillar particles.  It is possible the overall 
reduction in particles resulted in a reduced number of globular and fibrillar particles equally 
and the number of re-characterized globular particles maintained the number of fibrillar 
particles overall.  It is also possible the reduction in number of particles was isolated to the 
globular particles and there was no change in the fibrillar particle count.  Further 
investigation would be needed to accept or reject hypothesis 2-b, as the data is inconclusive. 
The ability to isolate, characterize, and analyze UHMPWE particles has been shown to be 
effective.  However, further advances may be necessary to improve the performance of both 
particle processing packages.  This novel suite of tools offers a competitive alternative to more 
expensive and destructive methods of accurate quantification of particle size and shape, while 
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7.2 Appendix B: Equations 
 
7.2.1 Camera Settings 
Exposure Time = 200 ms 
Gain = 3.1 dB 
Saturation = 119% 
Gamma = 0.92 
Color Temperature = 3500 K 
White Balance: Red = 1.64286, Green = 1, and Blue = 1.29252. 
 
7.2.2 NormalShrink 
The threshold value (TN) is calculated using the following formula:  
𝑇𝑁 = 𝛽𝜎�2𝜎�𝑦  
Where β is the scale parameter,  is the standard deviation of the noise, and  is the subband 
data of the images.  The standard deviation of the noise ( ) is estimated by calculating the 
standard deviation of a blank image.  The scale parameter (β) is computed using the following 
formula: 
𝛽 = �log �𝐿𝑘
𝐽
� 
Where Lk is the length of the subband at kth scale, and J is the level of the scaling parameter.  
The noise variance ( ) is estimated from the HH1 subband, using the following formula: 
𝜎�2 = �𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛��𝑌𝑖𝑗��0 × 0.6745�2  ,𝑌𝑖𝑗  𝜖 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝐻1 
 
7.2.3 Image Correlation 
𝑅(𝑥,𝑦) = ∑ [𝑇(𝑥,𝑦) ∙ 𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑥′,𝑦 + 𝑦′)]𝑦′ ,𝑥
�∑ [𝑇(𝑥′,𝑦′)2]𝑦′ ,𝑥 ∙ ∑ [𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑥′,𝑦 + 𝑦′)2]𝑦′ ,𝑥  
Where R is the resultant image, T is the template or filter image, I is the reference image, and x, y, x', and y' are 




7.2.4 Gibson Point-Spread Model  
𝑶𝑷𝑫 ≈  𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍 �∆𝒛 + (𝒛𝒅∗ − 𝒛𝒅)𝜶𝟐𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍𝒛𝒅∗𝒛𝒅𝑵𝑨𝟐 � �𝟏 − �𝑵𝑨𝝆𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍 �𝟐�𝟏/𝟐 + 𝜶𝟐𝝆𝟐(𝒛𝒅∗ − 𝒛𝒅)𝟐𝒛𝒅∗𝒛𝒅𝑵𝑨𝟐+ 𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒔 ��𝟏 − �𝑵𝑨𝝆𝒏𝒔 �𝟐�𝟏/𝟐 − �𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍𝒏𝒔 �𝟐 �𝟏 − �𝑵𝑨𝝆𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍 �𝟐�𝟏/𝟐�+ 𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒈 ��𝟏 − �𝑵𝑨𝝆𝒏𝒈 �𝟐�𝟏/𝟐 − �𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍𝒏𝒈 �𝟐 �𝟏 − �𝑵𝑨𝝆𝒏𝑶𝒊𝒍 �𝟐�𝟏/𝟐�








































where  zd* is the design distance to the detector plane, zd is the non-design distance to the 
detector plane,  is the non-design sample thickness, ns is the non-design sample refractive 
index, tg is the non-design coverslip thickness, ng is the non-design coverslip refractive index, 
 is the non-design refractive index of the objective lens immersion medium,  is design 
coverslip thickness, ng* is the design coverslip refractive index, tOil* is the design thickness of the 
objective lens immersion medium, nOil* is the design refractive index of the objective lens 
immersion medium, ρ is the normalized radius, and λ is the wavelength of light passing through 
the system. 
 is the difference in distance from the design detector plane to the non-design detector plane, 
















α is the radius of the projection of the limiting aperture of the microscope system onto the back 
focal plane of the objective lens, and is defined by the equation: 
𝛼 = 𝑥𝑑 ∙ 𝑁𝐴(𝑀2 − 𝑁𝐴2)12 
NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens, and is defined by the equation: 
𝑁𝐴 = 𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐴) 
where n is the refractive index of the objective immersion medium and A is the half angular  
aperture  of  the  objective. 
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In the non-design system the Phase Aberration ( ) at the normalized radius (𝜌) in the back 
focal plane is calculated using the following formula: 
𝑊(𝜌) = 𝑂𝑃𝐷 × 𝑘 




where λ is the wavelength of the light passing through the sample.  Using the Phase Aberration (
)  the intensity at a detector point (xd,yd,zd) can be calculated using Kirchhoff's  
Diffraction  Integral  Formula: 




7.2.5 Calibration Particle Selection Criteria 
 
i. Particles must be characterized as globular using the inscribed-circumscribed circle radius 
(ICCR) measure.  The closer the ICCR value is to 1, the better the particle. 
ii. Particles must appear as solid points of light with no intensity variations within the particle 
boundary. 
iii. Particles must be sufficiently bright so as to have a visible point-spread function that extends 
to within 1-2 layers of the first and last layer of the data stack.  The data stack should begin 




7.3 Appendix C: Results 
 
Figure 7.1 - Frequency histogram of particle areas for image stack type comparisons 
 



















































Figure 7.3 - Frequency histogram of smallest circumscribed circle radii for image stack type 
comparisons 
 





















































Figure 7.5 - Frequency histogram of equivalent circle diameters for image stack type comparisons 
 























































Table 7.1 - Deconvolved compared with Denoised t-test values for all particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 5.84E-21 11.92846 1384 -9.5464 [-7.38946272867973;-4.8702313094977] 
Perimeter 1 6.99E-18 4.051679 1384 -8.73342 [-2.33262638738151;-1.47693216383982] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 1.47E-13 0.83475 1384 -7.46484 [-0.423577630246473;-0.247282696285053] 
InscribedRadius 1 4.32E-24 0.621551 1384 -10.3164 [-0.410802834952051;-0.279534332089849] 
ECD 1 7.24E-21 1.356495 1384 -9.52249 [-0.838577184604622;-0.55209236108151] 
ICCR 1 1.78E-13 0.218638 1384 -7.43809 [-0.110628703897487;-0.0644534962657967] 
PixelDensity 0 0.31528 9.086914 328 -1.00575 [-2.9742652399304;0.96189724110154] 
ParticleDensity 0 0.108252 0.307635 328 -1.61049 [-0.121175498098669;0.0120822760228383] 
 
Table 7.2 - Denoised compared with ESEM t-test values for all particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 2.12E-53 11.39585 844 16.53289 [17.039146298345;21.6299233895057] 
Perimeter 1 6.26E-72 3.856099 844 19.79478 [7.05645187661339;8.60986764017278] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 4.84E-65 0.786259 844 18.61083 [1.34328258289575;1.66002432528298] 
InscribedRadius 1 2.65E-71 0.590404 844 19.68827 [1.07395417548105;1.31179625545934] 
ECD 1 3.3E-99 1.278275 844 24.28405 [2.92806961033793;3.44301817576451] 
ICCR 1 9.49E-71 0.213984 844 19.59381 [0.387165269084354;0.473367794237181] 
PixelDensity 0 0.591171 9.229292 165 0.53819 [-9.42977771966779;16.4967785303118] 
ParticleDensity 0 0.582148 0.339931 165 0.551338 [-0.344135170652641;0.610783996053724] 
 
Table 7.3 - Deconvolved compared with ESEM t-test values for all particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 1.11E-29 10.79654 756 11.8153 [11.0107342710814;15.3986413785918] 
Perimeter 1 1.66E-45 3.7787 756 15.15635 [5.1605146125772;6.69624635298765] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 2.45E-40 0.798045 756 14.11743 [1.00405345793528;1.32839312371192] 
InscribedRadius 1 1.22E-41 0.569381 756 14.3828 [0.732003278601257;0.963409985297229] 
ECD 1 7.58E-67 1.257361 756 19.13272 [2.2347019689588;2.74571627145751] 
ICCR 1 1.55E-42 0.227326 756 14.56459 [0.296530748366491;0.38892011479176] 
PixelDensity 0 0.689819 8.886131 165 0.399803 [-9.95396436524012;15.0085971770553] 
ParticleDensity 0 0.681567 0.269405 165 0.411053 [-0.299622593687856;0.457178197013109] 
 
Table 7.4 - Deconvolved compared with Denoised t-test values for fibrillar particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 9.01E-11 12.12586 805 -6.57026 [-7.47962746899567;-4.03849808361254] 
Perm 1 2.15E-12 3.758149 805 -7.13586 [-2.47180184221644;-1.40529806936623] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 4.29E-11 0.746621 805 -6.68594 [-0.466783585100245;-0.254904205136035] 
InscribedRadius 1 1.89E-11 0.535114 805 -6.81162 [-0.339412150839166;-0.187555134748815] 
ECD 1 2.82E-13 1.269309 805 -7.42794 [-0.861646661874683;-0.501436611586709] 
ICCR 1 0.015879 0.096235 805 -2.4168 [-0.0304673317201463;-0.00315745915409762] 
 
Table 7.5 - Denoised compared with ESEM t-test values for fibrillar particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 6.989E-12 11.079099 505 7.0243117 [16.3770140454195;29.095498899386] 
Perm 1 7.113E-19 3.4312028 505 9.2353234 [7.28837033119474;11.2272919654525] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 2.788E-19 0.6686091 505 9.3520293 [1.44301924789287;2.21056319575427] 
InscribedRadius 1 2.982E-17 0.4860154 505 8.7592138 [0.964763731172323;1.52269541465412] 
ECD 1 5.888E-24 1.1405976 505 10.630628 [2.88775062960938;4.19712373718422] 





Table 7.6 - Deconvolved compared with ESEM t-test values for fibrillar particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std 
Do
F T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 1.743E-05 13.232909 322 4.3611998 [9.31869842159117;24.6356889706061] 
Perm 1 3.804E-09 4.1058228 322 6.0598747 [4.9430520971574;9.69551028790712] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 5.704E-09 0.8323533 322 5.986956 [0.984226053083262;1.9476686003276] 
InscribedRadius 1 3.182E-08 0.5877183 322 5.6697157 [0.640106258968557;1.3203856012699] 
ECD 1 2.824E-11 1.4101223 322 6.8966887 [2.04479268625158;3.67699840708063] 
ICCR 0 0.920085 0.0830628 322 0.1004054 [-0.0456188864500676;0.0505256844052505] 
 
Table 7.7 - Deconvolved compared with Denoised t-test values for globular particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 0.0006448 9.7117778 577 -3.4308178 [-4.41467685262809;-1.20023621956523] 
Perm 1 0.0417438 3.9477192 577 -2.040614 [-1.33208720518672;-0.0254563052269284] 
CircumferentialRadius 0 0.1355894 0.8862928 577 -1.4945085 [-0.258281464698247;0.0350670422805133] 
InscribedRadius 1 0.0028388 0.4401145 577 -2.99754 [-0.183995063381607;-0.0383243137520572] 
ECD 1 0.0104412 1.2673361 577 -2.5692752 [-0.484092738411008;-0.0646250926177712] 
ICCR 0 0.0706054 0.1870639 577 -1.8113576 [-0.0595078646673229;0.002407245821768] 
 
Table 7.8 - Denoised compared with ESEM t-test values for globular particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 8.521E-24 9.6620108 337 10.87059 [10.3380255848633;14.9059027801743] 
Perm 1 8.547E-29 3.807757 337 12.251741 [4.70617069521519;6.50635147401299] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 9.838E-24 0.8569451 337 10.852875 [0.91507794451933;1.3202130628513] 
InscribedRadius 1 9.823E-32 0.418182 337 13.036329 [0.556277892796426;0.753980410655275] 
ECD 1 5.063E-45 1.2129922 337 16.443259 [2.11018143483679;2.68364377193097] 
ICCR 1 2.788E-29 0.1797411 337 12.382771 [0.224979970524149;0.309955565115662] 
 
Table 7.9 - Deconvolved compared with ESEM t-test values for globular particles 
 
Sig p-Value Std DoF T-Stat CI 
Sums 1 7.853E-27 7.4155403 432 11.48634 [8.13511061464265;11.4939046782017] 
Perm 1 1.434E-32 3.3065329 432 12.933284 [4.17865900406899;5.67631965474555] 
CircumferentialRadius 1 2.418E-27 0.7514649 432 11.618813 [0.835854081160541;1.17622250379235] 
InscribedRadius 1 2.887E-33 0.3602763 432 13.103726 [0.462377712071243;0.625561214246793] 
ECD 1 6.001E-54 1.0298799 432 17.88661 [1.88931683090809;2.35579054483089] 














































Figure 7.7 - Image results of particles prior to deconvolution (left) and following deconvolution 




























Figure 7.8-7.12 - Image results of particles prior to deconvolution (A), segmented particles prior 
to deconvolution (B), the image results following deconvolution (C), segmented particles 
following deconvolution (D), and the difference between the segmented images (E).  Red in image 
E represents segmented object area from the non-deconvolved image not segmented in the 
deconvolved image.  Green in image E represents segmented object area from the deconvolved 
image not segmented in the non-deconvolved image.  White represents common segmented object 
area between the non-deconvolved and deconvolved images.   
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7.4 Appendix D: Source Code 
function out = adjustRange(in) 
  
% Ensure all values are positive 
[r,c] = find(in < 0); 
in(r,c) = 0; 
  
% Define variables to be used 
lth = length(in); 
val = 1; 
rst = 0; 
ind = zeros(1,lth); 
% Determine all locations where duplicates exist (anything greater than 0 is 
a duplicate) 
for i = 2:lth 
    if strcmp(num2str(in(i)),num2str(in(i-1)))%Convoluted due to 64-bit 
precision errors 
        ind(i) = val; 
        ind(i-1) = val; 
        rst = 1; 
    else 
        if rst 
            val = val + 1; 
        end 
        rst = 0; 
    end 
end 
  
% Redefine variables to be used 
val = 1; 
int = 1; 
inc = 0; 
frst = 1; 
cnt = []; 
nind = []; 
% Determine indices for all duplicate values 
for i = 1:lth 
    if ind(i) == val 
        inc = inc + 1; 
        if frst == 1 
            nind(int) = i; %Indices of first time a repeated value appears 
            int = int + 1; 
        end 
        frst = 0; 
    else 
        if inc ~= 0 
            cnt = [cnt,inc]; %#ok<*AGROW> 
            inc = 0; 
            val = val + 1; 
        end 
        if ind(i) == val 
            inc = inc + 1; 
            nind(int) = i; 
            int = int + 1; 
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            frst = 0; 
        else 
            frst = 1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
cnt = [cnt,inc]; %Number of repeated values starting at nind indices 
  
% Define new values to be used 
out = in; 
it = 1; 
int = 1; 
negs = []; 
% Adjust duplicates to split boundary values 
if ~isempty(nind) 
    for i = nind 
        if i + cnt(it) - 1 < lth % if repeated values do not contain end cell 
            if i == 1 % if repeated values include first cell 
                diff = out(i+cnt(it)) - in(i); 
            else % if repeated values fall inside boundary cells 
                diff1 = out(i+cnt(it)) - in(i); 
                diff2 = in(i) - out(i-1); 
                if diff1 < diff2 
                    diff = diff1; 
                else 
                    diff = diff2; 
                end 
            end 
            mid = (cnt(it)+1)/2; 
            tempval = in(i) + 10*diff*(0-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
            tempdiff = diff/10; 
            origdiff = diff; 
            while tempval <= in(i) - origdiff 
                diff = diff - tempdiff; 
                tempval = in(i) + 10*diff*(0-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
            end 
            for j = 1:cnt(it) 
                out(i+j-1) = in(i) + 10*diff*((j-1)-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
                if out(i+j-1) <= 0 
                    negs = [negs;i,it,i+j-1]; 
                    int = int + 1; 
                end 
            end 
            it = it + 1; 
        elseif i <= 1 %if repeated values contain first cell and end cell 
            szin = size(in,1); 
            stval = szin - cnt(1) + 1; 
            midval = round(size(in,1)/2); 
            if stval > 1 %if start at one but not all cells (Shouldn't be 
possible to reach.  Coded just in case.) 
                fprintf('\n');fprintf('Error: A variable was set to an 
inconsistent value. Try running the program again.');fprintf('\n'); 
                diff = out(cnt(it)+1) - in(1); 
                mid = (cnt(it)+1)/2; 
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                tempval = in(1) + 10*diff*((0-1)-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
                tempdiff = diff/10; 
                origdiff = diff; 
                while tempval <= in(i) - origdiff 
                    diff = diff - tempdiff; 
                    tempval = in(1) + 10*diff*((0-1)-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
                end 
                for j = 1:cnt(it) 
                    out(i+j-1) = in(i) + 10*diff*((j-1)-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
                end 
                it = it + 1; 
                out(nind(end)+cnt(end)-1:end) = out(nind(end)+cnt(end)-
1:end); 
            else % if repeated values contain all cells 
                low = out(midval)*10^-1; 
                mid = out(midval); 
                step = (mid - low)/(midval - stval); 
                tempval = mid-(midval-0.5)*step; 
                tempstep = step/10; 
                origstep = step; 
                while tempval <= in(i) - origstep*midval 
                    step = step - tempstep; 
                    tempval = mid-(midval-0.5)*step; 
                end 
                for o = 0:size(in,1)-1 
                    out(o+1) = mid+o*step-(midval-0.5)*step; 
                end 
            end 
        else %if repeated values fall between second and end cells 
            diff = out(i) - out(i-1); 
            mid = (cnt(it)+1)/2; 
            tempval = in(i) + 10*diff*(0-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
            tempdiff = diff/10; 
            origdiff = diff; 
            while tempval <= in(i) - origdiff 
                diff = diff - tempdiff; 
                tempval = in(i) + 10*diff*(0-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
            end 
            for j = 1:cnt(it) 
                out(i+j-1) = in(i) + 10*diff*((j-1)-
cnt(it)+mid)/((cnt(it)/1.5)*(cnt(it)-mid)); 
            end 
            it = it + 1; 
            out(1:i-1) = out(1:i-1); 
            out(nind(end)+cnt(end)-1:end) = out(nind(end)+cnt(end)-1:end); 
        end 
    end 
    if ~isempty(negs) 
        unegs = unique(negs(:,1)); 
        k = 1; 
        for l = 1:size(unegs,1) 
            ik = negs(k,1); 
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            itk = negs(k,2); 
            %jk = negs(k,3) - negs(k,1) + 1; 
            %need to account for more than 3 values 
            num = round((cnt(itk)-1)/2); 
            for m = 1:num 
                high = out(ik+cnt(itk)-m); 
                mid = out(ik+cnt(itk)-num-1); 
                mhpow = powerOfTen(high) - powerOfTen(mid); 
%                 hscale = high/10^mhpow; 
%                 mhdiff = hscale - mid; 
                lowPow = powerOfTen(mid) - mhpow; 
                out(negs(k+m-1,3)) = 
(((mid/cnt(itk))*(m+num))/10^powerOfTen(mid))*10^lowPow; 
            end 
            k = k + num; 
        end 






function So = adp_thresh3(test,sigma,sigma_inf) 
tauo = 100; 
tau = tauo; 
dtau = 5; 
it = 0; 
to = mean(test(:)) ; 
thresh = to*ones(size(test)) +.05 ; 
So = -1*ones(size(test)); 
eta = 5; 
% sigma = 2; sigma_inf = .1; 
m = 3; n =3; o = 3; 
std = sigma; 
while tau > 0 
    it = it + 1; 
    thr = test - thresh; 
    So(thr >= 0 & thr < test) = 1; 
    So(thr < 0 & thr < test) = -1; 
    %h = fspecial('gaussian', [m n], std); 
    delta_thresh = eta*smooth3f(So, 'gaussian',[m n o],std); 
    thresh = thresh - delta_thresh; 
    std = sqrt(sigma_inf^2 + (sigma^2 - sigma_inf^2)*exp((tau - tauo)/tau)); 
    tau = tau - dtau; 
    %std = sigma - (sigma - sigma_inf)/20 * it; 
    %if std <= sigma_inf, std = sigma_inf;end 
    %if std >= sigma, std = sigma;end 
%     vstd(it) = std; 
    %imshow(So); 
    %text(5,5,[num2str(it) ': std = ' num2str(std)]); 
    %drawnow; 








function [out] = AlignImageStack(in,bkg,shiftx,shifty) 
% Align an axially misaligned image object of a 3D image stack 
% 
% Inputs: 
%     in - A binary image stack or 3D matrix with a 3D Object 
%     bkg - A String input ('dark' or 'light') which determines the color 
%     of the buffer background. (default = 'dark') 
%     shiftx & shifty - The shift of each image in the x or y direction 
%     respectively.  These can be entered by user if desired instead of 
%     calculated automatically. 
% 
% Outputs: 
%     out - The aligned image stack 
%     shiftx & shifty - The shift of each image in the x or y direction 
%     respectively.  These are output to facilitate angle calculations. 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 10/26/2009 
  
if nargin < 2 
    bkg = 'dark'; 
end 
if nargin < 3 
    nlayers = size(in,3); 
    % Step 1 - Find centroid of object in each image 
    HMid = zeros(1,size(in,3)); 
    VMid = zeros(1,size(in,3)); 
    buffcells = zeros(1,size(in,3)); 
    for i = 1:nlayers 
        BW = logical(in(:,:,i)); 
        STATS = regionprops(BW, 'centroid'); 
        if size(STATS,1) == 0 
            HMid = [HMid(1:(1-i)),HMid((i+1):end)]; 
            VMid = [VMid(1:(1-i)),VMid((i+1):end)]; 
            buffcells = [buffcells(1:(1-i)),buffcells((i+1):end)]; 
        else 
            HMid(i) = STATS.Centroid(1); %Horizontal Center 
            VMid(i) = STATS.Centroid(2); %Vertical Center 
            buffcells(i) = i; 
        end 
    end 
     
    % Step 2 - Find line of best fit for centroids 
    vimgs = 1:size(in,3); 
    pH = polyfit(vimgs,HMid,1); %Originally had vimgs and HMid/VMid switched, 
    pV = polyfit(vimgs,VMid,1); %but I got better results with this 
arrangement 
     
    % Step 3 - Determine slope of DirVect on xz-plane and yz-plane 
    yz_slope = 1/pH(1); %needs to be inversed if vimgs and HMid/VMid are 
    xz_slope = 1/pV(1); %changed in lines 15 and 16. vimgs,HMid = 1/pH 
     
    % Step 4 - Calculate distance to DirVect for each input matrix layer 
    distx = zeros(1,length(HMid)); 
    disty = zeros(1,length(VMid)); 
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    for n = 1:length(buffcells) 
        distx(n) = round(n/yz_slope); 
        disty(n) = round(n/xz_slope); 
    end 
     
    % Step 5 - Determine maximum shift and calculate shift for each image 
layer 
    max_shift_x = max(abs(distx)); 
    max_shift_y = max(abs(disty)); 
    if any(distx < 0) 
        shiftx = abs(distx); 
    else 
        shiftx = abs(abs(distx) - max_shift_x); 
    end 
    if any(disty < 0) 
        shifty = abs(disty); 
    else 
        shifty = abs(abs(disty) - max_shift_y); 
    end 
end 
if nargin == 3 
    error('Improper number of input arguments'); 
end 
if nargin >= 5 
    error('Too many input arguments.'); 
end 
  
% Step 6 - Create buffer matrix 
switch bkg 
    case 'dark' 
        buffer = 
zeros(size(in,1)+max_shift_y,size(in,2)+max_shift_x,length(buffcells)); 
    case 'light' 




% Step 7 - Import input matrix into buffer matrix 
xlength = size(in,2); 
ylength = size(in,1); 
for m = 1:length(buffcells) 
    starty = shifty(m)+1; 
    endy = shifty(m)+ylength; 
    startx = shiftx(m)+1; 
    endx = shiftx(m)+xlength; 
    buffer(starty:endy,startx:endx,m) = in(:,:,buffcells(m)); 
end 











% Step 1 - Create default values for input arguments 
if nargin < 2 || isempty(alpha) 
    alpha = 0.05; 
end 
  
% Step 2 - Create variables that will be used in caluclations 
dx = size(data,2); 
dy = size(data,1); 
hx = round(size(data,2)/2); 
hy = round(size(data,1)/2); 
bw = zeros(size(data)); 
  
% Step 3 - Scan in x direction to find pixels of difference alpha from 
% previous pixel, starting from corners. 
for ixy = 1:hy 
    ixy2 = dy - ixy + 1; 
    for ixx = 1:hx 
        ixx2 = dx - ixx + 1; 
         
        % Define Inner and Outer Pixels to compare in all four quadrants 
        outpixlt = data(ixy,ixx); 
        outpixlb = data(ixy2,ixx); 
        outpixrt = data(ixy,ixx2); 
        outpixrb = data(ixy2,ixx2); 
        intpixlt = data(ixy,ixx + 1); 
        intpixlb = data(ixy2,ixx + 1); 
        intpixrt = data(ixy,ixx2 - 1); 
        intpixrb = data(ixy2,ixx2 - 1); 
         
        % Calculate alpha percentage of outer pixel and subtract from pixel 
        ltalph = outpixlt*alpha; 
        lbalph = outpixlb*alpha; 
        rtalph = outpixrt*alpha; 
        rbalph = outpixrb*alpha; 
        ltthresh = outpixlt - ltalph; 
        lbthresh = outpixlb - lbalph; 
        rtthresh = outpixrt - rtalph; 
        rbthresh = outpixrb - rbalph; 
         
        % Compare threshhold values to inner pixels to determine if the 
        % inner pixel value is below the alpha difference.  If it is then 
        % the location of the inner pixel in bw will be changed to 1. 
        if intpixlt < ltthresh 
            bw(ixy,ixx + 1) = 1; 
        end 
        if intpixlb < lbthresh 
            bw(ixy2,ixx + 1) = 1; 
        end 
        if intpixrt < rtthresh 
            bw(ixy,ixx2 - 1) = 1; 
        end 
        if intpixrb < rbthresh 
            bw(ixy2,ixx2 - 1) = 1; 
        end 





% Step 4 - Scan in y direction to find pixels of difference alpha from 
% previous pixel, starting from corners. 
for iyx = 1:hx 
    iyx2 = dx - iyx + 1; 
    for iyy = 1:hy 
        iyy2 = dy - iyy + 1; 
         
        % Define Inner and Outer Pixels to compare in all four quadrants 
        outpixlt = data(iyy,iyx); 
        outpixlb = data(iyy2,iyx); 
        outpixrt = data(iyy,iyx2); 
        outpixrb = data(iyy2,iyx2); 
        intpixlt = data(iyy + 1,iyx); 
        intpixlb = data(iyy2 - 1,iyx); 
        intpixrt = data(iyy + 1,iyx2); 
        intpixrb = data(iyy2 - 1,iyx2); 
         
        % Calculate alpha percentage of outer pixel and subtract from pixel 
        ltalph = outpixlt*alpha; 
        lbalph = outpixlb*alpha; 
        rtalph = outpixrt*alpha; 
        rbalph = outpixrb*alpha; 
        ltthresh = outpixlt - ltalph; 
        lbthresh = outpixlb - lbalph; 
        rtthresh = outpixrt - rtalph; 
        rbthresh = outpixrb - rbalph; 
         
        % Compare threshhold values to inner pixels to determine if the 
        % inner pixel value is below the alpha difference.  If it is then 
        % the location of the inner pixel in bw will be changed to 1. 
        if intpixlt < ltthresh 
            bw(iyy + 1,iyx) = 1; 
        end 
        if intpixlb < lbthresh 
            bw(iyy2 - 1,iyx) = 1; 
        end 
        if intpixrt < rtthresh 
            bw(iyy + 1,iyx2) = 1; 
        end 
        if intpixrb < rbthresh 
            bw(iyy2 - 1,iyx2) = 1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  










if nargin <= 0 
    [numimages, pathname, filelist] = imstack1; 
else 
    cd(pathname); 
end 
  
midIm = round(numimages/2); 
  
temp1 = imread(filelist{midIm}); 
if numel(temp1(:,:,1)) > 250000 
else 
    cropRect = []; 
end 
  
for i = 1:numimages 
    temp = imread(filelist{i}); 
    if length(size(temp)) == 3 
        temp1 = rgb2gray(temp); 
    elseif length(size(temp)) == 2 
        temp1 = temp; 
    end 
    temp1 = im2double(temp1); 




    [out,~]=recrop(zstackdata,0,size(zstackdata,3),1,cropRect); 
else 






function [blank zlayers start] = blank_help(numimages, pathname, filelist, 
invert) 
% This function will generate a  3D matrix of "blank" space for denoising a 
% sequence of 3D images.  When running the program simply find the first 
% image that contains the noisy data and select the region of interest with 
% the rectangle selection tool.  Then continue checking if the noisy region 
% remains in each subsequent image.  Once you have finished the 3D matrix 
% will be loaded (currently not manipulated in any way). 
% 
% Inputs: Should be automatically output from load_sp_data 
%     numimages - The number of images in the 3D stack 
%     pathname - Pathway to the directory containing the images (string) 
%     filelist - A list of all of the filenames 
% 
% Output: 
%     blank - The final 3D noisy data matrix, exported as a uint8 
%     zlayers - The number of image layers in blank (not dependant upon the 
%         number of z-layers of each image) 
%     start - The image in the 3D image stack that the noisy data started 





% [outline zlayers start] = blank_help2(10, 'C:\Example\Matlab', filelist); 
% NOTE - If you uncomment lines 92 & 93, and change the function statement 
% then the following can be used, but different methods of handling the 
% output would be required. 
% out = blank_help2(numimages, pathname, filelist); 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 4/2/2009 




start = 2; 
for h=1:numimages 
    switch invert 
    case 'Yes' 
        Itemp = imread(filelist{h}); 
        I = imcomplement(Itemp); 
    case 'No' 
        I = imread(filelist{h});  
    case 'Cancel' 
        return 
    end 
%     I = imread(filelist{h}); 
    imshow(I); 
    % Construct a questdlg with three options 
    choice = questdlg('Is there a blank region in this image?', ... 
        'Blank Region', ... 
        'Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
    % Handle response 
    switch choice 
        case 'Yes' 
            region = questdlg('Would you like to select an area of interest, 
or the whole image?', ... 
                'Blank Region', ... 
                'Area of Interest','Whole Image','Cancel','Cancel'); 
            switch region 
                case 'Area of Interest' 
                    rect = getrect; %returns [xmin ymin width height] 
                    rect = round(rect); 
                    xmin = round(rect(1)); ymin = round(rect(2)); 
                    width = round(rect(3)); height = round(rect(4)); 
                    xmax = xmin + width - 1; 
                    ymax = ymin + height - 1; 
                    blank = I(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
                    zlayers = 1; 
                    if start ==2 
                    whole = questdlg('Select this area of interest from the 
whole stack of images, or specify a certain volume?',... 
                        'Select Whole Stack?','Whole Stack',... 
                        'Specify Volume','Cancel','Cancel'); 
                    elseif start > 2 
                        whole = questdlg('Select this area of interest from 
the remaining stack of images, or specify a certain volume?',... 
                        'Select Remaining Stack?','Remaining Stack',... 
                        'Specify Volume','Cancel','Cancel'); 
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                    else 
                        error('The value of start was reduced somehow. Check 
blank_help for solution.') 
                    end 
                    switch whole 
                        case 'Whole Stack' 
                            [blank zlayers start] = ... 
                                blank_help_whole_stack(numimages,... 
                                pathname,filelist,ymin,ymax,xmin,xmax); 
                        case 'Remaining Stack' 
                            [blank zlayers start] = ... 
                                blank_help_whole_stack(numimages,... 
                                pathname,filelist,ymin,ymax,xmin,xmax); 
                        case 'Specify Volume' 
                            for i = start:numimages 
                                Ip = imread(filelist{i}); 
                                imshow(Ip); 
                                hold on; 
                                plot([xmin xmax xmax xmin xmin],[ymin ymin 
ymax ymax ymin]); 
                                plot([xmin xmax xmax xmin],[ymin ymin ymax 
ymax],'go'); 
                                choice = questdlg('Is the blank region still 
present?', ... 
                                    'Blank Region', ... 
                                    'Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
                                % Handle response 
                                switch choice 
                                    case 'Yes' 
                                        zlayers = zlayers + 1; 
                                        temp = blank; 
                                        blank = 
zeros(height,width,(size(Ip,3)*zlayers)); 
                                        blank(:,:,1:(size(Ip,3)*zlayers-
size(Ip,3))) = temp; 
                                        blank(:,:,((size(Ip,3)*zlayers-... 
                                            
size(Ip,3))+1):(size(Ip,3)*zlayers))... 
                                            = Ip(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
                                        if i == numimages 
                                            close(1) 
                                            return 
                                        end 
                                    case 'No' 
                                        start = start + 1; 
                                        close(1) 
                                        return 
                                    case 'Cancel' 
                                        close(1) 
                                        return 
                                end 
                                close(1) 
                            end 
                        case 'Cancel' 
                            close(1) 
                            return 
                    end 
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                    return 
                case 'Whole Image' 
                    xmin = 1; ymin = 1; 
                    width = size(I,2); height = size(I,1); 
                    xmax = xmin + width - 1; 
                    ymax = ymin + height - 1; 
                    blank = I(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
                    zlayers = 1; 
                    if start ==2 
                        whole2 = questdlg('Select this area of interest from 
the whole stack of images, or specify a certain volume?',... 
                        'Select Whole Stack?','Whole Stack',... 
                        'Specify Volume','Cancel','Cancel'); 
                    elseif start > 2 
                        whole2 = questdlg('Select this area of interest from 
the remaining stack of images, or specify a certain volume?',... 
                        'Select Remaining Stack?','Remaining Stack',... 
                        'Specify Volume','Cancel','Cancel'); 
                    else 
                        error('The value of start was reduced somehow. Check 
blank_help for solution.') 
                    end 
                    switch whole2 
                        case 'Whole Stack' 
                            [blank zlayers start] = ... 
                                blank_help_whole_stack(numimages,... 
                                pathname,filelist,ymin,ymax,xmin,xmax); 
                        case 'Remaining Stack' 
                            [blank zlayers start] = ... 
                                blank_help_whole_stack(numimages,... 
                                pathname,filelist,ymin,ymax,xmin,xmax); 
                        case 'Specify Volume' 
                            for i = start:numimages 
                                Ip = imread(filelist{i}); 
                                imshow(Ip); 
                                hold on; 
                                plot([xmin xmax xmax xmin xmin],[ymin ymin 
ymax ymax ymin]); 
                                plot([xmin xmax xmax xmin],[ymin ymin ymax 
ymax],'go'); 
                                choice = questdlg('Is the blank region still 
present?', ... 
                                    'Blank Region', ... 
                                    'Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
                                % Handle response 
                                switch choice 
                                    case 'Yes' 
                                        zlayers = zlayers + 1; 
                                        temp = blank; 
                                        blank = 
zeros(height,width,(size(Ip,3)*zlayers)); 
                                        blank(:,:,1:(size(Ip,3)*zlayers-
size(Ip,3))) = temp; 
                                        blank(:,:,((size(Ip,3)*zlayers-... 
                                            
size(Ip,3))+1):(size(Ip,3)*zlayers))... 
                                            = Ip(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
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                                        if i == numimages 
                                            close(1) 
                                            return 
                                        end 
                                    case 'No' 
                                        start = start + 1; 
                                        close(1) 
                                        return 
                                    case 'Cancel' 
                                        close(1) 
                                        return 
                                end 
                                close(1) 
                            end 
                        case 'Cancel' 
                            close(1) 
                            return 
                    end 
                    return 
                case 'No' 
                    start = start + 1; 
                    close(1) 
                case 'Cancel' 
                    close(1) 
                    return 
            end 
        case 'No' 
            start = start + 1; 
            close(1) 
        case 'Cancel' 
            close(1) 
            return 






function [blank zlayers start] = ... 
    blank_help_whole_stack(numimages,pathname,filelist,ymin,ymax,xmin,xmax) 
% This function will generate a  3D matrix of "blank" space for denoising a 
% sequence of 3D images.  The program assumes that all data in the sequence 
% of images is considered to be blank space. 
% 
% Inputs: Should be automatically output from load_sp_data 
%     numimages - The number of images in the 3D stack 
%     pathname - Pathway to the directory containing the images (string) 
%     filelist - A list of all of the filenames 
% 
% Output: 
%     blank - The final 3D noisy data matrix, exported as a uint8 
%     zlayers - The number of image layers in blank (not dependant upon the 
%         number of z-layers of each image) 
%     start - The image in the 3D image stack that the noisy data started 





% [outline zlayers start] = blank_help3(10, 'C:\Example\Matlab', filelist); 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 




width = xmax - xmin + 1; 
height = ymax - ymin + 1; 
blank = zeros(height,width,numimages); 
for i = 1:numimages 
    temp = imread(filelist{i}); 
    temp = rgb2gray(temp); 
    blank(:,:,i) = temp(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,1); 
end 
start = 1; 





function out = borderCrop(imstack,filter) 
% This function eliminates the border buffer added by subpixelBuffer(). 
%  
% Inputs: 
% imstack - A 3D stack of images 
% filter - The filter being used to deconvolve the image stack 
%  
% Output: 
% out - A 3D matrix that has had the border to limit edge effects during 
% deconvolution filtering removed. 
%  
% Example: 
% I = rand(10,10,10); 
% J = rand(3,3,3); 
% K = subpixelBuffer(I,J,1); 
% L = borderCrop(K,J); 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/12/2010 
  
  
[rf,cf,sf] = size(filter); 
rb = floor(rf/2); cb = floor(cf/2); sb = floor(sf/2); 
[rg,cg,sg] = size(imstack); 
  
out = zeros(rg-(2*rb),cg-(2*cb),sg-(2*sb)); 










    if stry 
        if ~any(in(:,1,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(1,:,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(:,end,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(end,:,int) == 1) 
            out = regionprops(in(:,:,int),'boundingbox'); 
        end 
    else 
        if ~any(in(:,1,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(1+sy(int),:,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(:,end,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(sy(int)+ylength,:,int) == 1) 
            out = regionprops(in(:,:,int),'boundingbox'); 
        end 
    end 
else 
    if stry 
        if ~any(in(:,1+sx(int),int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(1,:,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(:,sx(int)+xlength,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(end,:,int) == 1) 
            out = regionprops(in(:,:,int),'boundingbox'); 
        end 
    else 
        if ~any(in(:,1+sx(int),int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(1+sy(int),:,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(:,sx(int)+xlength,int) == 1) &&... 
                ~any(in(sy(int)+ylength,:,int) == 1) 
            out = regionprops(in(:,:,int),'boundingbox'); 
        end 
    end 
end 
if ~exist('out','var') 






function out = cell_emptystr(in) 
% This function takes a cell array of strings and returns a logical array 
% of the same size that determines if a cell contains an empty string. 
% 
% Inputs: 
%     in - A 1D-3D cell array of strings 
% 
% Output: 
%     out - A logical array of equal dimensions to in, where cells 
%     containing empty strings correspond to True 
% 
% Example: 
% c = {'','Hello',' World']}; 
% answer = cell_emptystr(c) 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
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% Created on: 7/1/2009 
  
if ndims(in) >= 1 && ndims(in) <=3 
    for s=1:size(in,3) 
        for c=1:size(in,2) 
            for r=1:size(in,1) 
                if strcmp(in(r,c,s),'') 
                    out(r,c,s)=true; 
                else 
                    out(r,c,s)=false; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
else 






function out = cell2mat_buffered(in) 
% This function takes any m x n cell matrix of strings and converts it into 
% a matrix of vertical strings of equal length. 
szx = size(in,2); 
szy = size(in,1); 
szs = zeros(size(in)); 
for i = 1:szx 
    for j = 1:szy 
        szs(j,i) = size(in{j,i},2); 
    end 
end 
  
maxLen = max(szs(:)); 
  
cnt = 1; 
for i = 1:szx 
    for j = 1:szy 
        temp = in{j,i}; 
        while size(temp,2) < maxLen 
            temp = [temp,' ']; %#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
        out(cnt,:) = temp; %#ok<AGROW> 
        cnt = cnt + 1; 






function out = centeredpsf(data) 
% This function checks to see if the center of a 2D matrix is the maximum. 
% If it is then out is returned as 1, if not then out is returned as 0. 
%  
% Created on: 1/21/10 
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% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
if ndims1(data) == 2 
    if mod(size(data,1),2) && mod(size(data,2),2) 
        maxdata = max(data(:)); 
        ymid = ceil(size(data,1)/2); 
        xmid = ceil(size(data,2)/2); 
        centdata = data(ymid,xmid); 
        if maxdata == centdata 
            out = 1; 
        else 
            out = 0; 
        end 
    else 
        error('Input matrix must have an odd number of rows and columns.'); 
    end 
else 






function [rdouty,x,y,z,ys,ye] = centerImageOfPSF(bin,data,var,val) 
% Determine central frame of psf 
% 
% Created on: 3/16/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
% ***** Note - 1*1* == round / (1*1)* == resamp ***** Debug 
  
if nargin < 3 
    var = 'none'; 
    val = []; 
end 
  
% Determine var and val 
switch var 
    case 'nImx' 
        xb = 0; 
        yb = 1; 
        zb = 1; 
        x = val; 
    case 'nImy' 
        yb = 0; 
        xb = 1; 
        zb = 1; 
        y = val; 
    case 'nImz' 
        zb = 0; 
        xb = 1; 
        yb = 1; 
        z = val; 
    case 'none' 
        xb = 1; 
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        yb = 1; 
        zb = 1; 
end 
  
if zb == 1 
% Find central region of psf starting in center of stack.  This avoids the 
% problem of there being blank or unsegmented images on the extremes of the 
% stack. 
centIm = round(size(bin,3)/2); 
% work from central image towards the top of the stack 
for i = 1:centIm 
    j = centIm - i + 1; 
    tIm1 = bin(:,:,j); 
    tIm2 = bin(:,:,j-1); 
    sIm1 = sum(tIm1(:)); 
    sIm2 = sum(tIm2(:)); 
    if sIm2 > sIm1 || sIm2 == 0 || j-2 < 1 
        s = j; 
        break 
    end 
end 
% work from central image towards the bottom of the stack 
for i = 1:centIm 
    j = centIm + i - 1; 
    tIm1 = bin(:,:,j); 
    tIm2 = bin(:,:,j+1); 
    sIm1 = sum(tIm1(:)); 
    sIm2 = sum(tIm2(:)); 
    if sIm2 > sIm1 || sIm2 == 0 || j+2 > size(bin,3) 
        e = j; 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
% Find center of data in z direction 
n = size(bin,3); 
tIm1 = bin(:,:,s); 
count = 1; 
cnt = 1; 
if n > 1 
    for m = s+1:e 
        tIm2 = bin(:,:,m); 
        sIm1 = sum(tIm1(:)); 
        sIm2 = sum(tIm2(:)); 
        if sIm2 ~= 0 
            if sIm1 <= sIm2 
                sumsz = zeros(size(s:e)); 
                for i = 1:size(s:e,2) 
                    sumsz(i) = sum(sum(bin(:,:,s+i-1))); 
                end 
                mins = find(sumsz == min(sumsz(:))); 
                cnt = mins(end); 
                count = numel(mins)-1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
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    end 
    if mod(count,2) %If count is odd 
        rbout = (1*1)*(bin); 
        rdout = (1*1)*(data); 
        z = (cnt-1) - ((count)/2) + s; 
    else 
        rbout = bin; 
        rdout = data; 
        z = (cnt-1) - 1*1*((count)/2) + s; 
    end 
else 
    rbout = bin; 
    rdout = data; 
    z = 1; 
end 
else 
    rbout = bin; 
    rdout = data; 
end 
  
% Find center of data in x direction 
if xb == 1 
a = size(bin,2); 
% count = 0; 
if a > 1 
    sumsx = zeros(1,size(bin,2)); 
    for b = 1:a 
        if mod(z,1) ~= 0 
            zlayer = z-mod(z,1); 
            adjz = 1; 
        else 
            zlayer = z; 
            adjz = 0; 
        end 
        t1 = bin(:,b,zlayer); 
        t2 = bin(:,b,zlayer + adjz); 
        tImx = (t1+t2)/2; 
        sImx = sum(tImx(:)); 
        sumsx(b) = sImx; 
    end 
    bins = find(sumsx > 0); 
    cnt = bins(end);%sometimes generates "Attempted to access bins(0);" 
    count = numel(bins)-1; 
    if mod(count,2) %If count is odd 
        rboutx = (1*1)*(rbout); 
        rdoutx = (1*1)*(rdout); 
        x = cnt - ((count)/2); 
    else 
        rboutx = rbout; 
        rdoutx = rdout; 
        x = cnt - 1*1*((count)/2); 
    end 
else 
    rboutx = rbout; 
    rdoutx = rdout; 





    rboutx = rbout; 
    rdoutx = rdout; 
end 
  
% Find center of data in y direction 
if yb == 1 
j = size(bin,1); 
% count = 0; 
if j > 1 
    sumsy = zeros(size(bin,1),1); 
    for k = 1:j 
        if mod(z,1) ~= 0 
            zlayer = z-mod(z,1); 
            adjz = 1; 
        else 
            zlayer = z; 
            adjz = 0; 
        end 
        t3 = bin(k,:,zlayer); 
        t4 = bin(k,:,zlayer+adjz); 
        tImy = (t3+t4)/2;%t2+t3+t4)/4; 
        sImy = sum(tImy(:)); 
        sumsy(k) = sImy; 
    end 
    bins = find(sumsy > 0); 
    cnt = bins(end); 
    count = numel(bins)-1; 
    if mod(count,2) %If count is even 
        rbouty = (1*1)*(rboutx); 
        rdouty = (1*1)*(rdoutx); 
        y = cnt - ((count)/2); 
    else 
        rbouty = rboutx; 
        rdouty = rdoutx; 
        y = cnt - 1*1*((count)/2); 
    end 
else 
    rbouty = rboutx; 
    rdouty = rdoutx; 
    y = 1; 
end 
rbouty(rbouty < 1) = 0; %#ok<NASGU> 
ys = cnt - count; 
ye = cnt; 
else 
    rdouty = rdoutx; 
    ys = yb; 






function CenterImageOfObject = centerOfAdpThrshObject(SS) 
int = 1; 
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for i = 1:size(SS,3) 
    if any(any(SS(:,:,i) == max(SS(:)))) 
        objectLayers(int) = i; %#ok<AGROW> 
        int = int + 1; 
    end 
end 





function out = circumcirc4(inisol) 
% This function determines the smallest circumscribed circle that fits 
% around a given object of interest 
% 
% Input: 
%     inisol - a structure containing two binary image stacks with a single  
%         object per image layer 
%  
% Output: 
%     out - a structured array containing the center and radius of all 
%         particles in inisol 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
  
BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 
int = size(BW,3); 
  
radius = zeros(int,1); 
center = zeros(int,2); 
  
for j = 1:int 
    temp = BW(:,:,j); 
    [x,y] = find(temp == 1); 
    [center(j,:),radius(j)] = minboundcircle(x,y); 
end 
center = [center(:,2),center(:,1)]; 






if nargin < 1 
    directories = [{'L:\Cruzer - Thesis\2-28-11\3-8-11 Analysis'}; 
        {'L:\Cruzer - Thesis\2-28-11\3-8-11 Analysis'}; 
        {'L:\Cruzer - Thesis\2-28-11\3-8-11 Analysis'}]; 
end 
  
files = [{'DenoisedData'}; 
    {'DeconvolvedData'}; 










% This function runs through all files to be compared and creates a bin 
% chart with all relevant file data.  Input files are from run_analysis. 
  
trim = 0; 
if nargin < 3 
    names = files; 
    trim = 1; 
end 
  
sz = size(directories,1); 
nParts = zeros(1,sz); 
cdOld = cd; 
sms = cell(1,sz); 
prm = cell(1,sz); 
crc = cell(1,sz); 
inr = cell(1,sz); 
inf = cell(1,sz); 
ecd = cell(1,sz); 
shf = cell(1,sz); 
shu = cell(1,sz); 
pix = cell(1,sz); 
par = cell(1,sz); 
pixNew = cell(1,sz); 
parNew = cell(1,sz); 
below = cell(1,sz); 
msv = zeros(3,8,3); %Needs to be dynamically assigned a size 
filenames = cell(sz,1); 
for i = 1:sz 
    directory = directories{i}; 
    letr = directory(end); 
    while strcmp(letr,' ') 
        directory = directory(1:end-1); 
        letr = directory(end); 
    end 
    cd(directory); 
    datafile = files{i}; 
    data = load(datafile(datafile~=' ')); 
     
    
[sms{i},prm{i},crc{i},inr{i},inf{i},ecd{i},shf{i},shu{i},pix{i},par{i}]... 
        = sortAnalysisData(data); 
     
    % filenames without '.mat' 
    tempname = names{i}; 
    if trim 
        filenames{i} = tempname(1:end-4); 
    end 
     
    % filter numbers above and below 
    dataMat = [sms{i},prm{i},crc{i},inr{i},inf{i},ecd{i},shf{i},shu{i}]; 
    above = dataMat(dataMat(:,3)<5,:);  %Numbers are a radius, so halve 
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    below{i} = above(above(:,5)>0.1,:); %desired diameter values. 
    nParts(i) = size(below{i},1); 
     
    % calulate m,s,v 
    msv(:,:,i) = meanStdVar(below{i}); 
     
    % Recalculate pixel and particle densities 
    sumOld = sum(sms{i});               % PDo = So/A & PDn = Sn/A, so 
    sumNew = sum(below{i}(:,1));           % A = So/PDo = Sn/PDn, therefore 
    numOld = size(sms{i},1);            % PDn = (Sn/So)*PDo 
    numNew = size(below{i},1); 
    pixNew{i} = (sumNew/sumOld)*pix{i};  
    parNew{i} = (numNew/numOld)*par{i};  
end 
% re-output structure 
  
% bin numbers into 10 groups 
binBlock = [below{1};below{2};below{3}]; 
nums = size(binBlock,2); 
[mins,maxi] = minMax(binBlock); 
nbins = 10; 
ranges = rangeGen(mins,maxi,nbins); 
bin = zeros(nbins,size(binBlock,2),sz); 
for m = 1:sz 
    for n = 1:nums 
        for o = 1:nbins 
            % This line has the potential for double counting values (>=), 
            % but it would be very rare, and without adding some other bias 
            % it is difficult to resolve (ie - push values up or down a bin 
            % based on an arbitrary decision, also could accidentally not 
            % include highest or lowest value in bins). 
            bin(o,n,m) = sum(below{m}(:,n)>=ranges(o,n))-
sum(below{m}(:,n)>=ranges(o+1,n)); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% export to excel for charting 
labs = ['Particle Sums                  '; 
        'Particle Perimeters            '; 
        'Smallest Circumscribed Radius  '; 
        'Largest Inscribed Radius       '; 
        'Largest Filled Inscribed Radius'; 
        'Equivalent Circle Diameter     '; 
        'Filled Shape Ratio             '; 
        'Unfilled Shape Ratio           ']; 
dat = date; dat = [dat(4:7),dat(1:3),dat(8:end)]; 
for p = 1:nums 
    nom = labs(p,:); 
    for q = 1:(size(ranges(:,p),1)-1) 
        rangeText(q,1) = {[num2str(ranges(q,p)),'-',num2str(ranges(q+1,p))]}; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
    excelInterface('x',rangeText,'y',permute(bin(:,p,:),[1 3 2]),... 
        'xlabel',nom(nom~=' '),'ylabel',cell2mat_buffered(names),... 
        'titleText',nom,'yaxis','Number of Particles',... 
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        'filename',['Analysis_',dat,'.xlsx'],'sheetname',nom(nom~=' ')); 
end 
% Mean - Standard Deviation - Variance 
excelInterface('x',[{'Denoised'};{'Deconvolved'};{'ESEM'}],'y',[msv(1,:,1);ms
v(1,:,2);msv(1,:,3)],... 
    
'xlabel','Means','ylabel',labs(1:end,:),'addChart',0,'direction','vertical',.
.. 
    'filename',['Analysis_',dat,'.xlsx'],'sheetname','Averages'); 
excelInterface('x',[{'Denoised'};{'Deconvolved'};{'ESEM'}],'y',[msv(2,:,1);ms
v(2,:,2);msv(2,:,3)],... 
    'xlabel','Standard 
Deviations','ylabel',labs(1:end,:),'addChart',0,'direction','vertical',... 
    'filename',['Analysis_',dat,'.xlsx'],'sheetname','Averages'); 
excelInterface('x',[{'Denoised'};{'Deconvolved'};{'ESEM'}],'y',[msv(3,:,1);ms
v(3,:,2);msv(3,:,3)],... 
    
'xlabel','Variances','ylabel',labs(1:end,:),'addChart',0,'direction','vertica
l',... 
    'filename',['Analysis_',dat,'.xlsx'],'sheetname','Averages'); 
  
excelInterface('x','Number Of Particles','y',nParts,... 
    'xlabel',labs(1,:),'ylabel',labs(2:end,:),'addChart',0,... 





function cored = coreStack(data,is,ie) 
% Determines the core of a 2D data based Point Spread Function (PSF). 
% 
% Inputs: 
%     data - An image stack to be cored 
%     xc - The center of the point spread function in the x axis 
%     is - The first pixel that is part of the psf in the y axis 
%     ie - The last pixel that is part of the psf in the y axis 
% 
% Outputs: 
%     cored - A 2D image of the data PSF object with the central core removed 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/14/2010 
  
% Step 1 - Find the distance from the central image midline points to each 
% corresponding midline point on the opposite side of the bounding box. All  
% distances should be positive.  The absolute value is taken just in case. 
yd = abs(ie - is); 
  
% Step 2 - Extract central image of 'bin' bin the (z,y) direction 
xc = size(data,1)/2 + 0.5; 
t1 = permute(data(:,floor(xc),:),[3 1 2]); 
t2 = permute(data(:,ceil(xc),:),[3 1 2]); 
temp = (t1 + t2)./2; 
  
% Step 5 - Determine starting and ending points to add cropped image back 
% into a buffer matrix 
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sztmp = size(temp,2); 
if mod(sztmp,2) == mod(yd,2) 
    ys = (sztmp/2) - (yd/2 - 1); 
else 
    ys = ceil((sztmp/2) - (yd/2)); 
end 
ye = ys + yd - 1; 
  
% Step 3 - Blend object border columns to create one column which will be 
% the center column of the output 
blend = zeros(size(temp,1),1); 
for ncor = 1:size(temp,1) 
    blend(ncor,1) = sum([temp(ncor,ys),temp(ncor,ye)])/(2);%(yd)+1); 
end 
  
% Step 4 - Remove core columns from permuted matrix by cropping it out 
cropped = [temp(:,1:ys-1),blend,temp(:,ye:end-1)]; 
  
% Step 5 - Determine starting and ending points to add cropped image back 
% into a buffer matrix 
sztmp = size(temp,2); 
szcrp = size(cropped,2); 
if mod(sztmp,2) == mod(szcrp,2) 
    s = (sztmp/2) - (szcrp/2 - 1); 
else 
    s = ceil((sztmp/2) - (szcrp/2)); 
end 
e = s + szcrp - 1; 
% s = round(size(temp,2)/2) - (szcrp - 1); 
% e = s + (size(cropped,2) - 1); 
  
% Step 6 - Add cropped image to a buffer image to output an image the same 
% size as the input stack's width 
cored = ones(size(temp)); 
cored = cored.*mean([data(:,1)',data(:,end)']); 
cored(:,s:e) = cropped; %Sometimes generates an error, but not predictably 
cored = (cored - min(cored(:))); 







if nargin < 2 
    type = 1; 
end 
tempfiles = dir([directory,'\*.png']); 
sz = size(tempfiles,1); 
for i = 1:sz 
    filename = tempfiles(i,1).name; 
    Im = imread(filename); 
    switch type 
        case 1 
            outIm = [Im(:,96:503,:),Im(:,697:1102,:)]; 
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        case 2 
            outIm = 237*ones(size(Im)); 
            outIm(1:599,:,:) = Im(1:599,:,:); 
            outIm(600:end,204:609,:) = Im(600:end,409:end,:); 
    end 





function [object,zlayers,start,cropRect] = cropStack(ddat) 
% This function will select an area of interest for segmentation of a 
% sequence of 3D images.  When running the program simply select the first 
% image that contains the region of interest with the rectangle selection 
% tool.  Then continue checking if the region remains in each subsequent 
% image.  The program will prompt the user if they want to do any 
% preprocessing.  Once you have finished the 3D matrix will be loaded. 
% 
% Inputs: Should be automatically output from load_sp_data 
%     ddat - The deconvolved data matrix to be segmented 
% 
% Output: 
%     object - The final preprocessed 3D data matrix 
%     zlayers - The number of image layers in object (not dependant upon the 
%         number of z-layers of each image) 
%     start - The image in the 3D image stack that the noisy data started 
%         being collected 
%     cropRect - The max and min x and y values used for cropping ddat 
% 
% Example: 
% [outline zlayers start] = segment(data); 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 4/24/2009 
% Finalized on: 5/8/2010 
  
close all 
start = 1; %starting image for ROI selection, may change due to user action 
correct = 0; 
% Selection algorithm for object 
for h=1:size(ddat,3) %deconvolved data should have the same number of layers 
as there are images 
    scale = 10; 
    J = uint8(ddat(:,:,h)*255); 
    tform = maketform('affine',[scale 0 0; 0 scale 0; 0 0 1]); 
    I = imtransform(J,tform); 
    Idata = ddat(:,:,h); 
    %     Ih = rgb2gray(imread(filelist{h})); 
    %     Ix = gray2ind(Ih,256); 
    %     Ix = ind2rgb(Ix,gray); 
    imshow(I); 
    % Construct a questdlg with three options 
    choice = questdlg('Select the object of interest in the image?', ... 
        'Segment Object', ... 
        'Ok','No Object Of Interest','Cancel','Cancel'); 
    % Handle response 
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    switch choice 
        case 'Ok' 
            while ~correct 
                rect = getrect; %returns [xmin ymin width height] 
                rectdlg = questdlg('Would you like to reselect the region of 
interest?', ... 
                    'Reselect Object', ... 
                    'Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
                switch rectdlg 
                    case 'No' 
                        correct = 1; 
                    case 'Cancel' 
                        close all 
                        return 
                end 
            end 
            rect = round(rect); 
            xmin = round(size(Idata,2)*rect(1)/size(I,2)); 
            ymin = round(size(Idata,1)*rect(2)/size(I,1)); 
            width = round(size(Idata,2)*rect(3)/size(I,2)); 
            height = round(size(Idata,1)*rect(4)/size(I,1)); 
            xmax = xmin + width - 1; 
            ymax = ymin + height - 1; 
            cropRect = [xmin ymin xmax ymax]; 
            object = Idata(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
            zlayers = 1; 
            for i = start:size(ddat,3) 
                Jp = uint8(ddat(:,:,i)*255); 
                Ip = imtransform(Jp,tform); 
                Idat2 = ddat(:,:,i); 
                %                 Ii = rgb2gray(imread(filelist{i})); 
                %                 Idx = gray2ind(Ii,256); 
                %                 Idx = ind2rgb(Idx,gray); 
                imshow(Ip); 
                hold on; 
                plot([rect(1) rect(1)+rect(3)-1 rect(1)+rect(3)-1 rect(1) 
rect(1)],... 
                    [rect(2) rect(2) rect(2)+rect(4)-1 rect(2)+rect(4)-1 
rect(2)]); 
                plot([rect(1) rect(1)+rect(3)-1 rect(1)+rect(3)-1 
rect(1)],... 
                    [rect(2) rect(2) rect(2)+rect(4)-1 rect(2)+rect(4)-
1],'go'); 
                % Construct a questdlg with three options 
                selection = questdlg('Is the object still present?', ... 
                    'Segment Object', ... 
                    'Yes','No','Use Remaining Stack','Yes'); 
                % Handle response 
                switch selection 
                    case 'Yes' 
                        zlayers = zlayers + 1; 
                        temp = object; 
                        object = zeros(height,width,(size(Ip,3)*zlayers)); 
                        object(:,:,1:(size(Ip,3)*zlayers-size(Ip,3))) = temp; 
                        object(:,:,((size(Ip,3)*zlayers-... 
                            size(Ip,3))+1):(size(Ip,3)*zlayers))... 
                            = Idat2(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
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                        close all 
                    case 'No' 
                        start = start + 1; 
                        close all 
                        return 
                    case 'Use Remaining Stack' 
                        ind = zlayers+2; 
                        for k = ind:size(ddat,3) 
                            zlayers = zlayers + 1; 
                            Idat2 = ddat(:,:,k); 
                            temp = object; 
                            object = 
zeros(height,width,(size(Ip,3)*zlayers)); 
                            object(:,:,1:(size(Ip,3)*zlayers-size(Ip,3))) = 
temp; 
                            object(:,:,((size(Ip,3)*zlayers-... 
                                size(Ip,3))+1):(size(Ip,3)*zlayers))... 
                                = Idat2(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,:); 
                        end 
                        close all 
                        return 
                    case 'Cancel' 
                        close all 
                        return 
                end 
            end 
        case 'No Object Of Interest' 
            start = start + 1; 
            close all 
        case 'Cancel' 
            close all 
            return 






function [ret e] = deblur3(data1, psf,nit, hp_order, hp_cutoff ) 
if nargin==2 % deblur3(data, psf) 
    nit = 10; 
    hp_order = 6; 
    hp_cutoff = .01; 
elseif nargin==3 % deblur3(data, psf, nit) 
    hp_order = 6; 
    hp_cutoff = .01; 
elseif nargin==4 % deblur3(data, psf, nit, hp_order) 
    hp_cutoff = .01; 
elseif nargin<2 || nargin >5 
    error('Error: Wrong number of input arguments.'); 
end 
if ndims(data1)~=3 
    error('Error: V must be a 3D array.'); 
end 
  
% Create variables to be used in calculations 
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sz = size(psf); 
sz = sz(:)'; 
padSize = (sz-1)/2; 
if ~isequal(padSize, floor(padSize)) || any(padSize<0) 
    error('Error: All elements of SIZE must be odd integers greater than or 
equal to 1.'); 
end 
hp_filt = hp(hp_order, hp_cutoff); 
ed_filt = fspecial('gaussian', max(padSize),20); 
alpha = .1; 
data1 = 1 - data1; 
data = data1; 
  
% This loop runs a High Pass filter over the input data image stack 
for i = 1: size(data,3) 
    temp = imfilter((data(:,:,i)),hp_filt); 
    hpData(:,:,i) = temp; %#ok<AGROW> 
end 
hpData = mat2gray(hpData); %Why is this being cancelled out in the next line? 
%Following line has been commented out 
% hpData = data; 
  
% Loop through 'nit' number of iterations.    
count = nit; 
num = 0; 
tElapsed = zeros(1,count); 
for it = 1 :nit 
    tStart=tic; 
    fprintf('Current Iteration: ');fprintf(' %u of',it); 
    fprintf(' %u',nit);fprintf('\n'); 
    if exist('tRem','var') 
        fprintf('Estimated Time Remaining: '); 
        fprintf(tRem); 
    else 
        fprintf('Estimated Time Remaining: Calculating...'); 
    end 
    fprintf('\n'); 
% Taper the edges of the images one at a time.  This mostly  
% effects the corners. 
    for i = 1: size(data,3) 
        temp = edgetaper((hpData(:,:,i)),ed_filt); 
        hpData(:,:,i) = temp; 
    end 
     
% Perform an N-dimensional inverse discrete Fourier transform on [an  
% N-dimensional discrete Fourier Transform of the point spread function,  
% using psf and hpData for the siz input, multiplied by an N-dimensional  
% discrete Fourier Transform of hpData, using the same siz input as the  
% first Transform]. 
    psfhpData = ifftn(fftn(psf,size(psf) + size(hpData)-
1).*fftn(hpData,size(psf) + size(hpData)-1)); 
  
% Crop all six sides of the 3D matrix to eliminate the padSize buffer 






% Calculate the difference between the data and the calculated model 
    err = data1 - psfhpData; 
  
% Add error, multiplied by alpha, to filtered data 
    hpData = hpData + alpha*err; 
     
% Reconvert filterted data to grayscale 
    hpData = mat2gray(hpData); 
  
    count = count - 1; 
    num = num + 1; 
    tElapsed(num)=toc(tStart); 
    tAvg = sum(tElapsed(:))/num; 
    tLeft = tAvg*count; 
    tRem = seconds2time(tLeft); 
end 
  
% Calculate error, and create output variables 
errr = sum(err(:))/ numel(err); 
data =hpData; 
ret = 1- data; 





function [psfVars,corrVals] = determineBestPsfVars(varvals,ncc,mi,mj,limit) 
% Find best lse values and respective variable values. 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 4/22/2010 
  
if nargin < 5 
    limit = 5; 
end 
  
sz = size(ncc,3); 
corrs = zeros(1,sz); 
for i = 1:sz 
    corrs(i) = ncc(mi(i),mj(i),i); 
end 
  
corrarr = corrs; 
vals = 0; 
j = 1; 
while vals < limit 
    n = find(corrs==max(corrarr(:))); 
    it = length(n); 
    for i = 1:it 
        corrVals(j) = corrs(n(i)); %#ok<AGROW> 
        psfVars(j,:) = varvals(n(i),:); %#ok<AGROW> 
        corrarr(n(i)) = -1; 
        j = j + 1; 
    end 
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% Displays angle lines on top of image stack 
  
if nargin < 3 
    adjx = 0; 
    adjy = 0; 
else 
    adjx = adj(1); 
    adjy = adj(2); 
end 
  
mid = ceil(size(imStack,2)/2);  
high = size(imStack,2); 
vert = ceil(size(imStack,3)/2); 
I = permute(imStack,[3 1 2]); 
imshow(I(:,:,mid),[min(I(:)) max(I(:))],'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
alpha = angle; 
xx=1:high; 
bb = tand(alpha).*xx(1); 
yy = tand(alpha).*(xx - adjx - adjy) - bb;% + vert; 
a2 = 0-alpha; 










function out = drawCircle(r,C,fill) 
% drawCircle(r,C,fill) uses midpointCircle() to build a circle from the 
% input arguments r and C, and displays the circle as a binary image with a  
% 1-pixel padding.  The circle can be filled in by setting the 'fill' 
% input variable to 1. 
%  
% Inputs: 
%   r = the radius of the circle (Default = 10) 
%   C = The x & y values of the center of the circle (Default = [0,0]) 
%   fill = Boolean which can fill circle interior (Default = 0) 
%  
% Outputs: 
%   None 
%  
% Example: 
%   r = 100 
%   x = 0; y = 0; 
%   fill = 1; 
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%   drawCircle(r,[x,y],fill); 
  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 2/4/2010 
% Rights: This function can be used, edited, and distributed in any way as  
%   long as appropriate credit is given to the original author.  
%   (see Read Me.txt) 
  
% Can use Rectangle command to achieve similar result, but does not center  
% circle appropriately, and there is no easy way to acquire sequential 
% points on the circumference of the circle. 
% Example: 
%   circ = rectangle ('position', [0, 0, 10, 10], 'curvature', [1, 1]); 
%   [x,y] = find(circ==0); 
  
if nargin < 3 
    fill = 0; 
end %if nargin < 3 
  
if nargin < 2 
    x = 0; 
    y = 0; 
else 
    x = abs(C(1)); 
    y = abs(C(2)); 
end %if nargin < 2 
  
if nargin < 1 
    r = 10; 
end %if nargin < 1 
  
r = abs(r); 
  
% Calculate circle points 
circ = midpointCircle(r, [x,y]); 
  
% Generate padding matrix and embed circle 
I = ones((2*r+3)+y,(2*r+3)+x); 
for i=1:size(circ,1) 
    I(circ(i,2)+(r+2),circ(i,1)+(r+2)) = 0; 
end %for i=1:size(circ,1) 
  
% Flip image left-to-right if negative x midpoint {see fliplr()} 
if C(1) < 0 
    I = I(:,end:-1:1); 
end %if C(1) < 0 
  
% Correct for positive y-axis of images, by flipping image up-to-down if  
% positive y midpoint {see flipud()} 
if C(2) > 0 
    I = I(end:-1:1,:); 
end %if C(2) > 0 
  
% Plot image, fill circle if specified 
if fill == 0 
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    out = I; 
%     figure, 
%     imshow(out,[0 1],'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
else 
    temp = imfill(~I,'holes'); 
    out = ~temp; 
%     figure, 
%     imshow(out,[0 1],'InitialMagnification','fit'); 






function ECD = equivCirc(inisol) 
% This function determines the equivalent circle diameter of all particles 
% in an image stack. 
% 
% inisol - binary stack of single object images 
% 
% out: 
%   ECD - the equivalent circle diameter of each particle in inisol 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 8/23/10 
  
BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 
int = size(BW,3); 
ECD = zeros(1,int); 
  
for i = 1:int 
    temp = BW(:,:,i); 
    Area = sum(temp(:)); 
    ECD(i) = 2*sqrt(Area/pi); 
end 
  





function out = excelColumn(in) 
if in > 16384 
    error('Exceeded excel column limit.'); 
else 
    % Set Reference Array 
    Alph = 
['A','B','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','J','K','L','M','N','O','P','Q','R','S',
'T','U','V','W','X','Y','Z']; 
     
    % Determine number of legacy letters 
    inLeg = in-26; 
    cnt = 0; 
    while inLeg > 26 
        inLeg = inLeg/26; 
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        cnt = cnt + 1; 
    end 
     
    % Determine new letter to add 
    inAdd = mod(in,26); 
    if inAdd == 0 
        inAdd = 26; 
    end 
     
    % Define Output 
    out = ''; 
    if cnt >= 1 
        for i = 1:cnt 
            val = 26^(cnt-i+1); 
            inVal = mod(ceil(in/val-1),26); 
            if inVal == 0 
                inVal = 26; 
            end 
            out = [out,Alph(inVal)]; %#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
        %     out = [out,Alph(floor(inLeg))]; 
        % elseif cnt == 1 
        %     out = Alph(floor(inLeg)); 
    end 
    out = [out,Alph(inAdd)]; 
     
    % Correct oddness with AA-AZ 
    if in > 26 && in < 53 
        out = ['A',out]; 







% Writes the defined input data to excel.  Will execute with no input. 
% Values set with y=sin(x) for x values (0:2:100). 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 




    yaxis,addChart,direction] = setExcelVariables(varargin); 
  
%% SetVariables 
d = {''}; 
if ~ischar(x) 
    if size(x,1) == 1 && size(x,2) > size(x,1) 
        x = x'; 
        y = y'; 
        warning('ExcelInterface:DataDimensionsMismatch','Values for y were 
transposed since x values needed to be transposed.'); 
    elseif size(x,1) > 1 && size(x,2) > 1 
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        error('x must be a vector'); 
    end 
end 
% if size(y,1) == 1 && size(y,2) > size(y,1) 
%     y = y'; 
% elseif size(y,1) > 1 && size(y,2) > 1 
%     error('y must be a vector'); 
% end 
if size(x,1) ~= size(y,1) 
    error('Vectors x and y must have matching number of rows.'); 
end 




warning off MATLAB:xlswrite:AddSheet 
xlswrite(filename, d, 'Sheet1', 'A1'); 
  
%% CreateDoc 
e = actxserver('excel.application'); 
eWs = e.Workbooks.Open([filepath,filesep,filename]); 
% eW = eWs.Add; 
  
%% DeleteSheets 
% 'Try' is used instead of 'if' or 'switch' since it is faster than  
% querying the excel document to see if the sheets exist.  Multiple try  
% statements to ensure each sheet is deleted. 
try 
    hsheet=e.Sheets.Item('Sheet1'); 
    hsheet.Delete 
catch exc1 %#ok<NASGU> 
end 
try 
    hsheet=e.Sheets.Item('Sheet2'); 
    hsheet.Delete 
catch exc2 %#ok<NASGU> 
end 
try 
    hsheet=e.Sheets.Item('Sheet3'); 
    hsheet.Delete 




Sheets = e.ActiveWorkBook.Sheets; 
try 
    target_sheet = get(Sheets, 'Item', sheetname); 
    target_sheet.Activate 
    num = xlsread(filename, sheetname); 
    if isempty(num) 
        adjData = 0; 
    else 
        adjData = 1; 
    end 
catch exc4 %#ok<NASGU> 
    num = []; 
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    target_sheet = invoke( Sheets, 'add' ); 
    set( target_sheet, 'name', sheetname); 




eS = eWs.ActiveSheet; 
nm = size(y,2) - 1; 
if adjData %Currently can go east-west or north-south, but not both 
    switch direction 
        case 'horizontal' 
            if addChart 
                stCol1 = excelColumn(size(num,2) + 11); 
                yColNm = size(num,2) + 12; 
                stCol2 = excelColumn(yColNm); 
            else 
                stCol1 = excelColumn(size(num,2) + 3); 
                yColNm = size(num,2) + 4; 
                stCol2 = excelColumn(yColNm); 
            end 
             
            eS.Range([stCol1,'1']).Value = xlabel; 
            ytemp = ylabel(1,:); 
            eS.Range([stCol2,'1']).Value = ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
            if nm > 0 
                for int = 1:nm 
                    enCol2 = excelColumn(size(num,2) + 12 + int); 
                    ytemp = ylabel(int+1,:); 
                    eS.Range([enCol2,'1']).Value = ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
                end 
                if ischar(x) 
                    for ix = 1:size(x,1) 
                        xtemp = x(ix,:); 
                        eS.Range([stCol1,num2str(ix+1)]).Value = 
xtemp(xtemp~=' '); 
                    end 
                    eS.Range([stCol2,'2:',enCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = 
y; 
                else 
                    eS.Range([stCol1,'2:',enCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = 
[x y]; 
                end 
            else 
                if ischar(x) 
                    for ix = 1:size(x,1) 
                        xtemp = x(ix,:); 
                        eS.Range([stCol1,num2str(ix+1)]).Value = 
xtemp(xtemp~=' '); 
                    end 
                    eS.Range([stCol2,'2:',stCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = 
y; 
                else 
                    eS.Range([stCol1,'2:',stCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = 
[x y]; 
                end 
            end 
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            SCRangeX = [stCol1,'2:',stCol1,num2str(nrows+1)]; 
            SCRangeY = [stCol2,'2:',stCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]; 
        case 'vertical' 
            stRow = size(num,1) + 5; 
            yColNm = 2; 
             
            eS.Range(['A',num2str(stRow-1)]).Value = xlabel; 
            ytemp = ylabel(1,:); 
            eS.Range(['B',num2str(stRow-1)]).Value = ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
            if nm > 0 
                for int = 1:nm 
                    enCol2 = excelColumn(2 + int); 
                    ytemp = ylabel(int+1,:); 
                    eS.Range([enCol2,num2str(stRow-1)]).Value = 
ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
                end 
                if ischar(x) 
                    for ix = 1:size(x,1) 
                        xtemp = x(ix,:); 
                        eS.Range(['A',num2str(stRow+ix-1)]).Value = 
xtemp(xtemp~=' '); 
                    end 
                    
eS.Range(['B',num2str(stRow),':',enCol2,num2str(stRow+nrows-1)]).Value = y; 
                else 
                    
eS.Range(['A',num2str(stRow),':',enCol2,num2str(stRow+nrows-1)]).Value = [x 
y]; 
                end 
            else 
                if ischar(x) 
                    for ix = 1:size(x,1) 
                        xtemp = x(ix,:); 
                        eS.Range(['A',num2str(stRow+ix-1)]).Value = 
xtemp(xtemp~=' '); 
                    end 
                    eS.Range(['B',num2str(stRow),':B',num2str(stRow+nrows-
1)]).Value = y; 
                else 
                    eS.Range(['A',num2str(stRow),':B',num2str(stRow+nrows-
1)]).Value = [x y]; 
                end 
            end 
             
            SCRangeX = ['A',num2str(stRow),':','A',num2str(stRow+nrows-1)]; 
            SCRangeY = ['B',num2str(stRow),':','B',num2str(stRow+nrows-1)]; 
    end 
else 
     
    stCol1 = excelColumn(1); 
    yColNm = 2; 
    stCol2 = excelColumn(yColNm); 
     
    eS.Range([stCol1,'1']).Value = xlabel; 
    ytemp = ylabel(1,:); 
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    eS.Range([stCol2,'1']).Value = ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
    if nm > 0 
        for int = 1:nm 
            enCol2 = excelColumn(2 + int); 
            ytemp = ylabel(int+1,:); 
            eS.Range([enCol2,'1']).Value = ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
        end 
        if ischar(x) 
            for ix = 1:size(x,1) 
                xtemp = x(ix,:); 
                eS.Range([stCol1,num2str(ix+1)]).Value = xtemp(xtemp~=' '); 
            end 
            eS.Range([stCol2,'2:',enCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = y; 
        else 
            eS.Range([stCol1,'2:',enCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = [x y]; 
        end 
    else 
        if ischar(x) 
            for ix = 1:size(x,1) 
                xtemp = x(ix,:); 
                eS.Range([stCol1,num2str(ix+1)]).Value = xtemp(xtemp~=' '); 
            end 
            eS.Range([stCol2,'2:',stCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = y; 
        else 
            eS.Range([stCol1,'2:',stCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = [x y]; 
        end 
    end 
     
    SCRangeX = [stCol1,'2:',stCol1,num2str(nrows+1)]; 
    SCRangeY = [stCol2,'2:',stCol2,num2str(nrows+1)]; 
     
    %     eS.Range('A1').Value = xlabel; 
    %     eS.Range('B1').Value = ylabel; 
    %     eS.Range(['A2:B',num2str(nrows+1)]).Value = [x y]; 
    %     SCRangeX = ['A2:A',num2str(nrows+1)]; 





    if ~ischar(x) 
        if adjData 
            switch direction 
                case 'horizontal' 
                    val = size(num,2)*48; 
                    offset = size(x,2)*48+size(y,2)*48+24; 
                    % Each cell in excel is 48x15 by default. 
                    eCO = eS.ChartObjects.Add(val+offset+480, 15, 400, 
250);%(120+144*val, 30, 400, 250); 
                case 'vertical' 
                    offset = size(x,2)*48+size(y,2)*48+24; 
                    displace = stRow*15-15; 
                    eCO = eS.ChartObjects.Add(offset, displace, 400, 250); 
            end 
        else 
            offset = size(x,2)*48+size(y,2)*48+24; 
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            eCO = eS.ChartObjects.Add(offset, 15, 400, 250); 
            stRow = 2; 
        end 
    else 
        if adjData 
            switch direction 
                case 'horizontal' 
                    val = size(num,2)*48; 
                    offset = 48+size(y,2)*48+24; 
                    % Each cell in excel is 48x15 by default. 
                    eCO = eS.ChartObjects.Add(val+offset+480, 15, 400, 
250);%(120+144*val, 30, 400, 250); 
                case 'vertical' 
                    offset = 48+size(y,2)*48+24; 
                    displace = stRow*15-15; 
                    eCO = eS.ChartObjects.Add(offset, displace, 400, 250); 
            end 
        else 
            offset = 48+size(y,2)*48+24; 
            eCO = eS.ChartObjects.Add(offset, 15, 400, 250); 
            stRow = 2; 
        end 
    end 
    eC = eCO.Chart; 
    if nm > 0 
        for ind = 1:nm+1 
            eC.SeriesCollection.NewSeries; 
            switch direction 
                case 'horizontal' 
                    tRangeY = excelColumn(yColNm + ind - 1); 
                    SCRangeY = [tRangeY,'2:',tRangeY,num2str(nrows+1)]; 
                case 'vertical' 
                    SCRangeX = 
['A',num2str(stRow),':','A',num2str(stRow+nrows-1)]; 
                    tRangeY = excelColumn(yColNm + ind - 1); 
                    SCRangeY = 
[tRangeY,num2str(stRow),':',tRangeY,num2str(stRow+nrows-1)]; 
            end 
            eC.SeriesCollection(ind).Value = eS.Range(SCRangeY); 
            eC.SeriesCollection(ind).XValue = eS.Range(SCRangeX); 
            ytemp = ylabel(ind,:); 
            eC.SeriesCollection(ind).Name = ytemp(ytemp~=' '); 
        end 
    else 
        eC.SeriesCollection.NewSeries; 
        % better control of the data if the line number 
        % is not your x-axis 
        eC.SeriesCollection(1).Value = eS.Range(SCRangeY); 
        eC.SeriesCollection(1).XValue = eS.Range(SCRangeX); 
        ytemp = ylabel(1,:); 
        eC.SeriesCollection(1).Name = ytemp; 
    end 
     
    %% ChangeType 
    if c>0 
        eCO.Chart.ChartType = c;%1;65; 
    end 
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    %% ChartTitle 
     
    eCO.Chart.HasTitle = true; 
    eCO.Chart.ChartTitle.Text = titleText; 
     
    %% AxesLabels 
    eCO.Chart.Axes(1).HasTitle = 1; 
    eCO.Chart.Axes(1).AxisTitle.Text = xlabel; 
    eCO.Chart.Axes(2).HasTitle = 1; 
    if ~isnan(yaxis) 
        eCO.Chart.Axes(2).AxisTitle.Text = yaxis; 
    else 
        if nm > 0 
            ylab = []; 
            for iy = 1:nm 
                ytemp = ylabel(iy,:); 
                if iy~=1 
                    ins = ', '; 
                else 
                    ins = ''; 
                end 
                ylab = [ylab,ins,ytemp(ytemp~=' ')]; %#ok<AGROW> 
            end 
            ytemp = ylabel(nm+1,:); 
            ylab = [ylab,', ',ytemp(ytemp~=' ')]; 
            eCO.Chart.Axes(2).AxisTitle.Text = ylab; 
        else 
            ytemp = ylabel(1,:); 
            eCO.Chart.Axes(2).AxisTitle.Text = ytemp; 
        end 





if closeDoc == 1 
    e.Quit; 
    delete(e) 
else 






function out = expandIM(in,pix) 
% This function expands the size of a 2D matrix by growing each pixel in 
% the matrix by 'pix' number of pixels 
%  
% Inputs: 
% in - A 2D image 
% pix - The number of pixels around each image pixel to expand 
%  
% Output: 
% out - A 2D matrix that has been expanded to allow for sub-pixel 
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% resolution to be calculated. 
%  
% Example: 
% I = rand(10,10); 
% J = expandIM(I,1); 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/12/2010 
  
[rin,cin] = size(in); 
  
ct = pix*2+1; 
  
rout = rin*ct; 
cout = cin*ct; 
out = zeros(rout,cout); 
  
y = 1; 
  
for r = 1:ct:size(out,1) 
    x = 1; 
    for c = 1:ct:size(out,2) 
        out(r:(r+ct-1),c:(c+ct-1)) = in(y,x); 
        x = x + 1; 
    end 






function [b3] = fastgibson(varvals,lens,optimize)%(currentvar,varval) 
% This function is a modified version of gibson().  It performs all of the 
% same functions, but at an expedited rate since only a small portion of 
% the psf is calculated. 
%  
% Original Created By: Sreeram Vissapraga 
% Modified By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Modified On: 12/18/2010 
  
if nargin < 3 
    optimize = 0; 
end 
  
a = varvals(3); 
b = varvals(4); 
c = varvals(5); 
Ns = varvals(6); 
Ts = varvals(7); 
lambda = varvals(8); 
na = varvals(10); 
if optimize 





% x = -1*(a) : a :1*(a) ; 
x = 0*a; 
y = -10*(b) : b :10*(b) ; z = -10*(c) : c :10*(c) ; %x, y, and z steps 
if isempty(x) 
    x = 0; 
end 
if isempty(y) 
    y = zeros(1,11); 
end 
if isempty(z) 
    z = zeros(1,21); 
end     
ro = .01; 
rho = 0:ro:1; 
[X Y Z RHO] = ndgrid(x,y,z,rho); 
eps = .00001; 
Nair = varvals(9)*ones(size(X)); 
star_Nair = 1.0003*ones(size(X)); 
ns = Ns*ones(size(X)); ts = Ts*ones(size(X)) ; 
% ng = 1.522*ones(size(X));  
star_ng = 1.522*ones(size(X));  
% tg = 130*ones(size(X)); 
ng = varvals(1)*ones(size(X)); 
tg = varvals(2)*ones(size(X)); 
if optimize 
    star_zd = varvals(11)*ones(size(X)); 
else 




%     na=0.50; % the numerical aperture 
if ~optimize 
    M = 20; 
end 
%     star_tg = 170*ones(size(X)); 
    star_tg = 0*ones(size(X)); %Use for no coverglass 
    star_tair = (1600 - 170); %*ones(size(X)); 
elseif strcmp(lens,'10x') 
if ~optimize 
    M = 10; 
end 
    star_tg = 500; 
   star_tair = 10000 ; 
end 
  
k = 2*pi/lambda ; 
alpha = star_zd.*na/((M.^2 - na.^2).^0.5); 
deltaz = Z + Nair.*(ts./ns + tg./ng - star_tg./star_ng ).*ones(size(X)); 
OPD = zeros(size(X)); %#ok<NASGU> 
% OPD = Nair.*(deltaz ).*((1 - (na.*RHO./Nair).^2).^0.5)... 
%     + ns.*ts.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./ns).^2).^.5) - ((Nair./ns).^2).*((1-
((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 




%     - star_ng.*star_tg.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./star_ng).^2).^.5) -
((Nair./star_ng).^2).*((1- ((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) ); 
OPD = Nair.*(deltaz ).*((1 - (na.*RHO./Nair).^2).^0.5)... 
    + ns.*ts.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./ns).^2).^.5) - ((Nair./ns).^2).*((1-
((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 
    + ng.*tg.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./ng).^2).^.5) - ((Nair./ng).^2).*((1-
((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 
    - star_ng.*star_tg.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./star_ng).^2).^.5) -
((Nair./star_ng).^2).*((1- ((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 
    - star_Nair.*star_tair.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./star_Nair).^2).^.5) -
((Nair./star_Nair).^2).*((1- ((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) ); 
phase = k .* OPD; 
temp1 = k .*alpha .*RHO .*(((X.*X + Y.*Y).^.5)) ./(( Z +eps )); 
in = besselj(0,temp1).*exp(1i*phase).*RHO ; 
b1 = ro.*abs(sum(in,4) - ((in(:,:,:,1) + in(:,:,:,end))./2)) ; 
b2 = b1./(180000 + Z(:,:,:,1) + eps); 
b3 = (b2).^2; 





function [b3] = gibson(gibvars,lens,optimize) 
x = -10*(gibvars(3)) : gibvars(3) :10*(gibvars(3)) ; 
y = -10*(gibvars(4)) : gibvars(4) :10*(gibvars(4)) ; 
z = -10*(gibvars(5)) : gibvars(5) :10*(gibvars(5)) ; 
if isempty(x) 
    x = zeros(1,21); 
end 
if isempty(y) 
    y = zeros(1,21); 
end 
if isempty(z) 
    z = zeros(1,21); 
end 
ro = .01; 
rho = 0:ro:1; 
[X Y Z RHO] = ndgrid(x,y,z,rho); 
eps = .00001; 
Nair = gibvars(9); star_Nair = 1.0003*ones(size(X)); 
ns = gibvars(6)*ones(size(X)); ts = gibvars(7)*ones(size(X)) ; 
ng = gibvars(1); star_ng = 1.522*ones(size(X)); tg = gibvars(2); 
if optimize 
    star_zd = gibvars(11)*ones(size(X)); 
else 
    star_zd = 30*ones(size(X)); 
end 
if lens == '20x' 
    na=gibvars(10);%0.50; % the numerical aperture 
    if optimize 
        M = gibvars(12); 
    else 
        M = 20; 
    end 
    star_tg = 0*ones(size(X)); 
    star_tair = (1600 - 170); 
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elseif lens == '10x' 
    na = gibvars(10);%.3; 
    if optimize 
        M = gibvars(12); 
    else 
        M = 10; 
    end 
    star_tg = 500; 
    star_tair = 10000 ; 
end 
k = 2*pi/gibvars(8) ; 
alpha = star_zd.*na/((M.^2 - na.^2).^0.5); 
deltaz = Z + Nair.*(ts./ns + tg./ng - star_tg./star_ng ).*ones(size(X)); 
OPD = zeros(size(X)); %#ok<NASGU> 
OPD = Nair.*(deltaz ).*((1 - (na.*RHO./Nair).^2).^0.5)... 
    + ns.*ts.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./ns).^2).^.5) - ((Nair./ns).^2).*((1-
((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 
    + ng.*tg.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./ng).^2).^.5) - ((Nair./ng).^2).*((1-
((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 
    - star_ng.*star_tg.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./star_ng).^2).^.5) -
((Nair./star_ng).^2).*((1- ((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) )... 
    - star_Nair.*star_tair.*( ((1-(na.*RHO./star_Nair).^2).^.5) -
((Nair./star_Nair).^2).*((1- ((na.*RHO./Nair).^2)).^.5) ); 
phase = k .* OPD; 
temp1 = k .*alpha .*RHO .*(((X.*X + Y.*Y).^.5)) ./(( Z +eps )); 
in = besselj(0,temp1).*exp(1i*phase).*RHO ; 
b1 = ro.*abs(sum(in,4) - ((in(:,:,:,1) + in(:,:,:,end))./2)) ; 
b2 = b1./(180000 + Z(:,:,:,1) + eps); 
b3 = (b2).^2; 





function [ratio,shape] = globOrFib(insc,circ,cutoff) 
% This function compares the largest inscribed circle to the smallest 
% circumscribed circle for each particle and determines if the particle is 
% a globular or fibrillar form. 
% 
% Inputs: 
%   insc - the inscribed circle values for each particle 
%   circ - the circumscribed circle values for each particle 
%   cutoff - the cutoff ratio which determines if globular or fibrillar 
% 
% Outputs: 
%   ratio - the ratio of largest inscribed circle to the smallest 
%       circumscribed circle for each particle 
%   shape - an array containing if the particle is globular or fibrillar 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
  
if nargin < 3 
    cutoff = 0.5; 
end 
  
fin = size(circ,1); 
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circrad = circ(:); 
inscrad = insc(:); 
ratio = zeros(fin,1); 
shape = [zeros(fin,3),'']; 
for i = 1:fin 
    if circrad(i,1) == 0 
        shape(i,:) = 'glb'; 
    else 
        ratio(i,1) = inscrad(i,1)/circrad(i,1); 
        if ratio(i,1) < cutoff 
            shape(i,:) = 'fib'; 
        else 
            shape(i,:) = 'glb'; 
        end 







function filter_matrix = hp(order, cutoff) 
% hp --> Creates a high pass filter 
%    The filter has size (order x order) 
%    and cutoff specified between 0 and 1 
  
%Create desired frequency response 
[f1,f2] = freqspace(order,'meshgrid'); 
d = find(f1.^2+f2.^2 < cutoff^2); 
Hd = zeros(order); 
Hd(d) = ones(size(d)); 
%This inverts the frequency response making it a HPF 
Hd = 1 - Hd; 
  
% Design the filter's impulse response 






% This function sorts through the samples output and combines and compares 
% the image data within. 
% 
% Input: 
%     in - String or Structure 
%         String - contains directory information for the sample files 
%         Structure - contains a single sample files data 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/17/2011 
% Last Modified On: 5/20/2011 
  




if nargin < 1 
    error('No input data was defined'); 
end 
if nargin > 0 
    if ischar(in) 
        directory = in; 
        cd(directory); 
        loadData = 1; 
    elseif isstruct(in) 
        inputData = in; 
        loadData = 0; 
    end 
end 
if nargin < 2 
    figNums = [1,2,3]; 
end 
  
if loadData % 'in' was a string containing a directory path 
    dirData = what(directory); 
    dirData = dirData.mat; 
    for i = 1:size(dirData,1) 
        filename = dirData{i,1}; 
        filevars = char(who('-file',filename)); 
        inputData = load(filename,filevars); 
        try 
            COI = inputData(1,1).Data.CenterImageOfObject; %#ok<*NASGU> 
        catch exception 
            save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'inputData','-v7.3'); 
            nameList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
            dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
            try 
                if size(nameList,1) == 1 
                    varName = nameList(1,:); 
                    varName = varName(varName ~= ' ' ); 
                    COI = 
eval(['inputData.',varName,'(1,1).Data.CenterImageOfObject']); 
                    data = eval(['inputData.',varName,'(1,1).Data']); 
                else 
                    throw(exception) 
                end 
            catch exception2 
                throw(exception) 
            end 
            imageCompare(in,COI,data,filename,figNums); 
        end 
    end 
else % 'in' was a structure containing all the needed data. 





function imageCompare(in,COI,data,filename,figNums) %#ok<INUSL> 
  
for r = 1:size(in,1) 
    % Step - Set any static variables 
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    % r = 1; 
    c = 1; 
     
    % Step - Load input data 
    if nargin < 2 
        COI = inputData(r,c).Data.CenterImageOfObject; 
        data = inputData(r,c).Data; 
        filename = 'in'; 
    end 
     
    % Step - Determine varible names in structure (since they are 
    % dynamically created) 
    save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'data','-v7.3'); 
    nameList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
    dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
     
    for i = 1:size(nameList,1) 
        tmpNm = nameList(i,:); tmpNm = tmpNm(tmpNm ~= ' '); 
        isstrct = eval(['isstruct(data.',tmpNm,')']); 
        if isstrct 
            stackName = tmpNm; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
     
    % Step - Generate images to be saved. 
    denIm = eval(['data.',stackName,'.DenoisedData(:,:,COI)']); 
    decIm = eval(['data.',stackName,'.DeconvolvedData(:,:,COI)']); 
    N1 = (denIm-min(denIm(:)))/max(denIm(:)-min(denIm(:))); % Normalize 
    N2 = (decIm-min(decIm(:)))/max(decIm(:)-min(decIm(:))); % Normalize 
    N3 = N2-N1; 
    mhfIm = (N3-min(N3(:)))/max(N3(:)-min(N3(:))); % Mexican Hat Filter 
    denSg = eval(['data.',stackName,'.SegmentedDenoisedStack(:,:,COI)']); 
    decSg = eval(['data.',stackName,'.SegmentedStack(:,:,COI)']); 
    subSg = denSg + decSg; subSg(subSg < 2) = 0; subSg(subSg == 2) = 1; 
    comSg(:,:,1) = denSg; comSg(:,:,2) = decSg; comSg(:,:,3) = subSg; 
    comSg(comSg < 1) = 0; %#ok<AGROW> 
     
    % Step - Generate a border around images to visually separate. 
    denImB = zeros(size(denIm,1)+2,size(denIm,2)+2); 
    denImB(2:end-1,2:end-1) = denIm; 
    decImB = zeros(size(decIm,1)+2,size(decIm,2)+2); 
    decImB(2:end-1,2:end-1) = decIm; 
    mhfImB = zeros(size(mhfIm,1)+2,size(mhfIm,2)+2); 
    mhfImB(2:end-1,2:end-1,:) = mhfIm; 
    denSgB = ones(size(denSg,1)+2,size(denSg,2)+2); 
    denSgB(2:end-1,2:end-1) = denSg; 
    decSgB = ones(size(decSg,1)+2,size(decSg,2)+2); 
    decSgB(2:end-1,2:end-1) = decSg; 
    comSgB = ones(size(comSg,1)+2,size(comSg,2)+2,3); 
    comSgB(2:end-1,2:end-1,:) = comSg; 
     
    % Step - Determine relative size of figure based on screen 
    imWidth = size(denImB,2); 
    imHeight = size(denImB,1); 
    screenSize = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
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    scrWidth = screenSize(3); 
    scrHeight = screenSize(4); 
     
    ratWidth = imWidth/scrWidth; 
    ratHeight = imHeight/scrHeight; 
     
    mltWidth = 1/ratWidth; 
    mltHeight = 1/ratHeight; 
     
    if mltWidth < mltHeight 
        mult = mltWidth; 
    else 
        mult = mltHeight; 
    end 
     
    width = mult*imWidth; 
    height = mult*imHeight; 
     
    xPos = round((scrWidth - width)/2) + 1; 
    yPos = round((scrHeight - height)/2) + 1; 
     
    % Step - Create figures to display images 
    for ind = figNums 
        switch ind 
            case 1 
                fig1 = figure; 
                set(fig1,'Position',[xPos yPos width height]); % set(hfig, 
'Position', screenSize); % Maximize figure 
                subplot('position',[0 0.5 0.5 
0.5]);imshow(denImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5]);imshow(decImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0 0 0.5 
0.5]);imshow(denSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0.5 0 0.5 
0.5]);imshow(decSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                drawnow; 
                saveas(fig1,['BnA_',filename(1:end-4),'-',num2str(r)],'png'); 
            case 2 
                fig2 = figure; 
                set(fig2,'Position',[1 1 3*(width/2) height/2]); 
                subplot('position',[0 0 1/3 
1]);imshow(denSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[1/3 0 1/3 
1]);imshow(decSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[2/3 0 1/3 
1]);imshow(comSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                drawnow; 
                saveas(fig2,['Segs_',filename(1:end-4),'-
',num2str(r)],'png'); 
            case 3 
                fig3 = figure; 
                set(fig3,'Position',[1 1 3*(width/2) 2*imHeight]); 




                subplot('position',[1/3 0.5 1/3 
0.5]);imshow(decImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[2/3 0.5 1/3 
0.5]);imshow(mhfImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0 0 1/3 
0.5]);imshow(denSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[1/3 0 1/3 
0.5]);imshow(decSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[2/3 0 1/3 
0.5]);imshow(comSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                drawnow; 
                saveas(fig3,['All_',filename(1:end-4),'-',num2str(r)],'png'); 
            case 4 
                fig4 = figure; 
                set(fig4,'Position',[1 1 2*(width/3) 3*(height/2)]); 
                subplot('position',[0 2/3 0.5 
1/3]);imshow(denImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0 1/3 0.5 
1/3]);imshow(decImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0 0/3 0.5 
1/3]);imshow(mhfImB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0.5 2/3 0.5 
1/3]);imshow(denSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0.5 1/3 0.5 
1/3]);imshow(decSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                subplot('position',[0.5 0/3 0.5 
1/3]);imshow(comSgB,'InitialMagnification',100); 
                drawnow; 
                saveas(fig4,['All_',filename(1:end-4),'-',num2str(r)],'png'); 
        end 
    end 






function [numimages, pathname, filelist] = imstack1 
% zstack reads image files ( with numbers on the file name) in a given 
% folder and stacks the filenames 
% 
%Edited: 4/1/2009 
%By: A. Carter Erwin 
iptsetpref('ImshowBorder','tight'); 
  
%build image file list 
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select FIRST image file...'); 
cd(pathname); 
filechar = double(filename); 
finish = 0; 
for it = 1:length(filechar) 
    i = length(filechar)-it+1; 
    if filechar(i) == 46 % 46 = '.' 
        for in = 1:i-1 
            int = i-in; 
            if filechar(int) < 48 || filechar(int) > 57 %48-57 = '0'-'9' 
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                finish = 1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    if finish 
        break 
    end 
end 
if it >= length(filechar) 
    error('Error ** could not find number in filename.') 
end 
  
tfilename = filename(1:int); 
tail = filename(i:length(filename)); 
numlength = i-(int+1); 
numval = str2double(filename((int+1):(i-1))); 
zeroBlock = []; 
for inum = 1:numlength-1 
    zeroBlock = [zeroBlock,'0']; 
end 
  
%get final image 
[filenameL, pathnameL] = uigetfile('*.*','Select LAST image file...'); 
cd(pathnameL); 
filecharL = double(filenameL); 
finishL = 0; 
for itL = 1:length(filecharL) 
    iL = length(filecharL)-itL+1; 
    if filechar(iL) == 46 % 46 = '.' 
        for inL = 1:iL-1 
            intL = i-inL; 
            if filechar(intL) < 48 || filechar(intL) > 57 %48-57 = '0'-'9' 
                finishL = 1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    if finishL 
        break 
    end 
end 
if itL >= length(filecharL) 
    error('Error ** could not find number in filename.') 
end 
  
numimages = 0; 
true10 = 0; 
true100 = 0; 
for ifilenum = numval:numvalL 
    if ~isempty(zeroBlock) 
        if ifilenum >= 10 && ~true10 
            zeroBlock = zeroBlock(1:end-1); 
            true10 = 1; 
        end 
        if ifilenum >= 100 && ~true100 
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            zeroBlock = zeroBlock(1:end-1); 
            true100 = 1; 
        end 
    end 
    if numlength >= 1 
        %filename = [filename(1:it-1)  '10inc3Z00' num2str(ifilenum) tail]; 
        filenom = [tfilename zeroBlock num2str(ifilenum) tail]; 
    else 
        error('There was no numerical sequence to this image stack.'); 
    end 
    if exist(filenom,'file') 
        numimages = numimages + 1; 
        filelist{numimages,1} = filenom; 
    else 
        continue 
    end 
end 





function out = incirc(inisol,fill) 
% This function determines the largest inscribed circle that fits 
% within a given object of interest 
% 
% inisol - a structure containing two binary image stacks with a single  
%       object per image layer 
% fill - boolean which declares whether to consider holes in 
%       characterization 
% 
% center - points that have a maximum inner circle radius of 'radius' 
%          Note: Values of center that = NaN are filler to allow for 
%          variable sized particles in different layers. 
% radius - the maximum radius of a circle which fits inside an object 
  
% tic 
if nargin < 2 
    fill = 0; 
end 
  
BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 
if fill 
    BW = imfill(BW,'holes'); 
end 
int = size(BW,3); 
  
radius = zeros(int,1); 
center = cell(int,1); 
prtcl = cell(int,1); 
for j = 1:int 
    [y,x] = find(BW(:,:,j) == 1); 
    if j==1 
        data = [x,y]; 
    else 
        data = [data(:,2),data(:,1);x,y]; 
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    end 
%     [data(:,2),data(:,1)] = find(BW(:,:,j) == 1); 
    allx = data(:,1); 
    ally = data(:,2); 
    sz = size(x,1); 
    rmax = zeros(1,sz); 
    count = zeros(1,sz); 
    % tElapsed = zeros(1,sz); 
    % num = 0; 
    fprintf('\n');fprintf('Particle %u',j);fprintf(' of %u:',int); 
    fprintf(' Steps Remaining: ');%fprintf('\n'); 
    % xmat = zeros(sz,sz); 
    % ymat = zeros(sz,sz); 
    for i = 1:sz 
        %     tStart=tic; 
        counter = sz - i + 1; 
        if mod(counter,10) == 0; fprintf(' %u',counter); end 
        if mod(counter,200) == 0; 
            fprintf('\n'); 
            %         if exist('tRem','var') 
            %             fprintf('Estimated Time Remaining: '); 
            %             fprintf(tRem); 
            %             fprintf('\n'); 
            %         end 
        end 
        inside = 1; 
        r = 0; 
        while inside 
            temp = zeros(size(BW(:,:,j))); 
            ctemp = midpointCircle(r,[x(i),y(i)]); 
            if max(ctemp(:,1)) > size(temp,2) || max(ctemp(:,2)) > 
size(temp,1) ||... 
                    min(ctemp(:,1)) < 1 || min(ctemp(:,2)) < 1 
                break 
            end 
            for k = 1:size(ctemp,1) 
                temp(ctemp(k,2),ctemp(k,1)) = 10; 
            end 
            check = temp + BW(:,:,j); 
            check(check ~= 10) = 0; 
            if max(check(:)) > 0 
                break 
            end 
            rmax(i) = r; 
            count(i) = i; 
            r = r + 1; 
        end 
    end 
     
    clear elim 
    cnt = 1; 
    for el = 1:size(count,2) 
        if count(el) ~= 0 
            elim(cnt) = el; %#ok<AGROW> 
            cnt = cnt + 1; 
        end 
    end 
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    rmax = rmax(elim); 
    count = count(elim); 
     
    radius(j) = max(rmax(:)); 
     
    [~,c] = find(rmax==radius(j)); 
    % index = c(1); 
    ind = count(c); 
    x = allx(ind); y = ally(ind); 
    center{j,1} = [x,y]; 
    prtcl{j,1} = ['Particle',num2str(j)]; 
     
    % toc 
    % centrow = center(1); centcol = center(2); 
end 
cntr = cell2struct(center,prtcl,1); 





% Isolate Central Objects 
function out = isolate3DBinaryObject(bin,data,nImz,centerorclick) 
% This function isolates the 3D binary object closest to the point clicked 
% by a user.  This is step 4 of isolating a 3d binary object with a single 
% click.  Assumption: if only one object appears in a slice, this object 
% is part of the 3D object. If 'centerorclick' = 1, the center pixel is 
% used as the starting point to find an object. If 'centerorclick' = 0, the 
% user selects a pixel that is used as the starting point to find an object 
% 
% Created on: 3/16/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
if nargin < 4 
    centerorclick = 1; 
end 
if nargin < 3 
    nImz = size(bin,3)/2; 
end 
  
% Select the starting point to search for the nearest object 
% There is an inefficency here where x/ymidpnts could be x/ypt. 
if centerorclick 
    x = size(bin,2); 
    xmid = round(x/2); 
    y = size(bin,1); 
    ymid = round(y/2); 
    if ~mod(x,2) 
        xmidpnts = 1; 
    else 
        xmidpnts = 0; 
    end 
    if ~mod(y,2) 
        ymidpnts = 1; 
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    else 
        ymidpnts = 0; 
    end 
else 
    figure, 
    imshow(data(:,:,nImz),'initialMagnification','fit') 
    [xpt,ypt] = getpts; 
    close(1); 
    xpt = round(xpt); 
    ypt = round(ypt); 
    x = size(bin,2); 
    y = size(bin,1); 
end 
  
% label all individual objects in each image 
bout = zeros(size(bin)); 
for q = 1:size(bin,3) 
    [L, num] = bwlabel(bin(:,:,q),4); 
    bout(:,:,q) = L; 
    numO(q) = num;  
end 
  
% Isolate closest object to selected starting search point 
out = zeros(size(bout)); 
if nImz == 1 
    for i = 1:size(bout,3) 
        tout = bout(:,:,i); 
        found = 0; 
        gridsize = 0; 
        if centerorclick 
            points = [xmid,ymid]; 
        else 
            points = [xpt,ypt]; 
        end 
        processed = [0,0]; 
        if numO(i) > 1 
            while ~found 
                gridsize = gridsize + 1; 
                if centerorclick 
                    for j=0:ymidpnts 
                        for k=0:xmidpnts 
                            points = 
[points;midpointCircle(gridsize,[xmid+k,ymid+j])]; %#ok<*AGROW> 
                        end 
                    end 
                else 
                    points = [points;midpointCircle(gridsize,[xpt,ypt])]; 
                end 
                points = unique(points,'rows'); 
                points = matrixCrop(points,processed); 
                 
                start = ceil(size(points,1)/2); 
                finish = ~mod(start,2); 
                 
                k = 0; 
                while k <= (start-1) && ~found 
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                    if points((start+k),1) > 0 && points((start+k),2) > 0 && 
... 
                            points((start+k),1) < x && points((start+k),2) < 
y 
                        if tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)) > 0 
                            found = 1; 
                            out(:,:,i) = tout == 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)); 
                        end 
                    end 
                    if k > 0 
                        k = -k; 
                    else 
                        k = k - 1; 
                        k = -k; 
                        if k == (start-1) && finish 
                            if points((start+k),1) > 0 && points((start+k),2) 
> 0 && ... 
                                    points((start+k),1) < x && 
points((start+k),2) < y 
                                if 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)) > 0 
                                    found = 1; 
                                    out(:,:,i) = tout == 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)); 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                processed = [processed;points]; 
            end 
        else 
            out(:,:,i) = tout; 
        end 
         
        % Find closest centroid to previous starting point 
        newPoints = regionprops(bout(:,:,i),'centroid'); 
        if ~isempty(newPoints) 
            txpt1 = newPoints(1,1).Centroid(1); 
            typt1 = newPoints(1,1).Centroid(2); 
            if size(newPoints,1) > 1 
                for j = 2:size(newPoints,1) 
                    txpt2 = newPoints(j,1).Centroid(1); 
                    typt2 = newPoints(j,1).Centroid(2); 
                    if centerorclick 
                        if abs((txpt1-xmid))+abs((typt1-ymid)) > abs((txpt2-
xmid))+abs((typt2-ymid)) 
                            txpt1 = txpt2; 
                            typt1 = typt2; 
                        end 
                    else 
                        if abs((txpt1-xpt))+abs((typt1-ypt)) > abs((txpt2-
xpt))+abs((typt2-ypt)) 
                            txpt1 = txpt2; 
                            typt1 = typt2; 
                        end 
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                    end 
                end 
            end 
            if centerorclick 
                xmid = round(txpt1); 
                ymid = round(typt1); 
            else 
                xpt = round(txpt1); 
                ypt = round(typt1); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
elseif nImz > 1 
    for m = 1:nImz 
        i = (floor(nImz) + 1) - m; 
        tout = bout(:,:,i); 
        found = 0; 
        gridsize = 0; 
        if centerorclick 
            points = [xmid,ymid]; 
        else 
            points = [xpt,ypt]; 
        end 
        processed = [0,0]; 
        if numO(i) > 1 
            while ~found 
                gridsize = gridsize + 1; 
                if centerorclick 
                    for j=0:ymidpnts 
                        for k=0:xmidpnts 
                            points = 
[points;midpointCircle(gridsize,[xmid+k,ymid+j])]; 
                        end 
                    end 
                else 
                    points = [points;midpointCircle(gridsize,[xpt,ypt])]; 
                end 
                points = unique(points,'rows'); 
                points = matrixCrop(points,processed); 
                 
                start = ceil(size(points,1)/2); 
                finish = ~mod(start,2); 
                 
                k = 0; 
                while k <= (start-1) && ~found 
                    if points((start+k),1) > 0 && points((start+k),2) > 0 && 
... 
                            points((start+k),1) < x && points((start+k),2) < 
y 
                        if tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)) > 0 
                            found = 1; 
                            out(:,:,i) = tout == 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)); 
                        end 
                    end 
                    if k > 0 
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                        k = -k; 
                    else 
                        k = k - 1; 
                        k = -k; 
                        if k == (start-1) && finish 
                            if points((start+k),1) > 0 && points((start+k),2) 
> 0 && ... 
                                    points((start+k),1) < x && 
points((start+k),2) < y 
                                if 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)) > 0 
                                    found = 1; 
                                    out(:,:,i) = tout == 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)); 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                processed = [processed;points]; 
%                 if points((start+k-1),1) <= 0 && points((start+k-1),2) <= 0 
&& ... 
%                         points((start+k-1),1) >= x && points((start+k-1),2) 
>= y 
%                     found = 1; 
%                 end 
            end 
        else 
            out(:,:,i) = tout; 
        end 
         
        % Find closest centroid to previous starting point 
        newPoints = regionprops(bout(:,:,i),'centroid'); 
        if ~isempty(newPoints) 
            txpt1 = newPoints(1,1).Centroid(1); 
            typt1 = newPoints(1,1).Centroid(2); 
            if size(newPoints,1) > 1 
                for j = 2:size(newPoints,1) 
                    txpt2 = newPoints(j,1).Centroid(1); 
                    typt2 = newPoints(j,1).Centroid(2); 
                    if centerorclick 
                        if abs((txpt1-xmid))+abs((typt1-ymid)) > abs((txpt2-
xmid))+abs((typt2-ymid)) 
                            txpt1 = txpt2; 
                            typt1 = typt2; 
                        end 
                    else 
                        if abs((txpt1-xpt))+abs((typt1-ypt)) > abs((txpt2-
xpt))+abs((typt2-ypt)) 
                            txpt1 = txpt2; 
                            typt1 = typt2; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            if centerorclick 
                xmid = round(txpt1); 
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                ymid = round(typt1); 
            else 
                xpt = round(txpt1); 
                ypt = round(typt1); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    for i = ceil(nImz):size(bout,3) 
        tout = bout(:,:,i); 
        found = 0; 
        gridsize = 0; 
        if centerorclick 
            points = [xmid,ymid]; 
        else 
            points = [xpt,ypt]; 
        end 
        processed = [0,0]; 
        if numO(i) > 1 
            while ~found 
                gridsize = gridsize + 1; 
                if centerorclick 
                    for j=0:ymidpnts 
                        for k=0:xmidpnts 
                            points = 
[points;midpointCircle(gridsize,[xmid+k,ymid+j])]; 
                        end 
                    end 
                else 
                    points = [points;midpointCircle(gridsize,[xpt,ypt])]; 
                end 
                points = unique(points,'rows'); 
                points = matrixCrop(points,processed); 
                 
                start = ceil(size(points,1)/2); 
                finish = ~mod(start,2); 
                 
                k = 0; 
                while k <= (start-1) && ~found 
                    if points((start+k),1) > 0 && points((start+k),2) > 0 && 
... 
                            points((start+k),1) < x && points((start+k),2) < 
y 
                        if tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)) > 0 
                            found = 1; 
                            out(:,:,i) = tout == 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)); 
                        end 
                    end 
                    if k > 0 
                        k = -k; 
                    else 
                        k = k - 1; 
                        k = -k; 
                        if k == (start-1) && finish 
                            if points((start+k),1) > 0 && points((start+k),2) 
> 0 && ... 
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                                    points((start+k),1) < x && 
points((start+k),2) < y 
                                if 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)) > 0 
                                    found = 1; 
                                    out(:,:,i) = tout == 
tout(points((start+k),2),points((start+k),1)); 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                processed = [processed;points]; 
            end 
        else 
            out(:,:,i) = tout; 
        end 
         
        % Find closest centroid to previous starting point 
        newPoints = regionprops(bout(:,:,i),'centroid'); 
        if ~isempty(newPoints) 
            txpt1 = newPoints(1,1).Centroid(1); 
            typt1 = newPoints(1,1).Centroid(2); 
            if size(newPoints,1) > 1 
                for j = 2:size(newPoints,1) 
                    txpt2 = newPoints(j,1).Centroid(1); 
                    typt2 = newPoints(j,1).Centroid(2); 
                    if centerorclick 
                        if abs((txpt1-xmid))+abs((typt1-ymid)) > abs((txpt2-
xmid))+abs((typt2-ymid)) 
                            txpt1 = txpt2; 
                            typt1 = typt2; 
                        end 
                    else 
                        if abs((txpt1-xpt))+abs((typt1-ypt)) > abs((txpt2-
xpt))+abs((typt2-ypt)) 
                            txpt1 = txpt2; 
                            typt1 = typt2; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            if centerorclick 
                xmid = round(txpt1); 
                ymid = round(typt1); 
            else 
                xpt = round(txpt1); 
                ypt = round(typt1); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
else 










function out = isolateParticles(in,nImz,feedback) 
% This function separates each segmented particle in an image so it exists 
% on its own image layer. 
%  
% Inputs: 
%   in - the input binary segmented image stack 
%   nImz - the image stack layer to be processed (in focus layer) 
%   feedback - debugging boolean to provide user feedback in command window 
%  
% Outputs: 
%   out - a structured array containing two image stacks: one with each 
%       particle speparated into a unique layer, and one with the 
%       perimeters of each particle in the equivalent layer. 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
  
if nargin < 3 
    feedback = 0; 
end 
if feedback 
    tic 
end 
nImz = floor(nImz); 
Cl = imclearborder(in(:,:,nImz)); 
Im = bwlabel(Cl,8); 
if feedback 
    toc 
end 
  
temp = zeros(size(Im,1),size(Im,2)); 
int = max(Im(:)); 
BW = zeros(size(Im,1),size(Im,2),int); 
perm = zeros(size(Im,1),size(Im,2),int); 
if int > 0 
    for i = 1:int 
        if feedback 
            fprintf('Isolating particle %u',i);fprintf(' of %u. ',int); 
            tic 
        end 
        temp(Im == i) = 1; 
        BW(:,:,i) = temp; 
        perm(:,:,i) = bwperim(temp); 
        temp = zeros(size(Im,1),size(Im,2)); 
        if feedback 
            toc 
        end 
    end 
end 







function out = isrowmember(matrix,row,style) 
% This function checks to see if the row vector 'row' is found in the 
% matrix 'matrix'.  'style' is a string ('exact' or 'any') which determines 
% if the row vector in 'matrix' must be in the same order as 'row', or if 
% it simply needs to contain all the same elements. 
% 
% Created on: 3/16/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
if nargin < 3 




    case 'any' 
        % The following determines if the row is present in any columnal 
order 
        LocMatch = ismember(matrix,row); 
        out = zeros(size(LocMatch,2),1); 
        for i = 1:size(LocMatch,1) 
            temp = LocMatch(i,:); 
            if all(temp) 
                out(i) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
         
    case 'exact' 
        % The following determines if the row is present in the exact order 
        for i = 1:size(matrix,1) 
            temp = matrix(i,:); 
            if temp == row 
                out(i) = 1; 
            else 
                out(i) = 0; 
            end 





function out = load_analysis_data 
% This function loads as many .mat files, which were outputs of  
% run_characterizations.m as desired by the user.  Each file is given a 
unique 
% name and stored in a structured array. 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 12/6/10 
  
% Step 1 - Determine filename and location of all desired .mat files 
finish = 0; 
it = 1; 
while finish == 0 
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    [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select .mat file...'); 
    cd(pathname); 
    filenames(it,:) = {filename}; %#ok<AGROW> 
    pathnames(it,:) = {pathname}; %#ok<AGROW> 
    choice = questdlg('Would you like to select another .mat file?', ... 
        'Select Another .mat File?','Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
    % Handle response 
    switch choice 
        case 'Yes' 
            it = it + 1; 
        case 'No' 
            finish = 1; 
        case 'Cancel' 
            return 
    end 
end 
  
% Step 2 - Load all specific variables from each .mat file and create  
% structured output array 
% out = struct('zstack',[],'blank',[],'psf',[]); 
sz = size(filenames,1); 
for i = 1:sz 
    cd(pathnames{i,1}); 
    filevars = char(who('-file',filenames{i,1})); 
    filedata = load(filenames{i,1},filevars); %#ok<NASGU> 
    filedata = eval(['filedata.',filevars]); 
    out(i,1) = struct('Data',struct(... 
        'FileLocation',[pathnames{i,1},filenames{i,1}],... 
        'IsolatedParticles',filedata.inisol,... 
        'ParticleSize',filedata.insize,... 
        'ParticleShape',filedata.inshape,... 
        'ParticleDistribution',filedata.indist)); %#ok<AGROW> 






function filedata = load_characterization_data(pathnames,filenames,int) 
% Loads data from 
  
% Step 1 - Load all specific variables from each .mat file and create 
% structured output array 




filevars = char(who('-file',filenames{int,1})); 
filedata = load(filenames{int,1},filevars); %#ok<NASGU> 








function [pathnames,filenames] = load_characterization_names 
%Loads .mat file names output from run_samples 
  
% Step 1 - Determine filename and location of all desired .mat files 
finish = 0; 
it = 1; 
while finish == 0 
    [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select .mat file...'); 
    cd(pathname); 
    filenames(it,:) = {filename}; %#ok<AGROW> 
    pathnames(it,:) = {pathname}; %#ok<AGROW> 
    choice = questdlg('Would you like to select another .mat file?', ... 
        'Select Another .mat File?','Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
    % Handle response 
    switch choice 
        case 'Yes' 
            it = it + 1; 
        case 'No' 
            finish = 1; 
        case 'Cancel' 
            return 






function out = load_sample_data(filenames, pathnames) 
% This function loads as many .mat files, which were outputs of  
% run_calibration.m as desired by the user.  Each file is given a unique 
% name and stored in a structured array. 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 9/30/10 
  
% Step 1 - Determine filename and location of all desired .mat files 
if nargin <= 0 
    finish = 0; 
    it = 1; 
    while finish == 0 
        [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select .mat file...'); 
        cd(pathname); 
        filenames(it,:) = {filename};  
        pathnames(it,:) = {pathname};  
        choice = questdlg('Would you like to select another .mat file?', ... 
            'Select Another .mat File?','Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
        % Handle response 
        switch choice 
            case 'Yes' 
                it = it + 1; 
            case 'No' 
                finish = 1; 
            case 'Cancel' 
                return 
        end 





% Step 2 - Load all specific variables from each .mat file and create  
% structured output array 
% out = struct('zstack',[],'blank',[],'psf',[]); 
sz = size(filenames,1); 
for i = 1:sz 
    if iscell(pathnames) 
        cd(pathnames{i,1}); 
        filevars = char(who('-file',filenames{i,1})); 
        filedata = load(filenames{i,1},filevars); %#ok<NASGU> 
        filedata = eval(['filedata.',filevars]); 
        out(i,1) = 
struct('Data',struct('FileLocation',[pathnames{i,1},filenames{i,1}],... 
            'blank',filedata.BlankRegion,... 
            'psf',filedata.CalculatedPSF,... 
            'lens',filedata.Lens,... 
            'zstep',filedata.ZStepGap,... 
            'nImzOut',filedata.CenterImageOfObject)); %#ok<AGROW> 
    else 
        cd(pathnames(i,:)); 
        filevars = char(who('-file',filenames(i,:))); 
        filedata = load(filenames(i,:),filevars); %#ok<NASGU> 
        filedata = eval(['filedata.',filevars]); 
        out(i,1) = 
struct('Data',struct('FileLocation',[pathnames(i,:),filenames(i,:)],... 
            'blank',filedata.BlankRegion,... 
            'psf',filedata.CalculatedPSF,... 
            'lens',filedata.Lens,... 
            'zstep',filedata.ZStepGap,... 
            'nImzOut',filedata.CenterImageOfObject)); %#ok<AGROW> 






function out = 
load_sample_stacks(lens,zstep,numimages,pathname,filelist,invert,multistack) 
% This function loads as many image stacks as desired by the user.  Each  
% stack is given a unique name and stored in a structured array. 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 10/01/10 
  
% Step 1 - Load all desired image stacks 
finish = 0; 
it1 = 1; 
it2 = 1; 
while finish == 0 
    if nargin <= 0 
        [zstack,~,~,~,~,tlens,zstep(it1,:)] = load_sp_data; 
    else 
        if iscell(pathname) 
            it3 = size(lens,1); 
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        else 
            it3 = size(lens,1); 
            [zstack,~,~,~,~,tlens,zstep(it1,:)] = 
load_sp_data(lens(it3,:),zstep(it3,:),numimages,pathname(it2,:),filelist(:,:,
it2),invert); 
        end 
    end 
        stack(it1,:) = {zstack};%*szd+it2,:) = {zstack}; %#ok<AGROW> 
        lens(it1,:) = tlens; %#ok<*AGROW>%*szd+it2,:) = tlens; %#ok<AGROW> 
    if nargin <= 6 
        choice = questdlg('Would you like to select another image stack?', 
... 
            'Select Another Image Stack?','Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
        % Handle response 
        switch choice 
            case 'Yes' 
                it1 = it1 + 1; 
            case 'No' 
                finish = 1; 
            case 'Cancel' 
                return 
        end 
    else 
        it1 = it1 + 1; 
        if it1 > multistack 
            finish = 1; 
        else 
            it2 = it2 + 1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% Step 2 - Store all image stacks in a structured output array 
% out = struct('zstack',[],'blank',[],'psf',[]); 
szs = size(stack,1); 
for j = 1:szs 
    out(j,:) = struct('Data',struct('stack',stack{j,1},'Lens',lens(j,:),... 






function [lens,zstep] = load_sample_stacks_help 
% This function prompts the user for input values for properties used for 
% initial deconvolution of the image stack data. 
% 
% Output: 
%     lens - The lens magnification for the image stack (default '20x') 





%     [lens,zstep] = load_sample_stacks_help; 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 10/21/2009 
  
prompt={'Please enter a desired lens value:',... 
    'Please enter a desired zstep value:'}; 








    lens = '20x'; 
    warning('MATLAB:cell_empty_lens',... 
        'Cell value for lens was empty. Default value was set.') 
else 




    zstep = 5; 
    warning('MATLAB:cell_empty_zstep',... 
        'Cell value for zstep was empty. Default value was set.') 
else 






function [spdata numimages pathname filelist invert lens zstep] =... 
    load_sp_data(lens,zstep,numimages,pathname,filelist,invert) 
  
if nargin <= 2 
    % loads the spread data collected and centers it. 
    [sprdatac numimages pathname filelist] = batchimread1; 
    invert = questdlg(['Do these images need to be inverted?';... 
        'Note: Images should be bright field.'], ... 
        'Invert Images?','Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
elseif nargin < 6 
    [sprdatac,~,~,~] = batchimread1(numimages,pathname,filelist); 
    invert = questdlg(['Do these images need to be inverted?';... 
        'Note: Images should be bright field.'], ... 
        'Invert Images?','Yes','No','Cancel','Cancel'); 
else 




    case 'Yes' 
        sprdatac = imcomplement(sprdatac); 
    case 'Cancel' 
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        close all 
        return 
end 
  
if nargin < 2 
    [lens,zstep] = load_sample_stacks_help; 
end 
  
n = 1; %refractive index of immersion medium (air) 
if strcmp(lens,'20x') 
    na = .5; lamda = .55;  %Numerical Aperture, wavelength of illuminating 
light (um) 
    e = .61*lamda/na; % rayleigh_resolution - one of many equations possible 
    depth_of_field = lamda*n/(na*na) + n*e/(20*na); 
    %0.145 microns per z-motor step 
    a = round(depth_of_field/(.145*zstep)); 
    %determine if sample images are closer than depth of field 
    if a > 1 
        sprdatac = sprdatac(:,:,1:a:end); 
    end 
    %use for non-particle microscopy 
%     [sprdatac1] = redim(sprdatac,[.185/e, .185/e, 
(.145*zstep)/e],'linear');  
    %use for particle microscopy 
    sprdatac1=sprdatac; 
     
elseif strcmp(lens,'10x') 
    na = .3; lamda = .55; 
    e = .61*lamda/na; % rayleigh_resolution 
    depth_of_field = lamda*n/(na*na) + n*e/(20*na); 
    a = round(depth_of_field/(.145*zstep)); 
    %use for particle microscopy 
    [sprdatac1] = redim(sprdatac,[1,1, 1/a],'linear'); 
    %use for non-particle microscopy 
%     [sprdatac1] = redim(sprdatac1,[.346/e, .346/e, 
(.145*zstep)/e],'linear'); 
     
end 





function [pathnames,filenames] = loadCharNames(directory) 
%L:\Cruzer - Thesis\Samples 12-12-10 
cd(directory) 
tempfiles = dir([directory,'\*.mat']); 
for i = 1:size(tempfiles,1) 
    filenames{i,1} = tempfiles(i,1).name; 








function outerr = lserrornonsum(e,t) 
%function to compute the least squares 
%e = experimental data 1-d array 
%t = theoretical data 1-d array 
  
%note: e and t must be the same length 
  
%keep e from being zero 
e(e==0) = .000001; 
% n = length(e); %number of data points 
  





function out = matrixCrop(matrix,crop) 
% This function removes any rows from 'matrix' which also appear in 'crop'. 
%  
% Created on: 3/16/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
croprows = zeros(1,size(matrix,1)); 
for i = 1:size(crop,1) 
    temp = isrowmember(matrix,crop(i,:),'exact'); 
    croprows = croprows + temp; 
end 
  
k = 1; 
for j = 1:size(matrix,1) 
    if ~croprows(j) 
        out(k,:) = matrix(j,:); 
        k = k + 1; 





function msv = meanStdVar(in) 
% This function calculates the mean, standard deviation, and variance for 
% any m x n matrix, where it is assumed each column is a set of data, and 
% rows contain datapoints.  The matrix can be buffered with NaNs in order 
% to ensure consistent dimensions. 
  
sz = size(in,2); 
msv = zeros(3,sz); 
for i = 1:sz 
    data = in(:,i); 
    data = data(~isnan(data)); 
    msv(1,i) = mean(data); 
    msv(2,i) = std(data); 








function circPoints = midpointCircle(r, C) 
% midpointCircle(r, C) uses the midpoint circle algorithm to calculate  
% the pixels (points) of a circle, given the center point and the radius of 
% the circle.  The center point is in reference to a 2-D matrix, not an  
% image (ie - negative y-axis).  The algorithm uses symmetry to enhance  
% speed of processing.  The octant regions of symmetry used for naming  
% variables in the code are shown below: 
%  
%  \3 | 2/ 
% 4 \ | / 1 
% ___\|/___ 
%    /|\ 
% 5 / | \ 8 
%  /6 | 7\ 
%  
% Inputs: 
%   r = the radius of the circle 
%   C = The x & y values of the center of the circle (Default = [0,0]) 
%  
% Outputs: 
%   circPoints = a Nx2 matrix containing all points of the circle starting 
%       with degree = 0 and ending with degree = 360-theta.  Where 'theta'   
%       is the change in angle between each point. 
%  
% Example: 
%   r = 10 
%   x = 0; y = 0; 
%   circ = midpointCircle(r,[x,y]); 
%   plot(circ(:,1),circ(:,2),'bo') 
%   axis square 
%  
%   figure, 
%   I = ones(2*r+1); 
%   for i=1:size(circ,1) 
%       I(circ(i,2)+(r+1),circ(i,1)+(r+1)) = 0; 
%   end 
%   imshow(I,[0 1],'InitialMagnification','fit'); 
  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 2/4/2010 
% Rights: This function can be used, edited, and distributed in any way as  
%         long as appropriate credit is given to the original author.  
%   (see Read Me.txt) 
  
% Can use Rectangle command to achieve similar result, but does not center  
% circle appropriately, and there is no easy way to acquire sequential 
% points on the circumference of the circle. 
% Example: 
%   circ = rectangle ('position', [0, 0, 10, 10], 'curvature', [1, 1]); 
%   [x,y] = find(circ==0); 
  
if nargin ~= 2 %#ok<*AGROW>  
    xC = 0; 
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    yC = 0; 
else 
    xC = C(1); 
    yC = C(2); 
end %if nargin ~= 2 
  
r = abs(r); 
if r == 0 
    circPoints = [xC,yC]; 
    return 
end %if r == 0 
  
r2 = r * r; 
  
% Set the four sides of the circle first 
xE = xC + r; yE = yC; %x and y values for center-right (East) 
xN = xC; yN = yC + r; %x and y values for top-center (North) 
xW = xC - r; yW = yC; %x and y values for center-left (West) 
xS= xC; yS = yC - r; %x and y values for bottom-center (South) 
  
if r == 1 
    circPoints = [xE,yE;xN,yN;xW,yW;xS,yS]; 
    return 
end %if r == 1 
  
% Set all points in between the above points 
x = 1; 
y = round(sqrt(r2 - 1)); 
while (x < y) 
    x1(x) = xC + y; y1(x) = yC + x; %in between x and y values for region 1 
    x2(x) = xC + x; y2(x) = yC + y; %in between x and y values for region 2 
    x3(x) = xC - x; y3(x) = yC + y; %in between x and y values for region 3 
    x4(x) = xC - y; y4(x) = yC + x; %in between x and y values for region 4 
    x5(x) = xC - y; y5(x) = yC - x; %in between x and y values for region 5 
    x6(x) = xC - x; y6(x) = yC - y; %in between x and y values for region 6 
    x7(x) = xC + x; y7(x) = yC - y; %in between x and y values for region 7 
    x8(x) = xC + y; y8(x) = yC - x; %in between x and y values for region 8 
    x = x + 1; 
    y = round(sqrt(r2 - x*x)); 
end %while (x < y) 
  
% Flip even octant region vectors so they align in the final output  
% {see fliplr()} 
x2 = x2(:,end:-1:1); y2 = y2(:,end:-1:1);  
x4 = x4(:,end:-1:1); y4 = y4(:,end:-1:1); 
x6 = x6(:,end:-1:1); y6 = y6(:,end:-1:1); 
x8 = x8(:,end:-1:1); y8 = y8(:,end:-1:1); 
  
% Set the four corners last in the event the 45 degree angles are unfilled 
if (x == y) 
    xTR = xC + x; yTR = yC + y; %x and y values for top-right 
    xTL = xC - x; yTL = yC + y; %x and y values for top-left 
    xBL = xC - x; yBL = yC - y; %x and y values for bottom-left 
    xBR = xC + x; yBR = yC - y; %x and y values for bottom-right 
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    % Set the circPoints values including the corner values 
    circPoints = [xE,yE;x1(:),y1(:);xTR,yTR;x2(:),y2(:);xN,yN;... 
        x3(:),y3(:);xTL,yTL;x4(:),y4(:);xW,yW;x5(:),y5(:);xBL,yBL;... 
        x6(:),y6(:);xS,yS;x7(:),y7(:);xBR,yBR;x8(:),y8(:)]; 
else 
    % Set the circPoints values excluding the corner values 
    circPoints = [xE,yE;x1(:),y1(:);x2(:),y2(:);xN,yN;x3(:),y3(:);... 
        x4(:),y4(:);xW,yW;x5(:),y5(:);x6(:),y6(:);xS,yS;x7(:),y7(:);... 
        x8(:),y8(:)]; 






function [mins,maxi] = minMax(in) 
% This function calculates the minimum and maximum values of each column in 
% any m x n matrix.  The matrix can be buffered with NaNs in order to  
% ensure consistent dimensions. 
  
sz = size(in,2); 
mins = zeros(1,sz); 
maxi = zeros(1,sz); 
for i = 1:sz 
    data = in(:,i); 
    data = data(~isnan(data)); 
    mins(i) = min(data(:)); 







    = modelPSF(O,optimize,maxIterations) 
% This function builds a theoretical PSF that best matches with the input 
% image stack PSF. 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 10/28/2009 




if nargin < 2 
    optimize = 0; 
end 
if nargin < 3 
    maxIterations = 5; 
end 
  
% Extract the core of the input data 




% Set variables that have ranges 
nsteps = 5; 
stepdiv = nsteps-1; 
anblow = 0.01; 
anbhigh = 10.01; 
anbstep = (anbhigh-anblow)/stepdiv; 
anbinc = [anblow:anbstep:anbhigh]'; %#ok<NBRAK> 
clow = 0.01; 
chigh = 2.01; 
cstep = (chigh-clow)/stepdiv; 
cinc = [clow:cstep:chigh]'; %#ok<NBRAK> 
lamlow = 0.4; 
lamhigh = 0.7;%wavelength of light %range is visible 
lamstep = (lamhigh-lamlow)/stepdiv; 
laminc = [lamlow:lamstep:lamhigh]'; %#ok<NBRAK> 
Tslow = 0.5; 
Tshigh = 5;%sample thickness 
Tsstep = (Tshigh-Tslow)/stepdiv; 
Tsinc = [Tslow:Tsstep:Tshigh]'; %#ok<NBRAK> 
  
if optimize 
    NAlow = 0.01; 
    NAhigh = 0.5; 
    NAstep = (NAhigh-NAlow)/stepdiv; 
    NAinc = NAlow:NAstep:NAhigh; 
    star_zdlow = 1; 
    star_zdhigh = 100; 
    star_zdstep = (star_zdhigh-star_zdlow)/stepdiv; 
    star_zdinc = star_zdlow:star_zdstep:star_zdhigh; 
    Mlow = 10; 
    Mhigh = 30; 
    Mstep = (Mhigh-Mlow)/stepdiv; 
    Minc = Mlow:Mstep:Mhigh; 
else 
    NA = 0.2; 
end 
  
% Create an input array using ndgrid 
if optimize 
    
[anbarr,carr,lamarr,Tsarr,NAarr,star_zdarr,Marr]=ndgrid(anbinc,cinc,laminc,..
. 
        Tsinc,NAinc,star_zdinc,Minc); 
    arr = [anbarr(1:end)',carr(1:end)',lamarr(1:end)',Tsarr(1:end)',... 
        NAarr(1:end)',star_zdarr(1:end)',Marr(1:end)']; 
else 
    [anbarr,carr,lamarr,Tsarr]=ndgrid(anbinc,cinc,laminc,Tsinc); 
    arr = [anbarr(1:end)',carr(1:end)',lamarr(1:end)',Tsarr(1:end)']; 
end 
  
% Set variables that are static 
% Ts = 1;%:10:101;%1:10:101; %microns %vary for tissue not small particles 
Ns = 1.3;%:0.02:1.5; %Can go to 4+, tissue is ~1.35 (1.3 is lowest non-gas) 
Nair = 1.0003; %Could be varied due to temp, pressure, and humidity effects 
tg = 0; %When there is no coverslip, the thickness is zero 
ng = 1.0003; %When there is no coverslip, the refractive index equals air's 
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lens = '20x'; 
  
% Create an iteration counter to display & set corrMark value 
iIteration = 1; 
corrMark = 1; 
markAchieved = 0; 
bestCorr = 0.0001; 
consec = 0; 
  
% Create an iteration loop that refines the psf variable values 
while ~markAchieved 
    ix = 0; 
    count = size(arr,1); 
    num = 0; 
    tElapsed = zeros(1,count); 
     
    % User feedback display 
    fprintf('Current Iteration: ');fprintf(' %u',iIteration); 
    fprintf('\n'); 
    fprintf('     Loops Remaining: ');fprintf('\n');fprintf(' %u',count); 
     
    % Loop through nested for loops, check if brightest point is at center of 
    % image.  If so, store image, and variable values. 
    clear ttestarray 
    clear arrvals 
    for inc = 1:size(arr,1) 
        tStart=tic; 
        if iIteration == 1 
            if mod(count,25) == 0; fprintf(' %u',count); end 
        else 
            if mod(count,10) == 0; fprintf(' %u',count); end 
        end 
        if mod(count,200) == 0; 
            fprintf('\n'); 
            if exist('tRem','var') 
                fprintf('     Estimated Time Remaining: '); 
                fprintf(tRem); 
                fprintf('\n'); 
            end 
        end 
        if optimize 
            varvals = [ng,tg,arr(inc,1),arr(inc,1),arr(inc,2),Ns,... 
                arr(inc,4),arr(inc,3),Nair,arr(inc,5),arr(inc,6),arr(inc,7)]; 
        else 
            varvals = [ng,tg,arr(inc,1),arr(inc,1),arr(inc,2),Ns,... 
                arr(inc,4),arr(inc,3),Nair,NA]; 
        end 
        test = fastgibson(varvals,lens,optimize); 
        ttest = permute(test,[3 2 1]); 
        ix = ix + 1; 
        tttest = (ttest - min(ttest(:))); 
        tttest = tttest./max(tttest(:)); 
        ttestarray(:,:,ix) = tttest;  %#ok<AGROW> 
        arrvals(ix,:) = arr(inc,:);  %#ok<AGROW> 
        count = count - 1; 
        num = num + 1; 
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        tElapsed(num)=toc(tStart); 
        tAvg = sum(tElapsed(:))/num; 
        tLeft = tAvg*count; 
        tRem = seconds2time(tLeft); 
    end 
     
    % Gather all variable values and analyze which match the data best 
    fprintf('\n');fprintf('     Correlating Images: ');fprintf('\n'); 
    [psfVars,corrVals] = 
stackRegistration(cored,ttestarray,arrvals);%vals);%allVarvals); 
     
    % Determine if any of the corr values are below the mark 
     
    corr = find(corrVals==max(corrVals(:))); 
    corrval = corrVals(corr(1)); 
    if corrval > bestCorr 
        bestCorr = corrval; 
    end 
    if strcmp(num2str(bestCorr),num2str(corrMark)) 
        consec = consec + 1; 
    else 
        consec = 0; 
    end 
    if bestCorr > corrMark || iIteration == maxIterations || consec >= 2 
        psf = psfVars(corr(1),:); 
        markAchieved = 1; 
    end 
     
    % Redefine arr in order to allow loop to progress 
    if optimize 
        [arr,vars] = 
varRange3([anbinc,cinc,laminc,Tsinc,NAinc,star_zdinc,Minc],psfVars,optimize); 
        anbinc = vars(:,1); 
        cinc = vars(:,2); 
        laminc = vars(:,3); 
        Tsinc = vars(:,4); 
        NAinc = vars(:,5); 
        star_zdinc = vars(:,6); 
        Minc = vars(:,7); 
    else 
        [arr] = varRange3([anbinc,cinc,laminc,Tsinc],psfVars,optimize); 
        anbinc = unique(arr(:,1)); 
        cinc = unique(arr(:,2)); 
        laminc = unique(arr(:,3)); 
        Tsinc = unique(arr(:,4)); 
    end 
     
    % Increment iIteration to inform user, and clean up output 
    iIteration = iIteration + 1; 
    corrval %#ok<NOPRT> 
    fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
    pause(0.1); 
end %while ~markAchieved 
if optimize 
    gibvars = [ng,tg,psf(1,1),psf(1,1),psf(1,2),Ns,psf(1,4),psf(1,3),Nair,... 
         psf(1,5),psf(1,6),psf(1,7)]; 
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    gvars = {ng,tg,psf(1,1),psf(1,1),psf(1,2),Ns,psf(1,4),psf(1,3),Nair,... 
        psf(1,5),psf(1,6),psf(1,7),lens}; 
else 
    gibvars = 
[ng,tg,psf(1,1),psf(1,1),psf(1,2),Ns,psf(1,4),psf(1,3),Nair,NA]; 
    gvars = 
{ng,tg,psf(1,1),psf(1,1),psf(1,2),Ns,psf(1,4),psf(1,3),Nair,NA,lens}; 
end 





function out = ndims1(in) 
% This function determines the dimensions of a matrix.  Unlike "ndims" this 
% function will notify if a matrix is 0, 1, 2, or more dimensions. 
%  
% Created on: 1/21/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
if size(in,1) < 1 || size(in,2) < 1 
    out = []; 
    return 
end 
  
if size(in,1) == 1 
    if size(in,2) == 1 
        out = 0; 
        return 
    else 
        out = 1; 
        return 
    end 
end 
  
if size(in,2) == 1 
    if size(in,1) > 1 
        out = 1; 
        return 
    end 
end 
  
if size(in,1) > 1 && size(in,2) > 1 
    out = ndims(in); 






function updated_object = p_process(object) 
% This function performs simple preprocessing on a stack of images (object) 
% 
% Inputs: 





%     updated_object - image stack of area of interest after preprocessing 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 4/29/2009 
% Finalized on: 7/1/2009 
  
sobject = smooth3f(object,'gaussian',[5 5 5],.65); 
type = questdlg('What type of pre-processing would you like to perform? 
Subtract the local background from the segmented object, or reduce the bright 
flare and subtract the local background?', ... 
    'Segmentation Pre-Processing Type', ... 
    'Local Background',... 
    'Bright Flare & Background',... 
    'Neither','Neither'); 
switch type 
    case 'Local Background' 
        updated_object = object - sobject; 
    case 'Bright Flare & Background' 
        updated_object = abs(object - sobject); 
    case 'Neither' 






function out = particleDistribution(inisol) 
% in - 3D data 
% nImz - central image of data 
%  
% pixden - The ratio of the total area of all objects to the total area of 
% the image. 
% partden - The ratio of the total number of objects to the total area of 




BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 
  
int = size(BW,3); 
  
xBW = zeros(int,1); 
yBW = zeros(int,1); 
if int > 0 
    for i = 1:int 
        temp = BW(:,:,i); 
        [~,yBW(i),xBW(i),~,~,~] = centerImageOfPSF(temp,temp,'nImz',1); 
    end 
end 
  
n = numel(xBW); 
s = sum(BW(:)); 
a = size(BW(:,:,1),1)*size(BW(:,:,1),2); 
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pixden = s/a; 
partden = n/a; 
  
out = struct('ParticleCentroidLocations',[xBW,yBW],... 





function out = particleShape3(inisol,insc,circ,inscFill) 
% This function calculates the 30 primary Fourier Descriptors of a particle 
% in - 3D data 
% nImz - central image of data 
% 
% out - A cell matrix containing quantifying shape information 
%   [x,y] - The coordinate values of each perimeter point 
%   [rl,im] - The Fourier Transform values that correspond to x + iy 
%   [fd,fi] - The compact fourier descriptor set, [descriptors,indices] 
  
BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 




int = size(BW,3); 
iint = 1:int; 
if int > 0 
    for it = iint 
        fprintf('Particle %u of ',it);fprintf('%u\n',int); 
        temp2 = perm(:,:,it); 
        [rows,cols] = find(temp2 > 0); 
        col = max(cols(:)); 
        row = rows(cols==col(1)); 
        row = row(1); 
        try 
            B = 
bwtraceboundary(temp2,[row,col(end)],'W',8,Inf,'counterclockwise'); 
        catch exception 
            if 
strcmp(exception.identifier,'Images:bwtraceboundary:failedTrace') 
                B = [rows,cols]; 
                B = [B;B(1,:)]; %#ok<AGROW> 
            else 
                throw(exception); 
            end 
        end 
        B = B(1:end-1,:); 
        x = B(:,2); y = B(:,1); 
        C = complex(B(:,2),B(:,1)); 
        F = fft(C); %Though fft is used, many better Fourier methods exist 
        rl = real(F); 
        im = imag(F); 
        rlt = rl; 
        ar = abs(rlt); 
        sr = sort(ar,'descend'); 
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        if length(sr) >= 31 
            sr = sr(1:30); %30 most important Fourier Descriptors are 
selected 
        end 
        fi = zeros(size(sr)); %Fourier Indices 
        fd = zeros(size(sr)); %Fourier Descriptors 
        for i = 1:length(sr) 
            tmp = find(ar == sr(i)); 
            tmp = tmp(1); 
            fi(i) = tmp; 
            rlt(tmp) = -1; 
            fd(i) = rl(tmp); 
        end 
        [ratio,shape] = globOrFib(insc(it),circ(it)); 
        [ratioFill,shapeFill] = globOrFib(inscFill(it),circ(it)); 
        out(it,1) = struct('PerimeterPoints',[x,y],'Coefficients',[rl,im],... 
            'FourierDescriptors',[fd,fi],'UnfilledShapeParameter',... 
            struct('ShapeRatio',ratio,'Shape',shape),... 
            'FilledShapeParameter',struct('ShapeRatio',ratioFill,... 
                'Shape',shapeFill)); %#ok<AGROW> 






function out = particleSize(inisol) 




    insums = particleSums(inisol); %number of pixels 
    incircum = circumcirc4(inisol); 
    fprintf('\nProcessing Unfilled Data'); 
    inincirc = incirc(inisol); 
    fprintf('\nProcessing Filled Data'); 
    flincirc = incirc(inisol,1); 
    inecd = equivCirc(inisol); 
     
    out = struct('NumberofPixels',insums,... 
        'SmallestCircumscribedCircle',incircum,... 
        'LargestInscribedCircle',inincirc,... 
        'LargestInscribedCircleFilled',flincirc,... 





function out = particleSums(inisol) 
% inisol - 3D data of isolated particles 
% nImz - central image of data 
  
BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 




int = size(BW,3); 
  
sumBW = zeros(1,int); 
sumPerm = zeros(1,int); 
if int > 0 
    for i = 1:int 
        temp1 = BW(:,:,i); 
        temp2 = perm(:,:,i); 
        sumBW(i) = sum(temp1(:)); 
        sumPerm(i) = sum(temp2(:)); 
    end 
end 
out = struct('IsolatedParticleSums',sumBW,... 







if nargin < 1 
    cdOld = 'C:\Users\kWhOURS\Documents\MATLAB'; 
end 
if nargin <2 
    dat = date; 
end 
if nargin < 3 
    directories = [{'L:\Cruzer - Thesis\2-28-11\Samples\DenoisedSamples 18-
Feb-2011'}; 
        {'L:\Cruzer - Thesis\2-28-11\Samples\DeconvolvedSamples 12-12-10'}; 




newDir = [cdOld,filesep,'Characterization_',dat]; 
% % mkdir(newDir); 
% % cd(newDir); 
% % oldDirectories = [{[directories{1},filesep,'Characterization_',dat]}; 
% % {[directories{2},filesep,'Characterization_',dat]}; 
% % {[directories{3},filesep,'Characterization_',dat]}]; 












% % newDirect = [{[newDir,filesep,'Characterization_',dat]}; 
% % {[directories{2},filesep,'Characterization_',dat]}; 




newDir1 = [cdOld,filesep,'Analysis_',dat]; 
if ~exist(newDir1,'dir') 
    mkdir(newDir1); 
end 
% cd(newDir1); 
oldDirectories1 = [{[newDirectories{1},filesep,'Analysis_',dat]}; 
    {[newDirectories{2},filesep,'Analysis_',dat]}; 
    {[newDirectories{3},filesep,'Analysis_',dat]}]; 
% % newDirectories1 = [{[newDir1,filesep,'Analysis_',dat,'_Den.mat']}; 
% %     {[newDir1,filesep,'Analysis_',dat,'_Dec.mat']}; 
% %     {[newDir1,filesep,'Analysis_',dat,'_Sem.mat']}]; 











%%  runComparisons 
% % runComp(newDir1); 
% try 
%     newDir2 = [cdOld,filesep,'Comparison_',dat]; 
%     cd(newDir2); 
% catch exp1 %#ok<NASGU> 
%     newDir2 = [cdOld,filesep,'Comparison_',date]; 
% end 
% % % mkdir(newDir2); 
% % % cd(newDir2); 
% % % newDirectories2 = [newDir1,filesep,'Comparison_',dat]; 







function out = pixelConn(in,conn) 
% This function returns the connectivity of each 1 valued pixel in a binary 
% 2D image.  One can calculate connectivity on a 4-pixel or 8-pixel basis. 
% 
% Input: 
%       in - 2D binary image 
%       conn - connectivity precision desired (default = 8) 
%  
% Output: 
%       out - 2D image where each pixel from 'in' that was equal to 1 is 
%       now replaced with the number of connections found by the function. 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/27/2011 
if nargin < 2 




out = zeros(size(in)); 
  
[r,c] = find(in==1); 
sz = size(r,1); 
% v = zeros(sz,1); 
for i1 = 1:sz 
    if conn == 4 
        stp = 2; 
    elseif conn == 8 
        stp = 1; 
    else 
        error('Parameter ''conn'' incorrectly set.'); 
    end 
    chk = []; 
    for i2 = 1:stp:8 
        switch i2 
            case 1 % right 
                if in(r(i1)+1,c(i1)) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; %#ok<*AGROW> 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 2 % top right 
                if in(r(i1)+1,c(i1)+1) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 3 % top 
                if in(r(i1),c(i1)+1) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 4 % top left 
                if in(r(i1)-1,c(i1)+1) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 5 % left 
                if in(r(i1)-1,c(i1)) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 6 % bottom left 
                if in(r(i1)-1,c(i1)-1) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 7 % bottom 
                if in(r(i1),c(i1)-1) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
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                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            case 8 % bottom right 
                if in(r(i1)+1,c(i1)-1) == 1 
                    chk = [chk,1]; 
                else 
                    chk = [chk,0]; 
                end 
            otherwise 
                error('Parameter ''conn'' incorrectly set.'); 
        end 
    end 
%     v(i2,1) = sum(chk); 






function out = pixels_to_um2(in,lens,type) 
% This function takes an input matrix of numbers and converts all values 
% from pixel measurements to um measurements. 
  
% Set conversion type if not specified 
if nargin < 3 
    type = 'ACE'; 
end 
  
% Set the conversion to microns value depending on magnification 
switch lens %Only 20x has been properly calibrated. 
%     case '4x' 
%         umperpix = 0.86730268863833477883781439722463; 
%     case '10x' 
%         umperpix = 0.34758428919012860618700034758429; 
    case '20x' 
        switch type 
            case 'ACE'%750x552 
                umperpix = 0.68965517241379310344827586206897; 
            case 'Bax'%? 
                umperpix = 0.127877238; 
            case 'Doe'%3000x2208 
                umperpix = 0.17331022530329289428076256499133; 
            case 'SEM-500x'%1936x1452 
                umperpix = 0.12820512820512820512820512820513; 
            case 'SEM-200x'%1936x1452 
                umperpix = 0.31948881789137380191693290734824; 
        end 
%     case '40x' 
%         umperpix = 0.08635578583765112262521588946459; 
end 
  
% Declare output values 







function planed = planeStack(data,nIm) 
% This function ensures that the image stack is symmetric about the central 
% image of the stack in the z direction.  This function automatically 
% ensures that there is an odd number of zstack images. 
n = size(data,3); 
t = nIm - 1; 
b = n - nIm; 
x = t - b; 
if b < t 
    % start at x + 1 to end 
    planed = data(:,:,x+1:end); 
elseif t < b 
    % start at 1 to end + x, where x is negative 
    planed = data(:,:,1:end+x); 
else 






function pow = powerOfTen(in) 
% Determines the power of ten for a input number 
% neg = sign(in); 
tin = abs(in); 
pow = 0; 
if tin >= 1 
    while tin >= 10 
        tin = tin/10; 
        pow = pow + 1; 
    end 
elseif tin > 0 
    while tin < 1 
        tin = tin*10; 
        pow = pow - 1; 
    end 
else %tin == 0 






function [blank zlayers start] = preprocess_prompt(numimages, pathname, 
filelist, invert) 
% This function prompts the user for what set of images they would like to 
% use in order to develop a blank volume. 
% 
% Inputs: Should be automatically output from load_sp_data 
%     numimages - The number of images in the 3D stack 
%     pathname - Pathway to the directory containing the images (string) 





%     blank - The final 3D noisy data matrix, exported as a uint8 
%     zlayers - The number of image layers in blank (not dependant upon the 
%         number of z-layers of each image) 
%     start - The image in the 3D image stack that the noisy data started 
%         being collected 
% 
% Example: 
%     [blank zlayers start] = preprocess_prompt(numimages, pthname,list) 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 6/22/2009 
  
seperate = questdlg('Would you like to load a seperate set of blank images, 
or find a blank region in the objective images?',... 
    'Seperate Blank Images?','Load Seperate Images','Use Objective 
Images','Cancel','Cancel'); 
switch seperate 
    case 'Load Seperate Images' 
        [~, numsep pathsep filelistsep] = batchimread1; 
        [blank zlayers start] = blank_help(numsep, pathsep, filelistsep, 
invert); 
    case 'Use Objective Images' 
        [blank zlayers start] = blank_help(numimages, pathname, filelist, 
invert); 
    case 'Cancel' 







function out = recharacterizeParticles(in,type) 
% This function takes the input from run_char and outputs the same 




if nargin < 2 




sz = size(in.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles,3); 
keep = ones(sz,1); 
for i=1:sz 
    lrg = in.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius(i); 
    sml = in.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius(i); 
     
    if lrg*2 > 10 
        keep(i) = 0; 
    end 
    if strcmp(type,'optical') 
        if lrg*2 < 1 
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            keep(i) = 0; 
        end 
    elseif strcmp(type,'electron') 
        if sml*2 < 2 
            keep(i) = 0; 
        end 
    else 
        error('Only 2 type options exist. ''optical'' and ''electron'''); 




inds = find(keep==1);%#ok<*NASGU,*FNDSB> 
inisol = struct(... 
    'IsolatedParticles',in.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles(:,:,inds),... 
    'ParticlePerimeters',in.IsolatedParticles.ParticlePerimeters(:,:,inds)); 
  
%% 
tempVar = in.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Center; 
save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'tempVar'); 
UnFilledContentList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
CenterUnFilledData = []; 
for o = 1:size(inds,1) 
    m = inds(o); 
    UNK2 = UnFilledContentList(m,:); 
    CenterUnFilledData = 
[CenterUnFilledData;eval(['in.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Center.',UN
K2(UNK2~=' ')])]; %#ok<*AGROW> 
end 
  
tempVar2 = in.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Center; 
save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'tempVar2'); 
FilledContentList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
CenterFilledData = []; 
for q = 1:size(inds,1) 
    p = inds(q); 
    UNK3 = FilledContentList(m,:); 





insize = struct(... 
    'NumberofPixels',... 
        
struct('IsolatedParticleSums',in.ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.IsolatedParticle
Sums(inds),... 
               
'ParticlePerimeterSums',in.ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.ParticlePerimeterSums(
inds)),... 
    'SmallestCircumscribedCircle',... 





               
'Radius',in.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius(inds)),... 
    'LargestInscribedCircle',... 
        struct('Center',CenterUnFilledData,... 
               
'Radius',in.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius(inds)),... 
    'LargestInscribedCircleFilled',... 
        struct('Center',CenterFilledData,... 
               
'Radius',in.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Radius(inds)),... 




inshape = in.ParticleShape(inds); 
  
%% 
PCL = in.ParticleDistribution.ParticleCentroidLocations(inds,:); 
BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 
xBW = PCL(:,1); 
yBW = PCL(:,2); 
nm = numel(xBW); 
s = sum(BW(:)); 
if size(BW,3) > 1 
    a = size(BW(:,:,1),1)*size(BW(:,:,1),2); 
else 
    a = size(size(BW,1)*size(BW,2),2); 
end 
  
pixden = s/a; 
partden = nm/a; 
  
indist = struct(... 
    'ParticleCentroidLocations',PCL,... 
    'PixelDensity',pixden,... 
    'ParticleDensity',partden); 
  
%% 
% Generate output structure 
out = struct('IsolatedParticles',inisol,'ParticleSize',insize,... 







function [object,threshold] = 
recrop(ddat,preprocess,zlayers,start,cropRect)%,distx,disty,buffcells) 
% This function will select an area of interest for segmentation of a 
% sequence of 3D images.  When running the program simply select the first 
% image that contains the region of interest with the rectangle selection 
% tool.  Then continue checking if the region remains in each subsequent 
% image.  The program will prompt the user if they want to do any 




% Inputs: Should be automatically output from load_sp_data 
%     ddat - The deconvolved data matrix to be segmented 
%     preprocess - Boolean which determines if preprocessing will be 
%     performed 
%     zlayers - The number of image layers in object (not dependant on the 
%         number of z-layers of each image) 
%     start - The image in the 3D image stack that the noisy data started 
%         being collected 
%     cropRect - The max and min x and y values from segment() 
% 
% Output: 
%     object - The final preprocessed 3D data matrix 
%     threshold - The mean of the object input data 
% 
% Example: 
% [o,t] = recrop(rand(10,10,10),0,10,1,[3,3,8,8]); 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 4/24/2009 
% Finalized on: 5/8/2010 
  
close all 
object = ddat(cropRect(2):cropRect(4),cropRect(1):cropRect(3),... 
    start:(start+zlayers-1)); 
% [object,dx,dy,bc] = AlignImageStack(cropped,'dark',distx,disty,buffcells); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
switch preprocess 
    case 1 
        object = p_process(object); 
        threshold = zeros(1,size(object,3)); %Preallocate 
        %The following finds the mean of each image 
        for t = 1:size(object,3) 
            threshold = mean(mean(object(:,:,t)));%mean(object(:))*1.3; 
        end 
        return 
    case 0 
        threshold = zeros(1,size(object,3)); %Preallocate 
        %The following finds the mean of each image 
        for t = 1:size(object,3) 
            threshold = mean(mean(object(:,:,t)));%mean(object(:))*1.3; 
        end 






function I = redim(data,scale,method) 
xs = scale(1)*2; 
ys = scale(2)*2; 
zs = scale(3); 
  
newzdim = size(data,3)+(size(data,3))*(zs-1); 
I = zeros(round(xs*size(data,1)),round(ys*size(data,2)),round(newzdim)); 
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%   I = 
zeros(round(xs*size(data,1)),round(ys*size(data,2)),round(zs*size(data,3))); 
% I = 
zeros(round(xs*size(data,1)),round(ys*size(data,2)),round(zs*size(data,3))); 
%for islice = 1:2:size(xIobj,3) 
tform = maketform('affine',[xs 0 0 0; 0 ys 0 0 ; 0 0 zs 0; 0 0 0 1]); 
resamp = makeresampler({method,method,method},'fill'); 





function out = resamp(data,d) 
% This function resamples an image stack to reducing the number of images 
% by one and recenter the stack.  This is done by interpolating between 
% each set of images and restacking the interpolated results. 
  
if nargin < 2 
    d = 3; 
end 
if d == 3 
    in = data; 
elseif d == 2 
    in = permute(data,[1 3 2]); 
elseif d == 1 




out = zeros(size(in,1),size(in,2),size(in,3)-1); 
for i = 1:size(out,3) 
    im1 = in(:,:,i); 
    im2 = in(:,:,i+1); 
    out(:,:,i) = (im1+im2)./2; 
end 
  
if d == 3 
    out = out; 
elseif d == 2 
    out = permute(out,[1 3 2]); 
elseif d == 1 




% if d == 2 
%     out = zeros(size(in,1),size(in,2)-1); 
%     for i = 1:size(out,2) 
%         im1 = in(:,i); 
%         im2 = in(:,i+1); 
%         out(:,i) = (im1+im2)./2; 
%     end 
% end 
% if d == 2 
%     out = zeros(size(in,1),size(in,2)-1); 
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%     for i = 1:size(out,2) 
%         im1 = in(:,i); 
%         im2 = in(:,i+1); 
%         out(:,i) = (im1+im2)./2; 






function out = resegmentParticles(in,type) %#ok<INUSL> 
% This function takes the input from run_char and outputs the same 




if nargin < 2 
    type = 'optical'; 
end 
  
save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'in'); 




num = size(structContentList,1); 
for n=1:num 
    UNK = structContentList(n,:); 
     
    sz = size(eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles']),3); 
    keep = ones(sz,1); 
    for i=1:sz 
        lrg = eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius(i)']); 
        sml = eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius(i)']); 
         
        if lrg*2 > 10 
            keep(i) = 0; 
        end 
        if strcmp(type,'optical') 
            if lrg*2 < 1 
                keep(i) = 0; 
            end 
        elseif strcmp(type,'electron') 
            if sml*2 < 2 
                keep(i) = 0; 
            end 
        else 
            error('Only 2 type options exist. ''optical'' and ''electron'''); 
        end 
    end 
     
    %% 
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    inds = find(keep==1);%#ok<*NASGU,*FNDSB> 
     
    inisol = struct(... 
        'IsolatedParticles',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles(:,:,inds)']),... 
        'ParticlePerimeters',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.IsolatedParticles.ParticlePerimeters(:,:,inds)'])); 
     
    %% 
    tempVar = eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Center']); 
    save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'tempVar'); 
    UnFilledContentList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
    dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
    CenterUnFilledData = []; 
    for o = 1:size(inds,1) 
        m = inds(o); 
        UNK2 = UnFilledContentList(m,:); 
        CenterUnFilledData = [CenterUnFilledData;eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Center.',UNK2(UNK2~=' ')])]; 
%#ok<*AGROW> 
    end 
     
    tempVar2 = eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Center']); 
    save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'tempVar2'); 
    FilledContentList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
    dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
    CenterFilledData = []; 
    for q = 1:size(inds,1) 
        p = inds(q); 
        UNK3 = FilledContentList(m,:); 
        CenterFilledData = [CenterFilledData;eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Center.',UNK3(UNK3~=' ')])]; 
    end 
     
    insize = struct(... 
        'NumberofPixels',... 
            struct('IsolatedParticleSums',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.IsolatedParticleSums(inds)']),... 
                   'ParticlePerimeterSums',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.ParticlePerimeterSums(inds)'])),... 
        'SmallestCircumscribedCircle',... 
            struct('Center',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Center(inds,:)']),... 
                   'Radius',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius(inds)'])),... 
        'LargestInscribedCircle',... 
            struct('Center',CenterUnFilledData,... 
                   'Radius',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius(inds)'])),... 
        'LargestInscribedCircleFilled',... 
            struct('Center',CenterFilledData,... 




        'EquivalentCircleDiameters',eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleSize.EquivalentCircleDiameters(inds)'])); 
     
    %% 
    inshape = eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' '),'.ParticleShape(inds)']); 
     
    %% 
    PCL = eval(['in.',UNK(UNK~=' 
'),'.ParticleDistribution.ParticleCentroidLocations(inds,:)']); 
    BW = inisol.IsolatedParticles; 
    xBW = PCL(:,1); 
    yBW = PCL(:,2); 
    nm = numel(xBW); 
    s = sum(BW(:)); 
    a = size(BW(:,:,1),1)*size(BW(:,:,1),2); 
    pixden = s/a; 
    partden = nm/a; 
     
    indist = struct(... 
        'ParticleCentroidLocations',PCL,... 
        'PixelDensity',pixden,... 
        'ParticleDensity',partden); 
     
    out = struct('IsolatedParticles',inisol,'ParticleSize',insize,... 
        'ParticleShape',inshape,'ParticleDistribution',indist); 







% this function takes the output from run_characterizations.m and compares 
% and analyzes the data. L:\Cruzer - Thesis\Analysis 12-12-10 
if nargin < 5 
    otptnm = 'Analysis.mat'; 
end 
if nargin < 4 
    step = 1;% Number of files processed by each psf 
end 
if nargin < 3 
    type = 'ACE';% What microscope calibration values to use 
end 
if nargin < 2 
    lens = '20x';% lens magnification 
end 
  
% Collect all characteristic values into varialbles 
if nargin < 1 
    data = load_analysis_data; 
     
    % step 2 - extract individual characterizations from all .mat files 
    partSize = data.ParticleSize; %#ok<NASGU> 
    %The following three lines simply determine the names of structure 
    %elements, and save them to a variable.  Can be used in succession in 
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    %order to find sub-elements, also isstruct() could be used to parse 
    %entire structure for a name tree. 
    save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'partSize','-v7.3'); 
    checkList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
    dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
    um = 0; 
    for chk = 1:size(checkList,1) 
        chkListName = checkList(chk,:); 
        chkListName = chkListName(chkListName ~= ' '); 
        if strcmp(chkListName,'NumberofMicrons') 
            %             lne = chk; 
            um = 1; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    sz = size(data,1); 
    psums = zeros(sz,1); 
    pperm = zeros(sz,1); 
    pcircr = zeros(sz,1); 
    pinscr = zeros(sz,1); 
    pinscf = zeros(sz,1); 
    pecd = zeros(sz,1); 
    pshpf = cell(sz,1); 
    pshpu = cell(sz,1); 
    ppixd = zeros(sz,1); 
    ppard = zeros(sz,1); 
    for i = 1:sz 
        if um 
            psums(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.NumberofMicrons.IsolatedParticleSums; 
            pperm(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.NumberofMicrons.ParticlePerimeterLength; 
            pcircr(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius; 
            pinscr(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius; 
            pinscf(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Radius; 
            pecd(i,1) = data(i,1).ParticleSize.EquivalentCircleDiameters; 
            for shpint = 1:size(data.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles,3) 
                pshpcnt = [pshpcnt;[i,shpint]]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pshpf_temp = 
[pshpf_temp;data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).FilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                pshpu_temp = 
[pshpu_temp;data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).UnfilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
            end 
            pshpf(i,1) = {[pshpf_temp,pshpcnt]}; 
            pshpu(i,1) = {[pshpu_temp,pshpcnt]}; 
            ppixd(i,1) = data(i,1).ParticleDistribution.PixelDensity; 
            ppard(i,1) = data(i,1).ParticleDistribution.ParticleDensity; 
        else 
            psums(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.IsolatedParticleSums; 




            pcircr(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius; 
            pinscr(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius; 
            pinscf(i,1) = 
data(i,1).ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Radius; 
            pecd(i,1) = data(i,1).ParticleSize.EquivalentCircleDiameters; 
            for shpint = 1:size(data.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles,3) 
                pshpcnt = [pshpcnt;[i,shpint]]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pshpf_temp = 
[pshpf_temp;data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).FilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                pshpu_temp = 
[pshpu_temp;data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).UnfilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
            end 
            pshpf(i,1) = {[pshpf_temp,pshpcnt]}; 
            pshpu(i,1) = {[pshpu_temp,pshpcnt]}; 
            ppixd = data(i,1).ParticleDistribution.PixelDensity; 
            ppard = data(i,1).ParticleDistribution.ParticleDensity; 
        end 
        pathname = data.FileLocation; 
        for tl = 1:size(filename,2) 
            tr = size(filename,2) - tl + 1; 
            if strcmp(filename(tr),'/') || strcmp(filename(tr),'\') 
                ind = tr; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        filename = pathname(ind+1:end); 
        names = [names;{[filename,'-',num2str(ceil(i))]}]; %#ok<AGROW> 
        nmparts = 
[nmparts;size(data.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius,1)]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
else 
    % step 1 - load data 
    cd(directory) 
    tempfiles = dir([directory,'\*.mat']); 
    psums = []; 
    pperm = []; 
    pcircr = []; 
    pinscr = []; 
    pinscf = []; 
    pecd = []; 
    pshpcnt = []; 
    pshpf = []; 
    pshpu = []; 
    ppixd = []; 
    ppard = []; 
    names = []; 
    nmparts = []; 
     
    cnt = 0; 
    for i = 1:size(tempfiles,1) 
        filename = tempfiles(i,1).name; 
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        fprintf('Loading Data from File: ');fprintf(' 
%s',filename);fprintf('\n'); 
         
        filevars = char(who('-file',filename)); 
        filedata = load(filename,filevars); %#ok<NASGU> 
        filedata = eval(['filedata.',filevars]); 
         
        tempdata = filedata(1,1); %#ok<NASGU>!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
        save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'tempdata','-v7.3'); 
        structContentList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
        dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
         
        for q = 1:size(structContentList,1) 
            fprintf('Analyzing File %u of 
',i);fprintf('%u',size(tempfiles,1)); 
            fprintf(': Stack %u of 
',q);fprintf('%u',size(structContentList,1)); 
            fprintf('\n'); 
            % Step 3 - Determine Stack names 
            stackName = structContentList(q,:); %Assumes alphabetical order, 
and consistent structure 
             
            % Step 4 - Set Deconvolved data variable 
            data = eval(['filedata.',stackName]); 
             
            partSize = data.ParticleSize; %#ok<NASGU> 
             
            save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'partSize','-v7.3'); 
            checkList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
            dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
             
            % step 5 - extract individual characterizations from all .mat 
            % files 
            um = 0; 
            for chk = 1:size(checkList,1) 
                chkListName = checkList(chk,:); 
                chkListName = chkListName(chkListName ~= ' '); 
                if strcmp(chkListName,'NumberofMicrons') 
                    %                     lne = chk; 
                    um = 1; 
                    break 
                end 
            end 
            % Unfortunately it is too difficult to parse the structures in 
            % order to get an exact number of particles, so these variables 
            % cannot be pre-allocated 
            if um 
                psums = 
[psums;data.ParticleSize.NumberofMicrons.IsolatedParticleSums']; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pperm = 
[pperm;data.ParticleSize.NumberofMicrons.ParticlePerimeterLength']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 




                pinscr = [pinscr 
;data.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pinscf = [pinscf 
;data.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Radius]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pecd = [pecd;data.ParticleSize.EquivalentCircleDiameters']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                for shpint = 
1:size(data.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles,3) 
                    pshpcnt = [i,q,shpint]; 
                    pshpf = 
[pshpf;[data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).FilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio',pshpcnt
]]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                    pshpu = 
[pshpu;[data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).UnfilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio',pshpc
nt]]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                end 
                ppixd = [ppixd;data.ParticleDistribution.PixelDensity]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                ppard = [ppard;data.ParticleDistribution.ParticleDensity]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
            else 
                psums = 
[psums;data.ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.IsolatedParticleSums']; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pperm = 
[pperm;data.ParticleSize.NumberofPixels.ParticlePerimeterSums']; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pcircr = 
[pcircr;data.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pinscr = [pinscr 
;data.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pinscf = [pinscf 
;data.ParticleSize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Radius]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                pecd = [pecd;data.ParticleSize.EquivalentCircleDiameters']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                for shpint = 
1:size(data.IsolatedParticles.IsolatedParticles,3) 
                    pshpcnt = [pshpcnt;[i,q,shpint]]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                    pshpf = 
[pshpf;data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).FilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                    pshpu = 
[pshpu;data.ParticleShape(shpint,1).UnfilledShapeParameter.ShapeRatio']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                end 
                ppixd = [ppixd;data.ParticleDistribution.PixelDensity]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
                ppard = [ppard;data.ParticleDistribution.ParticleDensity]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
            end 
            if mod(cnt,16) == 0 
                cnt = 1; 
            else 
                cnt = cnt + 1; 
            end 
            names = [names;{[filename(1:end-4),'-',num2str(ceil(q))]}]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
             
            % Count the number of particles per image stack 
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            nmparts = 
[nmparts;size(data.ParticleSize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius,1)]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% Not sure how the following works.  I think it's a hack, where the 
% value 15 (the increment size) was preknown as the number of stacks 
% processed by the 11 psfs. I wrote this code quickly without caring at 
% the time about commenting. 
pind = 1; 
PSFinds(1,1) = 1; %indices of the psfs, start at 1 
PSFnoms = []; 
if ~strcmp(type,'SEM-500x') && ~strcmp(type,'SEM-200x') 
    for pinc = 1:step:size(nmparts,1) 
        PSFinds(pind+1,1) = sum(nmparts(1:pinc+(step-1)))+1; %1 more than the 
sum 
        tempNoms = char(names(pinc,1)); 
        PSFnoms = [PSFnoms;tempNoms(1,1:5)]; %#ok<AGROW> %(pind,:) 
        pind = pind + 1; 
    end 
else 
    for pinc = 1:size(nmparts,1) 
        PSFinds(pind+1,1) = sum(nmparts(1:pinc))+1; %1 more than the sum 
        tempNoms = char(names(pinc,1)); 
        PSFnoms = [PSFnoms;tempNoms(1,1:5)]; %#ok<AGROW> %(pind,:) 
        pind = pind + 1; 
    end 
end 
  
% Find unique image stack so we don't analyze particles twice 
unNoms = unique(PSFnoms,'rows'); 
psfSz = size(PSFnoms,1); 
unSz = size(unNoms,1); 
unVals = []; 
first = 1; 
firstNum = 1; 
for psfNum = 1:psfSz 
    if first 
        for unNum = 1:unSz 
            if strcmp(PSFnoms(psfNum,:),unNoms(unNum,:)) 
                unVals = [unVals,psfNum]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                firstNum = unNum; 
                first = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        if ~strcmp(PSFnoms(psfNum,:),unNoms(firstNum,:)) 
            for unNum = 1:unSz 
                if strcmp(PSFnoms(psfNum,:),unNoms(unNum,:)) 
                    unVals = [unVals,psfNum]; %#ok<AGROW> 
                    firstNum = unNum; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
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    end 
end 
  
% Find PSF specific values using unique stacks 
PSFVals = cell(size(unVals,2),1); 
PSFValNames = cell(size(unVals,2),1); 
for psfs = 1:size(unVals,2)%PSFnoms,1) 
    msums = mean(psums(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    ssums = std(psums(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vsums = var(psums(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Sums = 
cell2struct([{psums};{msums};{ssums};{vsums}],[{''ParticleSums''};{''meanPart
icleSums''};{''stdParticleSums''};{''varParticleSums''}],1);']); 
     
    mperm = mean(pperm(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    sperm = std(pperm(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vperm = var(pperm(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mcircr = mean(pcircr(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    scircr = std(pcircr(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vcircr = var(pcircr(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    minscr = mean(pinscr(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    sinscr = std(pinscr(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vinscr = var(pinscr(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    minscf = mean(pinscf(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    sinscf = std(pinscf(PSFinds(unVals(psfs),1):PSFinds(unVals(psfs)+1,1)-
1)); %#ok<NASGU> 








     
    mecd = mean(pecd(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    secd = std(pecd(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vecd = var(pecd(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'ECD = 
cell2struct([{pecd};{mecd};{secd};{vecd}],[{''ParticleECD''};{''meanParticleE
CD''};{''stdParticleECD''};{''varParticleECD''}],1);']); 
     
    mshpf = mean(pshpf(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    sshpf = std(pshpf(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vshpf = var(pshpf(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mshpu = mean(pshpu(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    sshpu = std(pshpu(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vshpu = var(pshpu(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mpixd = mean(ppixd(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    spixd = std(ppixd(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vpixd = var(ppixd(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mpard = mean(ppard(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    spard = std(ppard(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vpard = var(ppard(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    particleVals = [{eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Sums'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Perm'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'CircRad'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscRad'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscFil'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'ECD'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpf'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpu'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PixDen'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PartDen'])}]; 
    particleValNames = [{['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Sums']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Perm']};... 
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        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'CircRad']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscRad']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscFil']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'ECD']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpf']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpu']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PixDen']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PartDen']}]; 
    particleValsOut = cell2struct(particleVals,particleValNames,1); 
    PSFVals(psfs,1) = {particleValsOut}; 
    PSFValNames(psfs,1) = {['PSF',num2str(psfs)]}; 
end 
PSFValOut = cell2struct(PSFVals,PSFValNames,1); %#ok<NASGU> 
  
% step 6 - calculate analysis values (doesn't currently distinguish unique 
% stacks 
msums = mean(psums(:)); 
ssums = std(psums(:)); 
vsums = var(psums(:)); 
osums = cell2struct([{psums};{msums};{ssums};{vsums}],... 




mperm = mean(pperm(:)); 
sperm = std(pperm(:)); 
vperm = var(pperm(:)); 
operm = cell2struct([{pperm};{mperm};{sperm};{vperm}],... 




mcircr = mean(pcircr(:)); 
scircr = std(pcircr(:)); 
vcircr = var(pcircr(:)); 
ocircr = cell2struct([{pcircr};{mcircr};{scircr};{vcircr}],... 




minscr = mean(pinscr(:)); 
sinscr = std(pinscr(:)); 
vinscr = var(pinscr(:)); 
oinscr = cell2struct([{pinscr};{minscr};{sinscr};{vinscr}],... 




minscf = mean(pinscf(:)); 
sinscf = std(pinscf(:)); 
vinscf = var(pinscf(:)); 
oinscf = cell2struct([{pinscf};{minscf};{sinscf};{vinscf}],... 






mecd = mean(pecd(:)); 
secd = std(pecd(:)); 
vecd = var(pecd(:)); 
oecd = cell2struct([{pecd};{mecd};{secd};{vecd}],... 




mshpf = mean(pshpf(:)); 
sshpf = std(pshpf(:)); 
vshpf = var(pshpf(:)); 
oshpf = cell2struct([{pshpf};{mshpf};{sshpf};{vshpf}],... 




mshpu = mean(pshpu(:)); 
sshpu = std(pshpu(:)); 
vshpu = var(pshpu(:)); 
oshpu = cell2struct([{pshpu};{mshpu};{sshpu};{vshpu}],... 




mpixd = mean(ppixd(:)); 
spixd = std(ppixd(:)); 
vpixd = var(ppixd(:)); 
opixd = cell2struct([{ppixd};{mpixd};{spixd};{vpixd}],... 




mpard = mean(ppard(:)); 
spard = std(ppard(:)); 
vpard = var(ppard(:)); 
opard = cell2struct([{ppard};{mpard};{spard};{vpard}],... 














% Step 7 - Generate micron outputs 
if strcmp(names{1,1},'s120-1') || strcmp(names{1,1},'s150-1') || 
strcmp(names{1,1},'s220-1') || strcmp(names{1,1},'s250-1') 
    psums_um = zeros(size(psums)); 
    pperm_um = zeros(size(pperm)); 
    pcircr_um = zeros(size(pcircr)); 
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    pinscr_um = zeros(size(pinscr)); 
    pinscf_um = zeros(size(pinscf)); 
    pecd_um = zeros(size(pecd)); 
    pshpf_um = pshpf; 
    pshpu_um = pshpu; 
    ppixd_um = ppixd; 
    ppard_um = ppard; 
    for typeint = 1:size(names,1) 
        if typeint > 1 
            typestrt = typesz + typestrt; 
        else 
            typestrt = 1; 
        end 
         
        typesz = nmparts(typeint,:); 
        typeend = typesz + typestrt - 1; 
         
        if strcmp(names{typeint},'s120-1') || strcmp(names{typeint},'s220-1') 
            type = 'SEM-200x'; 
        elseif strcmp(names{typeint},'s150-1') || 
strcmp(names{typeint},'s250-1') 
            type = 'SEM-500x'; 
        end 
         
        psums_um(typestrt:typeend,:) = 
pixels_to_um2(psums(typestrt:typeend,:),lens,type); 
        pperm_um(typestrt:typeend,:) = 
pixels_to_um2(pperm(typestrt:typeend,:),lens,type); 
        pcircr_um(typestrt:typeend,:) = 
pixels_to_um2(pcircr(typestrt:typeend,:),lens,type); 
        pinscr_um(typestrt:typeend,:) = 
pixels_to_um2(pinscr(typestrt:typeend,:),lens,type); 
        pinscf_um(typestrt:typeend,:) = 
pixels_to_um2(pinscf(typestrt:typeend,:),lens,type); 
        pecd_um(typestrt:typeend,:) = 
pixels_to_um2(pecd(typestrt:typeend,:),lens,type); 
    end 
else 
    psums_um = pixels_to_um2(psums,lens,type); 
    pperm_um = pixels_to_um2(pperm,lens,type); 
    pcircr_um = pixels_to_um2(pcircr,lens,type); 
    pinscr_um = pixels_to_um2(pinscr,lens,type); 
    pinscf_um = pixels_to_um2(pinscf,lens,type); 
    pecd_um = pixels_to_um2(pecd,lens,type); 
    pshpf_um = pshpf; 
    pshpu_um = pshpu; 
    ppixd_um = ppixd; 
    ppard_um = ppard; 
end 
  
% Calculate separate PSF Values as micron output 
PSFVals_um = cell(size(unVals,1),1); 
PSFValNames_um = cell(size(unVals,1),1); 
for psfs = 1:size(unVals,2)%PSFnoms,1) 




    ssums_um = std(psums_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vsums_um = var(psums_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Sums_um = 
cell2struct([{psums_um};{msums_um};{ssums_um};{vsums_um}],[{''ParticleSums''}
;{''meanParticleSums''};{''stdParticleSums''};{''varParticleSums''}],1);']); 
     
    mperm_um = mean(pperm_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    sperm_um = std(pperm_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vperm_um = var(pperm_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mcircr_um = mean(pcircr_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    scircr_um = std(pcircr_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vcircr_um = var(pcircr_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    minscr_um = mean(pinscr_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    sinscr_um = std(pinscr_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vinscr_um = var(pinscr_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    minscf_um = mean(pinscf_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    sinscf_um = std(pinscf_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vinscf_um = var(pinscf_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mecd_um = mean(pecd_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    secd_um = std(pecd_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vecd_um = var(pecd_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); %#ok<NASGU> 
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    eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'ECD_um = 
cell2struct([{pecd_um};{mecd_um};{secd_um};{vecd_um}],[{''ParticleECD''};{''m
eanParticleECD''};{''stdParticleECD''};{''varParticleECD''}],1);']); 
     
    mshpf_um = mean(pshpf_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    sshpf_um = std(pshpf_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vshpf_um = var(pshpf_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mshpu_um = mean(pshpu_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    sshpu_um = std(pshpu_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    vshpu_um = var(pshpu_um(PSFinds(psfs,1):PSFinds(psfs+1,1)-1)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mpixd_um = mean(ppixd_um(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    spixd_um = std(ppixd_um(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vpixd_um = var(ppixd_um(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    mpard_um = mean(ppard_um(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    spard_um = std(ppard_um(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 
    vpard_um = var(ppard_um(psfs*step-(step-1):psfs*step)); %#ok<NASGU> 




     
    particleVals_um = [{eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Sums_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Perm_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'CircRad_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscRad_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscFil_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'ECD_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpf_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpu_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PixDen_um'])};... 
        {eval(['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PartDen_um'])}]; 
    particleValNames_um = [{['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Sums_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'Perm_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'CircRad_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscRad_um']};... 
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        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'InscFil_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'ECD_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpf_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'shpu_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PixDen_um']};... 
        {['PSF',num2str(psfs),'PartDen_um']}]; 
    particleValsOut_um = cell2struct(particleVals_um,particleValNames_um,1); 
    PSFVals_um(psfs,1) = {particleValsOut_um}; 
    PSFValNames_um(psfs,1) = {['PSF',num2str(psfs)]}; 
end 
PSFValOut_um = cell2struct(PSFVals_um,PSFValNames_um,1); %#ok<NASGU> 
  
% All Values 
msums_um = mean(psums_um(:)); 
ssums_um = std(psums_um(:)); 
vsums_um = var(psums_um(:)); 
osums_um = cell2struct([{psums_um};{msums_um};{ssums_um};{vsums_um}],... 




mperm_um = mean(pperm_um(:)); 
sperm_um = std(pperm_um(:)); 
vperm_um = var(pperm_um(:)); 
operm_um = cell2struct([{pperm_um};{mperm_um};{sperm_um};{vperm_um}],... 




mcircr_um = mean(pcircr_um(:)); 
scircr_um = std(pcircr_um(:)); 
vcircr_um = var(pcircr_um(:)); 
ocircr_um = cell2struct([{pcircr_um};{mcircr_um};{scircr_um};{vcircr_um}],... 





minscr_um = mean(pinscr_um(:)); 
sinscr_um = std(pinscr_um(:)); 
vinscr_um = var(pinscr_um(:)); 
oinscr_um = cell2struct([{pinscr_um};{minscr_um};{sinscr_um};{vinscr_um}],... 




minscf_um = mean(pinscf_um(:)); 
sinscf_um = std(pinscf_um(:)); 
vinscf_um = var(pinscf_um(:)); 
oinscf_um = cell2struct([{pinscf_um};{minscf_um};{sinscf_um};{vinscf_um}],... 




mecd_um = mean(pecd_um(:)); 
secd_um = std(pecd_um(:)); 
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vecd_um = var(pecd_um(:)); 
oecd_um = cell2struct([{pecd_um};{mecd_um};{secd_um};{vecd_um}],... 




mshpf_um = mean(pshpf_um(:)); 
sshpf_um = std(pshpf_um(:)); 
vshpf_um = var(pshpf_um(:)); 
oshpf_um = cell2struct([{pshpf_um};{mshpf_um};{sshpf_um};{vshpf_um}],... 




mshpu_um = mean(pshpu_um(:)); 
sshpu_um = std(pshpu_um(:)); 
vshpu_um = var(pshpu_um(:)); 
oshpu_um = cell2struct([{pshpu_um};{mshpu_um};{sshpu_um};{vshpu_um}],... 




mpixd_um = mean(ppixd_um(:)); 
spixd_um = std(ppixd_um(:)); 
vpixd_um = var(ppixd_um(:)); 
opixd_um = cell2struct([{ppixd_um};{mpixd_um};{spixd_um};{vpixd_um}],... 




mpard_um = mean(ppard_um(:)); 
spard_um = std(ppard_um(:)); 
vpard_um = var(ppard_um(:)); 
opard_um = cell2struct([{ppard_um};{mpard_um};{spard_um};{vpard_um}],... 














% Step 8 - Save Resegmented Data to Files 




    mkdir(['Analysis_',date]);%make new directory 
end 
cd(['Analysis_',date]);%navigate to directory 
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createEmptyMatFile;%create new mat file with no data 
tempfile = 'tempfile.mat';%just set the variable so it can be used more than 
once if desired 




% dos(['del "',filename,'"']); 











function out = run_calibration(varargin) 
% This function is the main function which runs all functions which 
% deconvolve and segment 3d microscope images of UHMWPE wear particles. 
%  






% Step 0 - Set all Variables (See setInputVariables() help for details) 
[~,~,optimize,~,sigma_inf,sigma,hp_cutoff,... 
    hp_order,nit,level,zstep,lens,saveCrop,maxIterations]... 
    = setInputVariables(varargin); 
  
%Step 1: Load in the images and sample data % 1 Pop up to find images 
[zstack numimages pathname filelist invert,~,~] = 
load_sp_data(lens,zstep);%Sreeram 
  
%Step 2:  Pre-processing % 1 Pop up to define blank space 
[blank,~,start] = preprocess_prompt(numimages, pathname, filelist, invert); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
%This function is simply to ask for the cropped region before processing of 
%data starts.  It could replace recrop() just before modelPsf, but this 
%extra step allows for all user entry to be set before calculations start. 
if saveCrop 
    [croppedZStack,~,~,~] = cropStack(zstack); 
else 
    [croppedZStack,numzlayers,startseg,cropRect] = cropStack(zstack); 
end 
pause(0.1); 
% msgbox(['Take a break. Go get some coffee.';... 
%     '    This may take a while. :(    ';... 
%     '                                 '],'Working...'); 
  
%Step 3: Denoising 
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% level = level_prompt(zstack,blank); 
if saveCrop 
    zpad_data = zpad_help(croppedZStack,level); 
else 
    zpad_data = zpad_help(zstack,level); 
end 
% zpad_data = zpad_help(croppedZStack,level); %zstack,level); %for use with 
recrop lines 
denoised_data = wavelet_denoising(zpad_data, double(blank), level);%Sreeram 
% pause(0.1); 
  
%Step 4: PSF modeling 
fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
fprintf('Calculating Optimal PSF');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
if saveCrop 
    object = denoised_data; 
else 




[psf,gvars,corr,cored,nImzOut] = modelPSF(object,optimize,maxIterations); 
  
%Step 5(Optional): Optimization of Gibson’s psf parameters 
% This is done by setting 'optimize' = 1.  This step varies 3 additional 
% Gibson variables in addition to the 3 already being varied. 
  
%Step 6: De-Convolution 
fprintf('\n');fprintf('Deconvolving Data');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
% deconv_data = deblur3(denoised_data, psf, nit, hp_order, 
hp_cutoff);%Sreeram 
deconv_data = deblur3(denoised_data, psf, nit, hp_order, hp_cutoff);%Sreeram 
  
%Step 7: Collapse deblurred and original image stack to 2x resolution from 
fprintf('\n');fprintf('Collapsing Image Stacks');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
scl = 0.5; %The scl value could become an input variable 
spD = suprapixelBuffer(deconv_data,scl); 
spO = suprapixelBuffer(zstack,scl); 
  
%Step 8: Segmentation 
fprintf('Cropping Deconvolved Data');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 




Segmented_Object_Alpha = segmentStack(croppedDeconvObject,'alpha',0.05); 
inverted_data = imcomplement(deconv_data); 
Segmented_Stack = adp_thresh3(inverted_data,sigma,sigma_inf); 
% toc 
  
% Step 9: Generate Output 
out = struct('InputData',zstack,'DenoisedData',denoised_data,... 
    'SegmentedCroppedObject',Segmented_Object,... 
    'AlphaSegmentedCroppedObject',Segmented_Object_Alpha,... 
    'CroppedDataObject',object,'SegmentedData',Segmented_Stack,... 
    'DeconvolvedData',deconv_data,'CollapsedDeconvolvedData',spD,... 
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    'CollapsedInputData',spO,'BlankRegion',blank,'CoredData',cored,... 
    'InvertedCoredData',imcomplement(cored),'CalculatedPSF',psf,... 
    'GibsonVariables',{gvars},'CorrelationValue',corr,... 





function out = run_characterization(in,nImz) 
% Main function which calls child functions to characterize UHMWPE 
% particles.  All measurements are in pixels and need to be converted to 
% spatial measurements post-analysis. 
%  
% Input: 
%   in - Segmented stack of images. 
%   nImz - Central image of stack (calculated based on a single particle) 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 6/20/10 
  
    % Isolate Particles 
    inisol = isolateParticles(in,nImz); 
     
    % Characterize Size of Particles 
    insize = particleSize(inisol); 
  
    % Extract parameters for shape characterization 
    circ = insize.SmallestCircumscribedCircle.Radius; 
    insc = insize.LargestInscribedCircle.Radius; 
    inscFill = insize.LargestInscribedCircleFilled.Radius; 
  
    % Characterize Shape of Particles  
    inshape = particleShape3(inisol,insc,circ,inscFill); 
     
    %  Characterize Distribution of Particles 
    indist = particleDistribution(inisol); 
     
    % Generate output structure 
    out = struct('IsolatedParticles',inisol,'ParticleSize',insize,... 






% This function runs all output stacks from run_samples through 
% run_characterization and converts from pixels to um using pixels_to_um. 
  
setRange = 0; 
cnt = 0; 
if nargin < 1 
    [inarrpath,inarrfiles] = loadCharNames('L:\Cruzer - Thesis\Samples 12-12-
10'); 
    stacktype = 'deconv'; 
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    close all 
    pause(0.1) 
    rpt = size(inarrfiles,1); 
    setRange = 1; 
elseif nargin == 1 
    [inarrpath,inarrfiles] = loadCharNames(directory); 
    stacktype = 'deconv'; 
    close all 
    pause(0.1) 
    rpt = size(inarrfiles,1); 
    setRange = 1; 
elseif nargin == 2 
    [inarrpath,inarrfiles] = loadCharNames(directory); 
    close all 
    pause(0.1) 
    rpt = size(inarrfiles,1); 
    setRange = 1; 
elseif nargin == 3%Code untested with more than 2 parameters 
    sz = size(in,1); 
    range = 1:sz; 
    rpt = 1; 
elseif nargin == 4 
    stackData = in; 
    rpt = 1; 
else 
    stackData = in; 
    rpt = 1; 
end 
  
for int = 1:rpt 
    cd(inarrpath{int,1}); 
    if setRange == 1 
        fprintf('\n');fprintf('Loading Data for file: '); 
        fprintf(' %s',inarrfiles{int,1}); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
        stackData = load_characterization_data(inarrpath,inarrfiles,int); 
        sz = size(stackData,1); 
        cnt = cnt + 1; 
        range = 1:sz; 
        fprintf('\n');fprintf('File %u',cnt);fprintf(' of %u',rpt); 
    end 
    for i = range 
        fprintf('\n'); fprintf('\n'); 
        fprintf('Characterizing Stack %u',i);fprintf(' of %u',range(end)); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
        temp = char(fieldnames(stackData(i,1).Data)); 
        for inc = 1:size(temp,1) 
            if strcmp(temp(inc,1:5),'Stack') 
                ind = inc; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        fname = temp(ind,:); 
        if strcmp(stacktype,'deconv') 
            data = eval(['stackData(i,1).Data.',fname,'.SegmentedStack']); 
        elseif strcmp(stacktype,'ESEM') 
            data = eval(['stackData(i,1).Data.',fname,'.SegmentedStack']); 
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        else 
            data = 
eval(['stackData(i,1).Data.',fname,'.SegmentedDenoisedStack']); 
        end 
        nImz = stackData(i,1).Data.CenterImageOfObject; 
        %lens = stackData(i,:).Data.Lens; 
         
        preCharacterizedData = run_characterization(data,nImz); 
        characterizedData = recharacterizeParticles(preCharacterizedData); 
        fnam = fname(fname~=' '); 
        fnom = ['Stack',num2str(i),fnam(end-3:end)]; 
        structName{i,1} = ['File',num2str(int),fnom]; %#ok<AGROW> 
        tout{i,1} = characterizedData; %#ok<AGROW> % 
pixels_to_um(characterizedData,lens); 
    end 
    out = cell2struct(tout,structName,1); %#ok<NASGU> 
    fprintf('Saving Data to File: ');fprintf(' 
%s',inarrfiles{int,1});fprintf('\n'); 
    if ~exist(['Characterization_',date],'dir') 
        mkdir(['Characterization_',date]); 
    end 
    cd([cd,'\Characterization_',date]); 
    createEmptyMatFile; 
    filename = inarrfiles{int,1}; 
    tempfile = 'tempfile.mat'; 
    save(tempfile,'out','-append','-v7.3'); 
%     dos(['del "',filename,'"']); 






% This function takes two or more outputs of run_analysis and compares them 
% against one another. 
% 
% Inputs: 
%   directoryList - an array of directory strings where mat files are 
%       located.  this function will assume all mat files in the directories 
%       are to be compared to one another. 
%   varGrp - is a string that indicates which group of analysis data to use 
%       for comparisons 
% 
% Outputs: 
%   A mat file containing all of the comparison data in a structure, saved 
%       to the current directory. 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
  
cdOld = cd; 
  
if nargin < 2 
    varGrp = 'PSFValOut_um'; 
end 
  
% sz = size(directoryList,1); 
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% for flz = 1:sz 
%     directory = directoryList(flz,:); 
cd(directory); 
tempfiles = dir([directory,'\*.mat']); 
fileCompNames = cell(size(tempfiles,1),1); 
filePart = cell(size(tempfiles,1),1); 
for i = 1:size(tempfiles,1) 
    filename = tempfiles(i,1).name; 
    fprintf('Loading Data from File: ');fprintf(' 
%s',filename);fprintf('\n'); 
     
    %         filevars = char(who('-file',filename)); 
    filedata = load(filename); 
     
    % Extract structure element names 
    tempdata = filedata(1,1); %#ok<NASGU> 
    save('supertemp.mat', '-struct', 'tempdata','-v7.3'); 
    structContentList = char(who('-file','supertemp.mat')); 
    dos('del "supertemp.mat"'); 
    %         structCell = cell(size(structContentList,1),1); 
    for chr = 1:size(structContentList,1) 
        temp = structContentList(chr,:); 
        if strcmp(temp(temp ~= ' '),varGrp) %We want this since it has unique 
particles only 
            int = chr; 
        end 
    end 
    micronDataVarName = structContentList(int,:); 
     
    % Extract data from structure 
    allData = eval(['tempdata.',micronDataVarName]); 
     
    psums = allData.ParticleSums_um.ParticleSums_um; 
    pperm = allData.ParticlePerimeter_um.ParticlePerimeter_um; 
    pcircr = allData.CircumscribedRadius_um.ParticleCircumscribedRadius_um; 
    pinscr = allData.InscribedRadius_um.ParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
    pinscf = allData.InscribedRadiusFilled_um.ParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
    pecd = allData.ECD_um.ParticleECD_um; 
    pshpf = allData.FilledShapeRatio_um.ParticleShapeFilled_um; 
    pshpu = allData.UnfilledShapeRatio_um.ParticleShapeUnfilled_um; 
    ppixd = allData.PixelDensity_um.ParticlePixelDensity_um; 
    ppard = allData.ParticleDensity_um.ParticleParticleDensity_um; 
     
    fsums = psums; 
    fperm = pperm; 
    fcircr = pcircr; 
    finscr = pinscr; 
    finscf = pinscf; 
    fecd = pecd; 
    fshpf = pshpf; 
    fshpu = pshpu; 
    fpixd = ppixd; 
    fpard = ppard; 
     
    if i == 1 
        osm = fsums; 
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        opm = fperm; 
        ocr = fcircr; 
        oir = finscr; 
        oif = finscf; 
        ocd = fecd; 
        osf = fshpf; 
        osu = fshpu; 
        opx = fpixd; 
        opr = fpard; 
         
        % Find globular values 
        gfi = find(fshpf>=0.5); 
        gui = find(fshpu>=0.5); 
         
        gsf = osm(gfi,1); 
        gpf = opm(gfi,1); 
        gcf = ocr(gfi,1); 
        gif = oir(gfi,1); 
        gef = ocd(gfi,1); 
        gspf = osf(gfi,1); 
         
        gsu = osm(gui,1); 
        gpu = opm(gui,1); 
        gcu = ocr(gui,1); 
        giu = oif(gui,1); 
        geu = ocd(gui,1); 
        gspu = osu(gui,1); 
         
        % Find fibrillar values 
        ffi = find(fshpf<0.5); 
        fui = find(fshpu<0.5); 
         
        fsf = osm(ffi,1); 
        fpf = opm(ffi,1); 
        fcf = ocr(ffi,1); 
        fif = oif(ffi,1); 
        fef = ocd(ffi,1); 
        fspf = osf(ffi,1); 
         
        fsu = osm(fui,1); 
        fpu = opm(fui,1); 
        fcu = ocr(fui,1); 
        fiu = oir(fui,1); 
        feu = ocd(fui,1); 
        fspu = osu(fui,1); 
    elseif i == 2 
        osm2 = fsums; 
        opm2 = fperm; 
        ocr2 = fcircr; 
        oir2 = finscr; 
        oif2 = finscf; 
        ocd2 = fecd; 
        osf2 = fshpf; 
        osu2 = fshpu; 
        opx2 = fpixd; 
        opr2 = fpard; 
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        % Find globular values 
        gfi2 = find(fshpf>=0.5); 
        gui2 = find(fshpu>=0.5); 
         
        gsf2 = osm2(gfi2,1); 
        gpf2 = opm2(gfi2,1); 
        gcf2 = ocr2(gfi2,1); 
        gif2 = oir2(gfi2,1); 
        gef2 = ocd2(gfi2,1); 
        gspf2 = osf2(gfi2,1); 
         
        gsu2 = osm2(gui2,1); 
        gpu2 = opm2(gui2,1); 
        gcu2 = ocr2(gui2,1); 
        giu2 = oif2(gui2,1); 
        geu2 = ocd2(gui2,1); 
        gspu2 = osu2(gui2,1); 
         
        % Find fibrillar values 
        ffi2 = find(fshpf<0.5); 
        fui2 = find(fshpu<0.5); 
         
        fsf2 = osm2(ffi2,1); 
        fpf2 = opm2(ffi2,1); 
        fcf2 = ocr2(ffi2,1); 
        fif2 = oif2(ffi2,1); 
        fef2 = ocd2(ffi2,1); 
        fspf2 = osf2(ffi2,1); 
         
        fsu2 = osm2(fui2,1); 
        fpu2 = opm2(fui2,1); 
        fcu2 = ocr2(fui2,1); 
        fiu2 = oir2(fui2,1); 
        feu2 = ocd2(fui2,1); 
        fspu2 = osu2(fui2,1); 
         
        [tfsums,pfsums,cfsums,sfsums] = ttest2(osm,osm2); 
        ftsums = 
struct('Significance',tfsums,'pValue',pfsums,'ConfidenceInterval',cfsums,'Sta
ts',sfsums); 
        [tfperm,pfperm,cfperm,sfperm] = ttest2(opm,opm2); 
        ftperm = 
struct('Significance',tfperm,'pValue',pfperm,'ConfidenceInterval',cfperm,'Sta
ts',sfperm); 
        [tfcircr,pfcircr,cfcircr,sfcircr] = ttest2(ocr,ocr2); 
        ftcircr = 
struct('Significance',tfcircr,'pValue',pfcircr,'ConfidenceInterval',cfcircr,'
Stats',sfcircr); 
        [tfinscr,pfinscr,cfinscr,sfinscr] = ttest2(oir,oir2); 
        ftinscr = 
struct('Significance',tfinscr,'pValue',pfinscr,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscr,'
Stats',sfinscr); 
        [tfinscf,pfinscf,cfinscf,sfinscf] = ttest2(oif,oif2); 
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        ftinscf = 
struct('Significance',tfinscf,'pValue',pfinscf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscf,'
Stats',sfinscf); 
        [tfecd,pfecd,cfecd,sfecd] = ttest2(ocd,ocd2); 
        ftecd = 
struct('Significance',tfecd,'pValue',pfecd,'ConfidenceInterval',cfecd,'Stats'
,sfecd); 
        [tfshpf,pfshpf,cfshpf,sfshpf] = ttest2(osf,osf2); 
        ftshpf = 
struct('Significance',tfshpf,'pValue',pfshpf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpf,'Sta
ts',sfshpf); 
        [tfshpu,pfshpu,cfshpu,sfshpu] = ttest2(osu,osu2); 
        ftshpu = 
struct('Significance',tfshpu,'pValue',pfshpu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpu,'Sta
ts',sfshpu); 
        [tfpixd,pfixd,cfpixd,sfpixd] = ttest2(opx,opx2); 
        ftpixd = 
struct('Significance',tfpixd,'pValue',pfixd,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpixd,'Stat
s',sfpixd); 
        [tfpard,pfard,cfpard,sfpard] = ttest2(opr,opr2); 
        ftpard = 
struct('Significance',tfpard,'pValue',pfard,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpard,'Stat
s',sfpard); 
         
        % Globular values 
        [tgsumsf,pgsumsf,cgsumsf,sgsumsf] = ttest2(gsf,gsf2); 
        tsumsfg = 
struct('Significant',tgsumsf,'pValue',pgsumsf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgsumsf,'S
tats',sgsumsf); 
        [tgpermf,pgpermf,cgpermf,sgpermf] = ttest2(gpf,gpf2); 
        tpermfg = 
struct('Significant',tgpermf,'pValue',pgpermf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgpermf,'S
tats',sgpermf); 
        [tgcircrf,pgcircrf,cgcircrf,sgcircrf] = ttest2(gcf,gcf2); 
        tcircfg = 
struct('Significant',tgcircrf,'pValue',pgcircrf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgcircrf
,'Stats',sgcircrf); 
        [tginscff,pginscff,cginscff,sginscff] = ttest2(gif,gif2); 
        tinscffg = 
struct('Significant',tginscff,'pValue',pginscff,'ConfidenceInterval',cginscff
,'Stats',sginscff); 
        [tgecdf,pgecdf,cgecdf,sgecdf] = ttest2(gef,gef2); 
        tecdfg = 
struct('Significant',tgecdf,'pValue',pgecdf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgecdf,'Stat
s',sgecdf); 
        [tgshpf,pgshpf,cgshpf,sgshpf] = ttest2(gspf,gspf2); 
        tshpfg = 
struct('Significant',tgshpf,'pValue',pgshpf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgshpf,'Stat
s',sgshpf); 
         
        [tgsumsu,pgsumsu,cgsumsu,sgsumsu] = ttest2(gsu,gsu2); 
        tsumsug = 
struct('Significant',tgsumsu,'pValue',pgsumsu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgsumsu,'S
tats',sgsumsu); 
        [tgpermu,pgpermu,cgpermu,sgpermu] = ttest2(gpu,gpu2); 
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        tpermug = 
struct('Significant',tgpermu,'pValue',pgpermu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgpermu,'S
tats',sgpermu); 
        [tgcircru,pgcircru,cgcircru,sgcircru] = ttest2(gcu,gcu2); 
        tcircrug = 
struct('Significant',tgcircru,'pValue',pgcircru,'ConfidenceInterval',cgcircru
,'Stats',sgcircru); 
        [tginscru,pginscru,cginscru,sginscru] = ttest2(giu,giu2); 
        tinscrug = 
struct('Significant',tginscru,'pValue',pginscru,'ConfidenceInterval',cginscru
,'Stats',sginscru); 
        [tgecdu,pgecdu,cgecdu,sgecdu] = ttest2(geu,geu2); 
        tecdug = 
struct('Significant',tgecdu,'pValue',pgecdu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgecdu,'Stat
s',sgecdu); 
        [tgshpu,pgshpu,cgshpu,sgshpu] = ttest2(gspu,gspu2); 
        tshpug = 
struct('Significant',tgshpu,'pValue',pgshpu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgshpu,'Stat
s',sgshpu); 
         
        % Find fibrillar 
        [tfsumsf,pfsumsf,cfsumsf,sfsumsf] = ttest2(fsf,fsf2); 
        tsumsff = 
struct('Significance',tfsumsf,'pValue',pfsumsf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfsumsf,'
Stats',sfsumsf); 
        [tfpermf,pfpermf,cfpermf,sfpermf] = ttest2(fpf,fpf2); 
        tpermff = 
struct('Significance',tfpermf,'pValue',pfpermf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpermf,'
Stats',sfpermf); 
        [tfcircrf,pfcircrf,cfcircrf,sfcircrf] = ttest2(fcf,fcf2); 
        tcircff = 
struct('Significance',tfcircrf,'pValue',pfcircrf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfcircr
f,'Stats',sfcircrf); 
        [tfinscff,pfinscff,cfinscff,sfinscff] = ttest2(fif,fif2); 
        tinscfff = 
struct('Significance',tfinscff,'pValue',pfinscff,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscf
f,'Stats',sfinscff); 
        [tfecdf,pfecdf,cfecdf,sfecdf] = ttest2(fef,fef2); 
        tecdff = 
struct('Significance',tfecdf,'pValue',pfecdf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfecdf,'Sta
ts',sfecdf); 
        [tfshpf,pfshpf,cfshpf,sfshpf] = ttest2(fspf,fspf2); 
        tshpff = 
struct('Significance',tfshpf,'pValue',pfshpf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpf,'Sta
ts',sfshpf); 
         
        [tfsumsu,pfsumsu,cfsumsu,sfsumsu] = ttest2(fsu,fsu2); 
        tsumsuf = 
struct('Significance',tfsumsu,'pValue',pfsumsu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfsumsu,'
Stats',sfsumsu); 
        [tfpermu,pfpermu,cfpermu,sfpermu] = ttest2(fpu,fpu2); 
        tpermuf = 
struct('Significance',tfpermu,'pValue',pfpermu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpermu,'
Stats',sfpermu); 
        [tfcircru,pfcircru,cfcircru,sfcircru] = ttest2(fcu,fcu2); 
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        tcircruf = 
struct('Significance',tfcircru,'pValue',pfcircru,'ConfidenceInterval',cfcircr
u,'Stats',sfcircru); 
        [tfinscru,pfinscru,cfinscru,sfinscru] = ttest2(fiu,fiu2); 
        tinscruf = 
struct('Significance',tfinscru,'pValue',pfinscru,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscr
u,'Stats',sfinscru); 
        [tfecdu,pfecdu,cfecdu,sfecdu] = ttest2(feu,feu2); 
        tecduf = 
struct('Significance',tfecdu,'pValue',pfecdu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfecdu,'Sta
ts',sfecdu); 
        [tfshpu,pfshpu,cfshpu,sfshpu] = ttest2(fspu,fspu2); 
        tshpuf = 
struct('Significance',tfshpu,'pValue',pfshpu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpu,'Sta
ts',sfshpu); 
         
        fileAll = struct('Sums',ftsums,... 
            'Perimeter',ftperm,'CircumferentialRadius',ftcircr,... 
            'InscribedRadius',ftinscr,'InscribedRadiusFilled',ftinscf,... 
            'ECD',ftecd,'ShapeRatioFilled',ftshpf,... 
            'ShapeRatio',ftshpu,'PixelDensity',ftpixd,... 
            'ParticleDensity',ftpard); 
        fileGlobs = struct('Unfilled',struct('Sums',tsumsug,... 
            'Perm',tpermug,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircrug,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscrug,'ECD',tecdug,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpug),'Filled',struct('Sums',tsumsfg,... 
            'Perm',tpermfg,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircfg,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscffg,'ECD',tecdfg,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpfg)); 
        fileFibs = struct('Unfilled',struct('Sums',tsumsuf,... 
            'Perm',tpermuf,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircruf,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscruf,'ECD',tecduf,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpuf),'Filled',struct('Sums',tsumsff,... 
            'Perm',tpermff,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircff,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscfff,'ECD',tecdff,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpff)); 
         
        filePart(i,1) = {struct('All',fileAll,'Globular',fileGlobs,... 
            'Fibrillar',fileFibs)}; 
        fileCompNames(i,1) = {[tempfiles(i-1,1).name(1,1:end-
4),'VS',tempfiles(i,1).name(1,1:end-4)]}; 
    elseif i == 3 
        osm3 = fsums; 
        opm3 = fperm; 
        ocr3 = fcircr; 
        oir3 = finscr; 
        oif3 = finscf; 
        ocd3 = fecd; 
        osf3 = fshpf; 
        osu3 = fshpu; 
        opx3 = fpixd; 
        opr3 = fpard; 
         
        % Find globular values 
        gfi3 = find(fshpf>=0.5); 
        gui3 = find(fshpu>=0.5); 
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        gsf3 = osm3(gfi3,1); 
        gpf3 = opm3(gfi3,1); 
        gcf3 = ocr3(gfi3,1); 
        gif3 = oir3(gfi3,1); 
        gef3 = ocd3(gfi3,1); 
        gspf3 = osf3(gfi3,1); 
         
        gsu3 = osm3(gui3,1); 
        gpu3 = opm3(gui3,1); 
        gcu3 = ocr3(gui3,1); 
        giu3 = oif3(gui3,1); 
        geu3 = ocd3(gui3,1); 
        gspu3 = osu3(gui3,1); 
         
        % Find fibrillar values 
        ffi3 = find(fshpf<0.5); 
        fui3 = find(fshpu<0.5); 
         
        fsf3 = osm3(ffi3,1); 
        fpf3 = opm3(ffi3,1); 
        fcf3 = ocr3(ffi3,1); 
        fif3 = oif3(ffi3,1); 
        fef3 = ocd3(ffi3,1); 
        fspf3 = osf3(ffi3,1); 
         
        fsu3 = osm3(fui3,1); 
        fpu3 = opm3(fui3,1); 
        fcu3 = ocr3(fui3,1); 
        fiu3 = oir3(fui3,1); 
        feu3 = ocd3(fui3,1); 
        fspu3 = osu3(fui3,1); 
         
        [tfsums,pfsums,cfsums,sfsums] = ttest2(osm2,osm3); 
        ftsums = 
struct('Significance',tfsums,'pValue',pfsums,'ConfidenceInterval',cfsums,'Sta
ts',sfsums); 
        [tfperm,pfperm,cfperm,sfperm] = ttest2(opm2,opm3); 
        ftperm = 
struct('Significance',tfperm,'pValue',pfperm,'ConfidenceInterval',cfperm,'Sta
ts',sfperm); 
        [tfcircr,pfcircr,cfcircr,sfcircr] = ttest2(ocr2,ocr3); 
        ftcircr = 
struct('Significance',tfcircr,'pValue',pfcircr,'ConfidenceInterval',cfcircr,'
Stats',sfcircr); 
        [tfinscr,pfinscr,cfinscr,sfinscr] = ttest2(oir2,oir3); 
        ftinscr = 
struct('Significance',tfinscr,'pValue',pfinscr,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscr,'
Stats',sfinscr); 
        [tfinscf,pfinscf,cfinscf,sfinscf] = ttest2(oif2,oif3); 
        ftinscf = 
struct('Significance',tfinscf,'pValue',pfinscf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscf,'
Stats',sfinscf); 
        [tfecd,pfecd,cfecd,sfecd] = ttest2(ocd2,ocd3); 
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        ftecd = 
struct('Significance',tfecd,'pValue',pfecd,'ConfidenceInterval',cfecd,'Stats'
,sfecd); 
        [tfshpf,pfshpf,cfshpf,sfshpf] = ttest2(osf,osf3); 
        ftshpf = 
struct('Significance',tfshpf,'pValue',pfshpf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpf,'Sta
ts',sfshpf); 
        [tfshpu,pfshpu,cfshpu,sfshpu] = ttest2(osu2,osu3); 
        ftshpu = 
struct('Significance',tfshpu,'pValue',pfshpu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpu,'Sta
ts',sfshpu); 
        [tfpixd,pfixd,cfpixd,sfpixd] = ttest2(opx2,opx3); 
        ftpixd = 
struct('Significance',tfpixd,'pValue',pfixd,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpixd,'Stat
s',sfpixd); 
        [tfpard,pfard,cfpard,sfpard] = ttest2(opr2,opr3); 
        ftpard = 
struct('Significance',tfpard,'pValue',pfard,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpard,'Stat
s',sfpard); 
         
        % Globular values 
        [tgsumsf,pgsumsf,cgsumsf,sgsumsf] = ttest2(gsf2,gsf3); 
        tsumsfg = 
struct('Significant',tgsumsf,'pValue',pgsumsf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgsumsf,'S
tats',sgsumsf); 
        [tgpermf,pgpermf,cgpermf,sgpermf] = ttest2(gpf2,gpf3); 
        tpermfg = 
struct('Significant',tgpermf,'pValue',pgpermf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgpermf,'S
tats',sgpermf); 
        [tgcircrf,pgcircrf,cgcircrf,sgcircrf] = ttest2(gcf2,gcf3); 
        tcircfg = 
struct('Significant',tgcircrf,'pValue',pgcircrf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgcircrf
,'Stats',sgcircrf); 
        [tginscff,pginscff,cginscff,sginscff] = ttest2(gif2,gif3); 
        tinscffg = 
struct('Significant',tginscff,'pValue',pginscff,'ConfidenceInterval',cginscff
,'Stats',sginscff); 
        [tgecdf,pgecdf,cgecdf,sgecdf] = ttest2(gef2,gef3); 
        tecdfg = 
struct('Significant',tgecdf,'pValue',pgecdf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgecdf,'Stat
s',sgecdf); 
        [tgshpf,pgshpf,cgshpf,sgshpf] = ttest2(gspf2,gspf3); 
        tshpfg = 
struct('Significant',tgshpf,'pValue',pgshpf,'ConfidenceInterval',cgshpf,'Stat
s',sgshpf); 
         
        [tgsumsu,pgsumsu,cgsumsu,sgsumsu] = ttest2(gsu2,gsu3); 
        tsumsug = 
struct('Significant',tgsumsu,'pValue',pgsumsu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgsumsu,'S
tats',sgsumsu); 
        [tgpermu,pgpermu,cgpermu,sgpermu] = ttest2(gpu2,gpu3); 
        tpermug = 
struct('Significant',tgpermu,'pValue',pgpermu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgpermu,'S
tats',sgpermu); 
        [tgcircru,pgcircru,cgcircru,sgcircru] = ttest2(gcu2,gcu3); 
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        tcircrug = 
struct('Significant',tgcircru,'pValue',pgcircru,'ConfidenceInterval',cgcircru
,'Stats',sgcircru); 
        [tginscru,pginscru,cginscru,sginscru] = ttest2(giu2,giu3); 
        tinscrug = 
struct('Significant',tginscru,'pValue',pginscru,'ConfidenceInterval',cginscru
,'Stats',sginscru); 
        [tgecdu,pgecdu,cgecdu,sgecdu] = ttest2(geu2,geu3); 
        tecdug = 
struct('Significant',tgecdu,'pValue',pgecdu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgecdu,'Stat
s',sgecdu); 
        [tgshpu,pgshpu,cgshpu,sgshpu] = ttest2(gspu2,gspu3); 
        tshpug = 
struct('Significant',tgshpu,'pValue',pgshpu,'ConfidenceInterval',cgshpu,'Stat
s',sgshpu); 
         
        % Find fibrillar 
        [tfsumsf,pfsumsf,cfsumsf,sfsumsf] = ttest2(fsf2,fsf3); 
        tsumsff = 
struct('Significance',tfsumsf,'pValue',pfsumsf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfsumsf,'
Stats',sfsumsf); 
        [tfpermf,pfpermf,cfpermf,sfpermf] = ttest2(fpf2,fpf3); 
        tpermff = 
struct('Significance',tfpermf,'pValue',pfpermf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpermf,'
Stats',sfpermf); 
        [tfcircrf,pfcircrf,cfcircrf,sfcircrf] = ttest2(fcf2,fcf3); 
        tcircff = 
struct('Significance',tfcircrf,'pValue',pfcircrf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfcircr
f,'Stats',sfcircrf); 
        [tfinscff,pfinscff,cfinscff,sfinscff] = ttest2(fif2,fif3); 
        tinscfff = 
struct('Significance',tfinscff,'pValue',pfinscff,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscf
f,'Stats',sfinscff); 
        [tfecdf,pfecdf,cfecdf,sfecdf] = ttest2(fef2,fef3); 
        tecdff = 
struct('Significance',tfecdf,'pValue',pfecdf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfecdf,'Sta
ts',sfecdf); 
        [tfshpf,pfshpf,cfshpf,sfshpf] = ttest2(fspf2,fspf3); 
        tshpff = 
struct('Significance',tfshpf,'pValue',pfshpf,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpf,'Sta
ts',sfshpf); 
         
        [tfsumsu,pfsumsu,cfsumsu,sfsumsu] = ttest2(fsu2,fsu3); 
        tsumsuf = 
struct('Significance',tfsumsu,'pValue',pfsumsu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfsumsu,'
Stats',sfsumsu); 
        [tfpermu,pfpermu,cfpermu,sfpermu] = ttest2(fpu2,fpu3); 
        tpermuf = 
struct('Significance',tfpermu,'pValue',pfpermu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfpermu,'
Stats',sfpermu); 
        [tfcircru,pfcircru,cfcircru,sfcircru] = ttest2(fcu2,fcu3); 
        tcircruf = 
struct('Significance',tfcircru,'pValue',pfcircru,'ConfidenceInterval',cfcircr
u,'Stats',sfcircru); 
        [tfinscru,pfinscru,cfinscru,sfinscru] = ttest2(fiu2,fiu3); 
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        tinscruf = 
struct('Significance',tfinscru,'pValue',pfinscru,'ConfidenceInterval',cfinscr
u,'Stats',sfinscru); 
        [tfecdu,pfecdu,cfecdu,sfecdu] = ttest2(feu2,feu3); 
        tecduf = 
struct('Significance',tfecdu,'pValue',pfecdu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfecdu,'Sta
ts',sfecdu); 
        [tfshpu,pfshpu,cfshpu,sfshpu] = ttest2(fspu2,fspu3); 
        tshpuf = 
struct('Significance',tfshpu,'pValue',pfshpu,'ConfidenceInterval',cfshpu,'Sta
ts',sfshpu); 
         
        fileAll = struct('Sums',ftsums,... 
            'Perimeter',ftperm,'CircumferentialRadius',ftcircr,... 
            'InscribedRadius',ftinscr,'InscribedRadiusFilled',ftinscf,... 
            'ECD',ftecd,'ShapeRatioFilled',ftshpf,... 
            'ShapeRatio',ftshpu,'PixelDensity',ftpixd,... 
            'ParticleDensity',ftpard); 
        fileGlobs = struct('Unfilled',struct('Sums',tsumsug,... 
            'Perm',tpermug,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircrug,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscrug,'ECD',tecdug,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpug),'Filled',struct('Sums',tsumsfg,... 
            'Perm',tpermfg,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircfg,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscffg,'ECD',tecdfg,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpfg)); 
        fileFibs = struct('Unfilled',struct('Sums',tsumsuf,... 
            'Perm',tpermuf,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircruf,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscruf,'ECD',tecduf,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpuf),'Filled',struct('Sums',tsumsff,... 
            'Perm',tpermff,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircff,... 
            'InscribedRadius',tinscfff,'ECD',tecdff,... 
            'ShapeRatio',tshpff)); 
         
        filePart(i,1) = {struct('All',fileAll,'Globular',fileGlobs,... 
            'Fibrillar',fileFibs)}; 
        fileCompNames(i,1) = {[tempfiles(i-1,1).name(1,1:end-
4),'VS',tempfiles(i,1).name(1,1:end-4)]}; 
    end 
end 











































% Globular values 




















































% Find fibrillar 




















































fileAll = struct('Sums',ftsums,... 
    'Perimeter',ftperm,'CircumferentialRadius',ftcircr,... 
    'InscribedRadius',ftinscr,'InscribedRadiusFilled',ftinscf,... 
    'ECD',ftecd,'ShapeRatioFilled',ftshpf,... 
    'ShapeRatio',ftshpu,'PixelDensity',ftpixd,... 
    'ParticleDensity',ftpard); 
fileGlobs = struct('Unfilled',struct('Sums',tsumsug,... 
    'Perm',tpermug,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircrug,... 
    'InscribedRadius',tinscrug,'ECD',tecdug,... 
    'ShapeRatio',tshpug),'Filled',struct('Sums',tsumsfg,... 
    'Perm',tpermfg,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircfg,... 
    'InscribedRadius',tinscffg,'ECD',tecdfg,... 
    'ShapeRatio',tshpfg)); 
fileFibs = struct('Unfilled',struct('Sums',tsumsuf,... 
    'Perm',tpermuf,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircruf,... 
    'InscribedRadius',tinscruf,'ECD',tecduf,... 
    'ShapeRatio',tshpuf),'Filled',struct('Sums',tsumsff,... 
    'Perm',tpermff,'CircumferentialRadius',tcircff,... 
    'InscribedRadius',tinscfff,'ECD',tecdff,... 
    'ShapeRatio',tshpff)); 
  
filePart(1,1) = {struct('All',fileAll,'Globular',fileGlobs,... 




% Set Output Varibles 
% % end 
out = struct('AllPSFsBtwFiles',cell2struct(filePart,fileCompNames)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
  
% Step - Save Resegmented Data to Files 
otptnm = 'Comparison.mat'; %Make an input variable in future 
fprintf('Saving Data to File: ');fprintf(otptnm); 
fprintf('\n'); 
dat = date; 
cd(cdOld); 
if ~exist([cd,filesep,'Comparison_',dat],'dir') 




cd([cd,filesep,'Comparison_',dat]);%navigate to directory 
createEmptyMatFile;%create new mat file with no data 
tempfile = 'tempfile.mat';%just set the variable so it can be used more than 
once if desired 
save(tempfile,'out','-append','-v7.3');%add variable to mat file 
% dos(['del "',filename,'"']); 






    Segmented_Stack,Segmented_Den_Stack,deconv_data] =...%,spD,spO] =... 
    run_sample(zstack,blank,psf,varargin) 
% [den,SS,dec,spD,spO]=run_sample(data,blank,psf); 
% This function is the main function which runs all functions which 
% deconvolve and segment 3d microscope images of UHMWPE wear particles. 
%  






% Step 0 - Set all Variables (See setInputVariables() help for details) 
[~,~,~,~,sigma_inf,sigma,hp_cutoff,... 
    hp_order,nit,level,~,~] = setInputVariables(varargin); 
  
%Step 1:  Pre-processing 
%This function is simply to ask for the cropped region before processing of 
%data starts.  It could replace recrop() just before modelPsf, but this 
%extra step allows for all user entry to be set before calculations start. 
% [croppedZStack,numzlayers,startseg,cropRect] = cropStack(zstack); 
%#ok<ASGLU> 
  
%Step 2: Denoising 
zpad_data = zpad_help(zstack,level); 
denoised_data = wavelet_denoising(zpad_data, double(blank), level);%Sreeram 
pause(0.1); 
  
%Step 3: De-Convolution 
fprintf('\n');fprintf('Deconvolving Data');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
deconv_data = deblur3(denoised_data, psf, nit, hp_order, hp_cutoff);%Sreeram 
  
% fprintf('Expanding Image Stack');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
% sbD = subpixelBuffer(denoised_data,1); 
% sbO = subpixelBuffer(zstack,1); 
  
%Step 4: Collapse deblurred and original image stack to 2x resolution from 
% fprintf('\n');fprintf('Collapsing Image 
Stacks');fprintf('\n');fprintf('\n'); 
% scl = 0.5; %The scl value could become an input variable 
% spD = suprapixelBuffer(deconv_data,scl); 









% fprintf('Segmenting Deconvolved Data');fprintf('\n'); 
% Segmented_Object = 
adp_thresh3(croppedDeconvObject,sigma,sigma_inf);%deconv_data,threshold,sigma
,sigma_inf);%Sreeram 
% Segmented_Object_Alpha = segmentStack(croppedDeconvObject,'alpha',0.05); 
inverted_data = imcomplement(deconv_data); 
Segmented_Stack = adp_thresh3(inverted_data,sigma,sigma_inf); 
inverted_data2 = imcomplement(denoised_data); 






% This function loads all previously calculated and stored .mat files 
% output from run_calibration.m.  It then extracts the theoretical PSFs  
% from those .mat files and applies them to all image stacks defined using 
% a pop-up dialog box during processing.  The output is a structured array 
% containing all data related to newly loaded image stack. 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 9/30/2010 
  
% Step 0 - Load data from all reference calibration files 
if size(varargin,2) > 4 
    filenames = varargin{1,5}; 
    pathnames = varargin{1,6}; 
    stacknames = varargin{1,7}; 
    stackpath = varargin{1,8}; 
    data = load_sample_data(filenames, pathnames); 
    stacks = 
load_sample_stacks('20x',5,size(stacknames,1),stackpath,stacknames,'Yes',size
(stacknames,3)); 
    cdOld = cd; 
elseif size(varargin,2) == 1 && strcmp(varargin(:,1),'quickStart') 
    [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select Quick Start File'); 
    cd(pathname); 
    tempFile = load(filename); 
    varargin = tempFile.varargin; 
    data = tempFile.data; 
    stacks = tempFile.stacks; 
    cdOld = cd; 
else 
    data = load_sample_data; 
    stacks = load_sample_stacks; 








szd = size(data,1); 
szs = size(stacks,1); 
for j = 1:szd 
    %Step 1: Load in individual .mat file data 
    blank = data(j,1).Data.blank; 
    psf = data(j,1).Data.psf; 
    lensd = data(j,1).Data.lens; 
    nImzOut = data(j,1).Data.nImzOut; 
    zstepd = data(j,1).Data.zstep; 
    for i = 1:szs 
        % Step 2 - Load in sample images 
        zstack = stacks(i,1).Data.stack; 
        lens = stacks(i,1).Data.Lens; 
        zstep = stacks(i,1).Data.ZStep; 
        varargin{1,1} = 'lens'; varargin{1,2} = lens;% Hack 
        varargin{1,3} = 'zstep'; varargin{1,4} = zstep;% Hack 
         
        % Step 3 - Calculate values for zstack and output 
%         if strcmp(lensd,lens) && strcmp(zstepd,zstep) 
            [den,SS,sds,dec]=run_sample(zstack,blank,psf,varargin); %,spD,spO 
            out(i,1) = struct('Data',struct(['Psf',num2str(j),... %out(i+((j-
1)*szs),1) 
                'Stack',num2str(i)],{struct('DenoisedData',den,... 
                'SegmentedStack',SS,'DeconvolvedData',dec,... 
                'SegmentedDenoisedStack',sds)},'Lens',lensd,... 
                'CenterImageOfObject',nImzOut,'ZStep',zstepd)); 
%#ok<NASGU,AGROW> 
%                 The following lines can be added in when spD and spO 
%                 are wanted 
%                 
'SegmentedDenoisedStack',sds,'CollapsedDeconvolvedData',spD,... 
%                 'CollapsedRawData',spO)},'Lens',lensd,...  
                 
%         else 
%             out = []; 
%         end 
    end 
    fprintf('Saving Data to File. ');fprintf('\n'); 
    if ~exist(['Samples ',dt],'dir') 
        mkdir(['Samples ',dt]); 
    end 
    cd([cd,'\Samples ',dt]) 
    createEmptyMatFile; 
    filename = ['Sample',num2str(j),'.mat']; 
    tempfile = 'tempfile.mat'; 
    save(tempfile,'out','-append'); 
    %     dos(['del "',filename,'"']); 
    dos(['rename "',tempfile,'" "',filename,'"']); 
    cd(cdOld); 
    clear('zstack','lens','zstep','blank','psf','lensd','nImzOut',... 













% fprintf('ESEM Files:\n'); 
























function time = seconds2time(tLeft) 
% This function converts seconds into a more user friendly form. 
%  
% Assumption: Time will not exceed 6 years, at which point errors occur 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 4/21/2010 
  
s = mod(tLeft,60); 
if s == 0 
    sTime = []; 
else 
    if s == 1 
        sTime = [num2str(s),' sec']; 
    else 
        sTime = [num2str(s),' secs']; 
    end 
end 
  
if tLeft >= 60 
    m = mod((tLeft - s)/60,60); 
else 




if m == 0 
    mTime = []; 
else 
    if m == 1 
        mTime = [num2str(m),' min ']; 
    else 
        mTime = [num2str(m),' mins ']; 
    end 
end 
  
if tLeft >= 3600 
    h = mod((tLeft - m*60 - s)/3600,24); 
else 
    h = 0; 
end 
if h == 0 
    hTime = []; 
else 
    if h == 1 
        hTime = [num2str(h),' hr ']; 
    else 
        hTime = [num2str(h),' hrs ']; 
    end 
end 
  
if tLeft >= 86400 
    d = mod((tLeft - h*3600 - m*60 - s)/86400,30); 
else 
    d = 0; 
end 
if d == 0 
    dTime = []; 
else 
    if d == 1 
        dTime = [num2str(d),' day ']; 
    else 
        dTime = [num2str(d),' days ']; 
    end 
end 
  
if tLeft >= 2592000 
    mt = mod((tLeft - d*86400 - h*3600 - m*60 - s)/2592000,12); 
else 
    mt = 0; 
end 
if mt == 0 
    mtTime = []; 
else 
    if mt == 1 
        mtTime = [num2str(mt),' mnth ']; 
    else 
        mtTime = [num2str(mt),' mnths ']; 





if tLeft >= 31104000 
    y = (tLeft - mt*2392000 - d*86400 - h*3600 - m*60 - s)/31104000; 
else 
    y = 0; 
end 
if y == 0 
    yTime = []; 
else 
    if y == 1 
        if s/(31536000) < 1 
            yTime = []; 
            mt = 11; 
            mtTime = [num2str(mt),' mnths ']; 
        else 
            yTime = [num2str(y),' yr ']; 
        end 
    else 
        if s/(31536000*y) < 1 
            y = y-1; 
            yTime = [num2str(y),' yr ']; 
            mt = 11; 
            mtTime = [num2str(mt),' mnths ']; 
        else 
            yTime = [num2str(y),' yr ']; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% Correct for 5 day discrepency in calculations 
if d == y*5 
    dTime = []; 
end 
  








function bw = segmeanglobal(in,data,deltaThresh) 
% Segment using 2D image mean as a threshold value 
% 
% Created on: 3/16/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
bw = zeros(size(in)); 
ind = in < mval; 







function out = segmentSpread(in,data,ys,ye,nImz) 
% nImz - The central image of the image stack 'in' in the z direction 
  
t = ys - 1; 
b = size(in,3) - ye; 
deltaThreshVals = zeros(1,size(in,3)); 
  
if t > b 
    for j = (ye+1):size(in,3) 
        h = j - ye + 1; 
        k = ys + b - h + 2; 
        deltaThreshVals(h) = nImz/b*(j-ye-1); 
        deltaThreshVals(k) = nImz/b*(j-ys-1); 
    end 
    for m = ys:ye 
        deltaThreshVals(j) = nImz; 
    end 
elseif b > t 
    for j = 1:(ys-1) 
        k = ye + b - j; 
        deltaThreshVals(j) = nImz/t*(j-1); 
        deltaThreshVals(k) = nImz/t*(j-1); 
    end 
    for m = ys:ye 
        deltaThreshVals(j) = nImz; 
    end 
end 
  
out = zeros(size(in)); 
for i = 1:size(in,3) 
    temp = in(:,:,i); 
    %     ttemp = alphaSegment(temp,deltaThreshVals(i)); 
    ttemp = segmeanglobal(temp,data,deltaThreshVals(i)); 






function tout = segmentStack(O,method,var) 
% Segments 3D objects from a stack of images using a thresholding function. 
% 
% Inputs: 
%     O - A binary image stack or 3D matrix with a 3D Object 
%     method - a string input ('alpha' or 'mean') which determines method 
%     to be used to segment stack 
%     var - a threshold value which in the case of method = 'mean' 
%     indicates the value at which the stack will be segmented.  In the 
%     case that method = 'alpha' var is the difference that is required 
%     in order for the program to decide an object exists. (default = 0.05) 
% 
% Outputs: 
%     tout - The segmented image stack 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 




if nargin < 3 
    var = 0; 
end 
  
in = O; 
tout = zeros(size(in)); 
for i = 1:size(in,3) 
    temp = in(:,:,i); 
    %     ttemp = seghisteq(temp); %Can use different segmentation methods 
    %     ttemp = segmeanlocal(temp); 
    switch method 
        %var has a different meaning in cas 'mean' than in case 'alpha' 
        case 'mean' 
            ttemp = segmeanglobal(temp,in,var); 
        case 'alpha' 
            ttemp = alphaSegment(temp,var); 
        otherwise 
            error('The method you selected is invalid'); 
    end 







    closeDoc,yaxis,addChart,direction] = setExcelVariables(varargin) 
% Determine if user input any variable values and assigns them to 
% the appropriate variable(s).  For required variables that have not been 
% input by the user, set to default values.  All input is case insensitive. 
% 
% Input Format: 
%     [varA,varB,etc...] = function('var1',value1,'var2',value2,etc...); 
% 
% Variables: 
%     x - The data vector which defines the x-axis of the output 
%     y - The data vector which defines the y-axis of the output 
%     c - The chart type for the x-y data 
%     xlabel - Label on the x-axis 
%     ylabel - Label on the y-axis 
%     filename - Name of file to be edited/created 
%     filepath - Path to file to be edited/created 
%     titleText - Title to be displayed on chart. 
% 
% Example: 
% [x,y,c,xl,yl,fn,fp] = setInputVariables('filename','file.xls','c',65); 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/25/2011 
if ~isempty(varargin{1,1}) 
    try 
        if ~isempty(varargin{1,1}{1,1}) 
            for n = 1:2:length(varargin{1,1}{1,1}) 
                switch(lower(varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n})) 
                    case 'x' 
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                        x = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                        if iscell(x) 
                            x = cell2mat_buffered(x); 
                        end 
                    case 'y' 
                        y = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'c' 
                        c = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'xlabel' 
                        xlabel = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                        if iscell(xlabel) 
                            xlabel = cell2mat_buffered(xlabel); 
                        end 
                    case 'ylabel' 
                        ylabel = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                        if iscell(ylabel) 
                            ylabel = cell2mat_buffered(ylabel); 
                        end 
                    case 'yaxis' 
                        yaxis = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'filename' 
                        filename = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'filepath' 
                        filepath = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'titletext' 
                        titleText = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'sheetname' 
                        sheetname = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'closedoc' 
                        closeDoc = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'addchart' 
                        addChart = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'direction' 
                        direction = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    otherwise 
                        error(['Unknown input variable 
"',varargin{1,1}{n},'". See ''Help'' documentation.']); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    catch exception 
        for n = 1:2:length(varargin{1,1}) 
            switch(lower(varargin{1,1}{n})) 
                case 'x' 
                    x = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    if iscell(x) 
                        x = cell2mat_buffered(x); 
                    end 
                case 'y' 
                    y = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'c' 
                    c = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'xlabel' 
                    xlabel = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    if iscell(xlabel) 
                        xlabel = cell2mat_buffered(xlabel); 
                    end 
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                case 'ylabel' 
                    ylabel = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    if iscell(ylabel) 
                        ylabel = cell2mat_buffered(ylabel); 
                    end 
                case 'yaxis' 
                    yaxis = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'filename' 
                    filename = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'filepath' 
                    filepath = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'titletext' 
                    titleText = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'sheetname' 
                     sheetname = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'closedoc' 
                    closeDoc = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'addchart' 
                    addChart = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'direction' 
                    direction = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case '-b1-vr34+uj=;0~*|ct,>dsf56' %Shouldn't be reached 
                    throw(exception); 
                otherwise 
                    error(['Unknown input variable "',varargin{1,1}{n},'". 
See ''Help'' documentation.']); 
            end 
        end 




    x = (0:2:100)'; 
end 
if ~exist('y','var') 
    y = sin(x); 
end 
if ~exist('c','var') 
    c = -1; 
end 
if ~exist('xlabel','var') 
    xlabel = 'X'; 
end 
if ~exist('ylabel','var') 
    for ind = 1:size(y,2) 
        ylabel(ind,:) = 'Y'; 
    end 
elseif size(ylabel,1) < size(y,2) 
    for ind = 2:size(y,2) 
        ylabel(ind,:) = ylabel(1,:); 
    end 
end 
if ~exist('yaxis','var') 
    yaxis = NaN; 
end 
if ~exist('filename','var') 





    filepath = userpath; 
    filepath = filepath(1:end-1); 
end 
if ~exist('titleText','var') 
    if size(ylabel,1) > 1 
        ytemp = ylabel(1,:); 
        titleText = [xlabel,', ',ytemp(ytemp~=' ')]; 
        for ind = 2:size(y,2)-1 
            ytemp = ylabel(ind,:); 
            titleText = [titleText,', ',ytemp(ytemp~=' ')]; %#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
        ytemp = ylabel(size(y,2),:); 
        titleText = [titleText,' and ',ytemp(ytemp~=' ')]; 
        titleText = [titleText,' Data']; 
    else 
        titleText = [xlabel,' and ',ylabel,' Data']; 
    end 
end 
if ~exist('sheetname','var') 
    sheetname = 'Data'; 
end 
if ~exist('closeDoc','var') 
    closeDoc = 1; 
end 
if ~exist('addChart','var') 
    addChart = 1; 
end 
if ~exist('direction','var') 







    hp_order,nit,level,zstep,lens,saveCrop,maxIterations]... 
    = setInputVariables(varargin) 
% Determine if user input any variable values and assigns them to 
% the appropriate variable(s).  For required variables that have not been 
% input by the user, set to default values.  All input is case insensitive. 
% 
% Input Format: 
%     [varA,varB,etc...] = function('var1',value1,'var2',value2,etc...); 
% 
% Variables: 
%     subpixel - Boolean which determines whether images will be expanded 
%     prior to being deconvolved.  Allows for filters to be applied at a 
%     subpixel level. 
%     suprapixel - Boolean which determines whether images will be 
%     collapsed prior to being deconvolved.  Decreases resolution to 
%     approach the resolving limit of the capture device. 
%     optimize - Boolean which determines if 3 or 6 variables in the Gibson 
%     PSF modelling equation will be varied. 
%     preprocess - Boolean which determines if preprocessing of images will 
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%     occur before segmentation. 
%     sigma_inf - Standard deviation of adaptive thresholding gaussian window 
at infinity. 
%     sigma - Initial standard deviation of adaptive thresholding gaussian 
window. 
%     cutoff - normalized cutoff frequency ( 0 – 1) default value .01 
%     order - order of high pass filter (default value of 6) 
%     iterations - # of iterations for deconvolution (default 10) 
%     level - level must be a strictly positive integer (see WMAXLEV for 
%     more information). 2^level must divide size(X,1) and size(X,2). 
%     zstep - Number of increments per step between input images. 
%     lens - Magnification level of microscope during image capture. 
%     saveCrop - Boolean which determines whether to process entire zstack 
%     maxiIterations - The number of iterations modelpsf will attempt 
% 
% Outputs: 
%     sub - Output value of subpixel. Default = 0. 
%     sup - Output value of suprapixel. Default = 0. 
%     optimize - Output value of optimize. Default = 0. 
%     preprocess - Output value of preprocess. Default = 0. 
%     sigma_inf - Output value of sigma_inf. Default = 0.1. 
%     sigma - Output value of sigma. Default = 2. 
%     hp_cutoff - Output value of cutoff. Default = 0.01. 
%     hp_order - Output value of order. Default = 6. 
%     nit - Output value of iterations. Default = 10. 
%     level - Output value of level. Default = 1. 
%     zstep - Output value of zstep. Default = 5. 
%     lens - Output value of lens. Default = '20x'. 
%     saveCrop - Output value of saveCrop. Default = 1. 
%     maxIterations - Output value of maxIterations. Default = 10. 
% 
% Example: 
% [sb,sp,o,p,si,s,c,or,i,lv,z,l] = setInputVariables('level','2','zstep',5); 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/18/2010 
  
if ~isempty(varargin{1,1}) 
    ME1 = MException('varargin:doubleInput', ''); 
    try 
        if ~isempty(varargin{1,1}{1,1}) 
            for n = 1:2:length(varargin{1,1}) 
                switch(lower(varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n})) 
                    case 'lens' 
                        lens = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'zstep' 
                        zstep = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'level' 
                        level = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'iterations' 
                        nit = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'order' 
                        hp_order = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'cutoff' 
                        hp_cutoff = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'sigma' 
                        sigma = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
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                    case 'sigma_inf' 
                        sigma_inf = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'preprocess' 
                        preprocess = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'optimize' 
                        optimize = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'subpixel' 
                        sub = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                        if sub ~= 0 
                            if any(varargin{1,1}{1,1} == 'suprapixel') 
                                ind = find(varargin{1,1}{1,1} == 
'suprapixel'); 
                                if varargin{1,1}{1,1}{ind+1} ~= 0 
                                    error('Incompatible input variables. 
''subpixel'' and ''suprapixel'' cannot both be ''True''.'); 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    case 'suprapixel' 
                        sup = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                        if sup ~= 0 
                            if any(varargin{1,1}{1,1} == 'subpixel') 
                                ind = find(varargin{1,1}{1,1} == 'subpixel'); 
                                if varargin{1,1}{1,1}{ind+1} ~= 0 
                                    error('Incompatible input variables. 
''subpixel'' and ''suprapixel'' cannot both be ''True''.'); 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    case 'savecrop' 
                        saveCrop = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    case 'maxiterations' 
                        maxIterations = varargin{1,1}{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    otherwise 
                        error('Unknown input variable. See ''Help'' 
documentation.'); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    catch ME1 
        ME1; 
        for n = 1:2:length(varargin) 
            switch(lower(varargin{1,1}{n})) 
                case 'lens' 
                    lens = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'zstep' 
                    zstep = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'level' 
                    level = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'iterations' 
                    nit = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'order' 
                    hp_order = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'cutoff' 
                    hp_cutoff = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'sigma' 
                    sigma = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
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                case 'sigma_inf' 
                    sigma_inf = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'preprocess' 
                    preprocess = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'optimize' 
                    optimize = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'subpixel' 
                    sub = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    if sub ~= 0 
                        if any(varargin{1,1} == 'suprapixel') 
                            ind = find(varargin{1,1} == 'suprapixel'); 
                            if varargin{1,1}{ind+1} ~= 0 
                                error('Incompatible input variables. 
''subpixel'' and ''suprapixel'' cannot both be ''True''.'); 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                case 'suprapixel' 
                    sup = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                    if sup ~= 0 
                        if any(varargin{1,1} == 'subpixel') 
                            ind = find(varargin{1,1} == 'subpixel'); 
                            if varargin{1,1}{ind+1} ~= 0 
                                error('Incompatible input variables. 
''subpixel'' and ''suprapixel'' cannot both be ''True''.'); 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                case 'savecrop' 
                    saveCrop = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                case 'maxiterations' 
                    maxIterations = varargin{1,1}{n+1}; 
                otherwise 
                    error('Unknown input variable. See ''Help'' 
documentation.'); 
            end 
        end 




    sub = 0; 
end 
if ~exist('sup','var') 
    sup = 0; 
end 
if ~exist('optimize','var') 
    optimize = 0; 
end 
if ~exist('preprocess','var') 
    preprocess = 0; 
end 
if ~exist('sigma_inf','var') 
    sigma_inf = 0.1; 
end 
if ~exist('sigma','var') 





    hp_cutoff = 0.01; 
end 
if ~exist('hp_order','var') 
    hp_order = 6; 
end 
if ~exist('nit','var') 
    nit = 10; 
end 
if ~exist('level','var') 
    level = 1; 
end 
if ~exist('zstep','var') 
    zstep = 5; 
end 
if ~exist('lens','var') 
    lens = '20x'; 
end 
if ~exist('saveCrop','var') 
    saveCrop = 1; 
end 
if ~exist('maxIterations','var') 






function [bout,dout] = skimPSF(bin,data) 
% This function eliminates image layers in the input stack that do not have 
% an object of interest based on pre-deconvolution segmentation 
  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/10/2010 
it = 1; 
for i = 2:size(bin,3) %starts at 2 since first slice after denoising is 
always weird 
    temp = bin(:,:,i); 
    if ~all(temp(:)) == 1 
        if any(temp(:)) == 1 
            bout(:,:,it) = temp; %#ok<AGROW> 
            dout(:,:,it) = data(:,:,i); %#ok<AGROW> 
            it = it + 1; 
        end 








% sm1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
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% sm1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd1m = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd1s = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd1v = PSFValOut_um.PSF1.PSF1PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
%  
% %% 
% sm2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
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% if2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd2m = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd2s = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd2v = PSFValOut_um.PSF2.PSF2PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
%  
% %% 
% sm3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
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% px3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd3m = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd3s = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd3v = PSFValOut_um.PSF3.PSF3PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
%  
% %% 
% sm4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd4m = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd4s = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd4v = PSFValOut_um.PSF4.PSF4PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
%  
% %% 
% sm5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
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% cr5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd5m = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd5s = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd5v = PSFValOut_um.PSF5.PSF5PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
%  
% %% 
% sm6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
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% sf6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd6m = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd6s = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd6v = PSFValOut_um.PSF6.PSF6PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
%  
% %% 
% sm7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px7v = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd7m = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd7s = PSFValOut_um.PSF7.PSF7PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 





% sm8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8Sums_um.meanParticleSums; 
% sm8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8Sums_um.stdParticleSums; 
% sm8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8Sums_um.varParticleSums; 
%  
% pm8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8Perm_um.meanParticlePerimeter; 
% pm8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8Perm_um.stdParticlePerimeter; 
% pm8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8Perm_um.varParticlePerimeter; 
%  
% cr8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8CircRad_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8CircRad_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
% cr8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8CircRad_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius; 
%  
% ir8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8InscRad_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8InscRad_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius; 
% ir8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8InscRad_um.varParticleInscribedRadius; 
%  
% if8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8InscFil_um.meanParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8InscFil_um.stdParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
% if8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8InscFil_um.varParticleInscribedFilledRadius; 
%  
% cd8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8ECD_um.meanParticleECD; 
% cd8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8ECD_um.stdParticleECD; 
% cd8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8ECD_um.varParticleECD; 
%  
% sf8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8shpf_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8shpf_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% sf8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8shpf_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% su8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8shpu_um.meanParticleShapeRatio; 
% su8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8shpu_um.stdParticleShapeRatio; 
% su8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8shpu_um.varParticleShapeRatio; 
%  
% px8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8PixDen_um.meanParticlePixelDensity; 
% px8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8PixDen_um.stdParticlePixelDensity; 
% px8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8PixDen_um.varParticlePixelDensity; 
%  
% pd8m = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8PartDen_um.meanParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd8s = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8PartDen_um.stdParticleParticleDensity; 
% pd8v = PSFValOut_um.PSF8.PSF8PartDen_um.varParticleParticleDensity; 
  
%% 
AllOut_um = PSFValOut_um; 
sms = AllOut_um.ParticleSums_um.ParticleSums_um; 
  
prm = AllOut_um.ParticlePerimeter_um.ParticlePerimeter_um; 
  
crc = AllOut_um.CircumscribedRadius_um.ParticleCircumscribedRadius_um; 
  
inr = AllOut_um.InscribedRadius_um.ParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
  
inf = AllOut_um.InscribedRadiusFilled_um.ParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
  
ecd = AllOut_um.ECD_um.ParticleECD_um; 
  




shu = AllOut_um.UnfilledShapeRatio_um.ParticleShapeUnfilled_um; 
  
particleArr = [sms,prm,crc,inr,inf,ecd,shf,shu]; 
  
pix = AllOut_um.PixelDensity_um.ParticlePixelDensity_um; 
  
par = AllOut_um.ParticleDensity_um.ParticleParticleDensity_um; 
  
densityArr = [pix,par]; 
  
%% 
smm = AllOut_um.ParticleSums_um.meanParticleSums_um; 
smd = AllOut_um.ParticleSums_um.stdParticleSums_um; 
smv = AllOut_um.ParticleSums_um.varParticleSums_um; 
  
pmm = AllOut_um.ParticlePerimeter_um.meanParticlePerimeter_um; 
pmd = AllOut_um.ParticlePerimeter_um.stdParticlePerimeter_um; 
pmv = AllOut_um.ParticlePerimeter_um.varParticlePerimeter_um; 
  
crm = AllOut_um.CircumscribedRadius_um.meanParticleCircumscribedRadius_um; 
crd = AllOut_um.CircumscribedRadius_um.stdParticleCircumscribedRadius_um; 
crv = AllOut_um.CircumscribedRadius_um.varParticleCircumscribedRadius_um; 
  
irm = AllOut_um.InscribedRadius_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
ird = AllOut_um.InscribedRadius_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
irv = AllOut_um.InscribedRadius_um.varParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
  
ifm = AllOut_um.InscribedRadiusFilled_um.meanParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
ifd = AllOut_um.InscribedRadiusFilled_um.stdParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
ifv = AllOut_um.InscribedRadiusFilled_um.varParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
  
cdm = AllOut_um.ECD_um.meanParticleECD_um; 
cdd = AllOut_um.ECD_um.stdParticleECD_um; 
cdv = AllOut_um.ECD_um.varParticleECD_um; 
  
sfm = AllOut_um.FilledShapeRatio_um.meanParticleShapeFilled_um; 
sfd = AllOut_um.FilledShapeRatio_um.stdParticleShapeFilled_um; 
sfv = AllOut_um.FilledShapeRatio_um.varParticleShapeFilled_um; 
  
sum = AllOut_um.UnfilledShapeRatio_um.meanParticleShapeUnfilled_um; 
sud = AllOut_um.UnfilledShapeRatio_um.stdParticleShapeUnfilled_um; 
suv = AllOut_um.UnfilledShapeRatio_um.varParticleShapeUnfilled_um; 
  
pxm = AllOut_um.PixelDensity_um.meanParticlePixelDensity_um; 
pxd = AllOut_um.PixelDensity_um.stdParticlePixelDensity_um; 
pxv = AllOut_um.PixelDensity_um.varParticlePixelDensity_um; 
  
pdm = AllOut_um.ParticleDensity_um.meanParticleParticleDensity_um; 
pdd = AllOut_um.ParticleDensity_um.stdParticleParticleDensity_um; 









function [sms,prm,crc,inr,inf,ecd,shf,shu,pix,par] = sortAnalysisData(in) 
% This function sorts the data from the output of run_analysis and outputs 
% it into easy to manage lists of data. 
  
sms = in.allOut_um.ParticleSums_um.ParticleSums_um; 
  
prm = in.allOut_um.ParticlePerimeter_um.ParticlePerimeter_um; 
  
crc = in.allOut_um.CircumscribedRadius_um.ParticleCircumscribedRadius_um; 
  
inr = in.allOut_um.InscribedRadius_um.ParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
  
inf = in.allOut_um.InscribedRadiusFilled_um.ParticleInscribedRadius_um; 
  
ecd = in.allOut_um.ECD_um.ParticleECD_um; 
  
shf = in.allOut_um.FilledShapeRatio_um.ParticleShapeFilled_um; 
  
shu = in.allOut_um.UnfilledShapeRatio_um.ParticleShapeUnfilled_um; 
  
% particleArr = [sms,prm,crc,inr,inf,ecd,shf,shu]; 
  
pix = in.allOut_um.PixelDensity_um.ParticlePixelDensity_um; 
  
par = in.allOut_um.ParticleDensity_um.ParticleParticleDensity_um; 
  






% Takes the output from run_comparison2, sorts it, and exports to excel. 
cd(directory); 
tempfiles = dir([directory,'\*.mat']); 
filename = tempfiles(1,1).name;%i,1).name; 
fprintf('Loading Data from File: ');fprintf(' %s',filename);fprintf('\n'); 
out = load(filename); %filedata = ... 
  
try  
    out = out.out; 





















PSumsAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.Sums.pValue; 
CSumsAlldn = 
out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.Sums.ConfidenceInterval; 
TSumsAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.Sums.Stats.tstat; 
DSumsAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.Sums.Stats.df; 
SSumsAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.Sums.Stats.sd; 
MSumsAlldc = 
out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.ESEMDataVSDeconvolvedData.All.Sums.Significance; 





DSumsAlldc = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.ESEMDataVSDeconvolvedData.All.Sums.Stats.df; 



















































































































































































































































































MECDAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.ECD.Significance; 
PECDAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.ECD.pValue; 
CECDAlldn = 
out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.ECD.ConfidenceInterval; 
TECDAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.ECD.Stats.tstat; 
DECDAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.ECD.Stats.df; 
SECDAlldn = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.DenoisedDataVSESEMData.All.ECD.Stats.sd; 
MECDAlldc = 
out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.ESEMDataVSDeconvolvedData.All.ECD.Significance; 





DECDAlldc = out.AllPSFsBtwFiles.ESEMDataVSDeconvolvedData.All.ECD.Stats.df; 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dat = date; dat = [dat(4:7),dat(1:3),dat(8:end)]; 
cols = ['Significance         '; 
        'p-Value              '; 
        'Confidence Interval 1'; 
        'Confidence Interval 2'; 
        'T-Stat               '; 
        'Degrees of Freedom   '; 
        'Standard Deviation   ']; 
rowsall = ['Particle Sums                  '; 
           'Particle Perimeters            '; 
           'Smallest Circumscribed Radius  '; 
           'Largest Inscribed Radius       '; 
           'Largest Filled Inscribed Radius'; 
           'Equivalent Circle Diameter     '; 
           'Filled Shape Ratio (FICCR)     '; 
           'Unfilled Shape Ratio (UICCR)   '; 
           'Pixel Density                  '; 
           'Particle Density               ']; 
rowssplit = ['Particle Sums                  '; 
             'Particle Perimeters            '; 
             'Smallest Circumscribed Radius  '; 
             'Largest Inscribed Radius       '; 
             'Equivalent Circle Diameter     '; 
             'Shape Ratio (ICCR)             ']; 
labs = ['DenAndDec'; 
    'DenAndSem'; 
    'DecAndSem']; 
for i = 1:3 
    excelInterface('x',rowsall,'y',AllData(:,:,i),'xlabel',labs(i,:),... 
        
'ylabel',cols,'sheetname','All','filename',['Comparison_',dat,'.xlsx'],... 
        'direction','vertical','addChart',0); 
    excelInterface('x',rowssplit,'y',GlobDataU(:,:,i),'xlabel',labs(i,:),... 
        
'ylabel',cols,'sheetname','GlobularUnfilled','filename',['Comparison_',dat,'.
xlsx'],... 
        'direction','vertical','addChart',0); 
    excelInterface('x',rowssplit,'y',GlobDataF(:,:,i),'xlabel',labs(i,:),... 
264 
 
        
'ylabel',cols,'sheetname','GlobularFilled','filename',['Comparison_',dat,'.xl
sx'],... 
        'direction','vertical','addChart',0); 
    excelInterface('x',rowssplit,'y',FibDataU(:,:,i),'xlabel',labs(i,:),... 
        
'ylabel',cols,'sheetname','FibrillarUnfilled','filename',['Comparison_',dat,'
.xlsx'],... 
        'direction','vertical','addChart',0); 
    excelInterface('x',rowssplit,'y',FibDataF(:,:,i),'xlabel',labs(i,:),... 
        
'ylabel',cols,'sheetname','FibrillarFilled','filename',['Comparison_',dat,'.x
lsx'],... 






function [cored,nImzOut] = stackExtract(O) 
% Executes a series of functions that extract 3D binary object information  
% from a 3D image stack object, and outputs the cored stack. 
% 
% Created on: 5/13/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
tout = segmentStack(O,'mean'); %Global Mean 
iout = isolate3DBinaryObject(tout,O);%could select point by adding an input 
argument = 0 
[bout,dout] = skimPSF(iout,O); 
[rdout,~,~,nImzOut,ys1,ye1] = centerImageOfPSF(bout,dout); 
aout = segmentSpread(rdout,O,ys1,ye1,0.05); %Image Mean 
%out = segmentStack(rdout,'mean',0.05); 
iout2 = isolate3DBinaryObject(aout,O,nImzOut);%could select point by adding 
an input argument = 0 
[rdout2,~,~,nImz,~,~] = centerImageOfPSF(iout2,rdout); 
fout = segmentStack(rdout2,'alpha',0.05); %Alpha Threshold 
iout3 = isolate3DBinaryObject(fout,O,nImz);%could select point by adding an 
input argument = 0 
[rdout3,nImx,nImy,nImz,ys,ye] = centerImageOfPSF(iout3,rdout2); 
[pout] = pStack(rdout3,nImx,nImy,nImz); 
cored = coreStack(pout,ys,ye); 
end 
  
function [pout] = pStack(rdout,nImx,nImy,nImz) 
pout1 = planeStack(rdout,nImz); 
pout2 = permute(pout1,[3 2 1]); 
pout3 = planeStack(pout2,nImy); 
pout4 = permute(pout3,[3 2 1]); 
pout5 = permute(pout4,[1 3 2]); 
pout6 = planeStack(pout5,nImx); 







function [psfVars,corrVals] = stackRegistration(cored,ttestarray,varvals) 
% Executes a series of functions that extract 3D binary object information  
% from a 3D image stack object, determines the best values for calculating  
% the theoretical psf, and outputs the psf values, the errors associated 
% with those values. 
% 
% Created on: 5/13/10 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
  
% [aout] = AlignImageStack(sout);nIm = centerImageOfPSF(aout);cored = 
coreStack(aout,O,nIm); 
[ncc,mi,mj] = stackCorrelation(cored,ttestarray); 





function bb = subpixelBuffer(imstack,pix,filter) 
% This function increases the number of pixels of an image in 3D, and 
% adds a border buffer to protect image data during processing. 
% 
% Inputs: 
% imstack - A 3D stack of images 
% pix - The number of pixels around each image pixel to expand 
% filter - The filter being used to deconvolve the image stack.  If this 
% input exists a buffer area is added around the image stack 
% 
% Output: 
% bb - A 3D matrix that has been expanded to allow for sub-pixel 
% resolution, and that may have a border to limit edge effects from 
% deconvolution filtering. 
% 
% Example: 
% I = rand(10,10,10); 
% J = rand(3,3,3); 
% K = subpixelBuffer(I,1,J); 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/12/2010 
  
if nargin < 3 
    buffer = 0; 
elseif nargin == 3; 
    buffer = 1; 
else 
    error('Too many input variables.'); 
end 
  
ct = pix*2+1; 
eb = zeros(size(imstack)*ct); %expandedBuffer 
sz = size(eb,3); 
for i = 1:ct:sz 
    it = (i+ct-1)/ct; 
    for j = i:(i+ct-1) 
        eb(:,:,j) = expandIM(imstack(:,:,it),pix); 






    [rf,cf,sf] = size(filter); 
    rb = floor(rf/2); cb = floor(cf/2); sb = floor(sf/2); 
    [rg,cg,sg] = size(eb); 
    bb = zeros(rg+(2*rb),cg+(2*cb),sg+(2*sb)); %borderBuffer 
    bb(1+rb:end-rb,1+cb:end-cb,1+sb:end-sb) = eb; 
else 






function bb = suprapixelBuffer(imstack,scl,filter) 
% This function decreases the number of pixels of an image in 3D, and 
% adds a border buffer to protect image data during processing. 
% 
% Inputs: 
% imstack - A 3D stack of images 
% scl - The scale to which the image stack will be redimensionalized 
% filter - The filter being used to deconvolve the image stack.  If this 
% input exists a buffer area is added around the image stack 
% 
% Output: 
% bb - A 3D matrix that has been collapsed to allow for supra-pixel 
% resolution, and that may have a border to limit edge effects from 
% deconvolution filtering. 
% 
% Example: 
% I = rand(10,10,10); 
% J = rand(3,3,3); 
% K = subpixelBuffer(I,1,J); 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/12/2010 
  
if nargin < 3 
    buffer = 0; 
elseif nargin == 3; 
    buffer = 1; 
else 
    error('Too many input variables.'); 
end 
  
zscl = scl; xyscl = zscl/2; %The scl values could become input variables 
eb = redim(imstack,[xyscl,xyscl,zscl],'linear');  
  
if buffer 
    [rf,cf,sf] = size(filter); 
    rb = floor(rf/2); cb = floor(cf/2); sb = floor(sf/2); 
    [rg,cg,sg] = size(eb); 
    bb = zeros(rg+(2*rb),cg+(2*cb),sg+(2*sb)); %borderBuffer 










function out = trimPSF(in) 
% 6/18/2010 
sums = zeros(1,size(in,3)); 
for i = 1:size(in,3) 
    sums(i) = sum(sum(in(:,:,i))); 
end 
meanOfSums = mean(sums(:)); 
  
out = in; 
for j = 1:round(size(in,3)/2) 
    if sums(j) < meanOfSums 
        out(:,:,j) = 1; 
    else 
        break 
    end 
end 
for j = 1:round(size(in,3)/2) 
    k = size(in,3) - j + 1; 
    if sums(k) < meanOfSums 
        out(:,:,k) = 1; 
    else 
        break 






function out = values(val,vargin) 
% This function acts the same as ones() or zeros() but for a specified 
% value, which is the first input.  The input 'val' can be a string, but 




% values('Hello World',[15,1]); 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 4/23/2010 
  
out = zeros(vargin); 
  
if ischar(val) 
    out(:) = 10^(length(val)-1); 
    out = num2str(out); 
    for i = 1:size(out,1) 
        out(i,:) = val; 










function range = varGen(old,pv) 
% This function helps create i range of values for one variable. 
% The output variable length 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 5/11/2010 
  
sz = length(pv)*3; 
range = zeros(sz,1); 
for i = 1:3:sz 
    temp = find(old == pv((i+2)/3)); 
    loc = temp(1); 
    range(i:i+2) = varSpread(old,loc); 
end 
srange = sort(range); 
urange = unique(srange); 
while length(urange) ~= length(srange) 
    if length(srange) > 1000 
        trange = zeros(1000,1); 
        trangelow = min(srange(:)); 
        trangehigh = max(srange(:)); 
        trange(1:500) = trangelow; 
        trange(501:1000) = trangehigh; 
    end 
    range = adjustRange(srange); 
    srange = sort(range); 






function [arrout] = varRange3(oldRanges,psfVars,optimize) 
% This function creates a range of values for all variables, and combines 
% them into a single range array.  The output is an array of all  
% combinations of variable ranges. 
%  
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 4/22/2010 
  
% Generate variable ranges for arrays 
abold = oldRanges(:,1); 
abpv = psfVars(:,1); 
abrange = varGen(abold,abpv); 
cold = oldRanges(:,2); 
cpv = psfVars(:,2); 
crange = varGen(cold,cpv); 
lamold = oldRanges(:,3); 
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lampv = psfVars(:,3); 
lamrange = varGen(lamold,lampv); 
Tsold = oldRanges(:,4); 
Tspv = psfVars(:,4); 
Tsrange = varGen(Tsold,Tspv); 
  
if optimize 
    NAold = oldRanges(:,5); 
    NApv = psfVars(:,5); 
    NArange = varGen(NAold,NApv); 
    star_zdold = oldRanges(:,6); 
    star_zdpv = psfVars(:,6); 
    star_zdrange = varGen(star_zdold,star_zdpv); 
    Mold = oldRanges(:,7); 
    Mpv = psfVars(:,7); 
    Mrange = varGen(Mold,Mpv); 
%     vars = [abrange,crange,lamrange,Tsrange,NArange,star_zdrange,Mrange]; 
% else 
%     vars = [abrange,crange,lamrange,Tsrange]; 
end 
  
% Create variable array 
arr = []; 
if optimize 
    for i = 1:3:size(psfVars,1) 
        [abarr,carr,lamarr,Tsarr,NAarr,star_zdarr,Marr] =... 
            
ndgrid(abrange(i:i+2),crange(i:i+2),lamrange(i:i+2),Tsrange(i:i+2),... 
            NArange(i:i+2),star_zdrange(i:i+2),Mrange(i:i+2)); 
        arr = 
[arr;abarr(1:end)',carr(1:end)',lamarr(1:end)',Tsarr(1:end)',... 
            NAarr(1:end)',star_zdarr(1:end)',Marr(1:end)']; %#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
else 
    for i = 1:3:size(psfVars,1) 
        [abarr,carr,lamarr,Tsarr] =... 
            
ndgrid(abrange(i:i+2),crange(i:i+2),lamrange(i:i+2),Tsrange(i:i+2)); 
        arr = [arr;abarr(1:end)',carr(1:end)',lamarr(1:end)',Tsarr(1:end)']; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
end 
arrout = unique(arr,'rows'); 





function out = varSpread(oldRange,loc) 
% This function helps create a range of values for one variable. 
% The output always has a length of 3. 
% 
% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created On: 4/22/2010 
  
if loc == length(oldRange); 
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    mid = oldRange(loc); 
    high = oldRange(loc) + (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
    low = oldRange(loc) - (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
else 
    if mod(loc,3) == 1 
        mid = oldRange(loc); 
        high = oldRange(loc) + (oldRange(loc+1)-oldRange(loc))/2; 
        low = oldRange(loc) - (oldRange(loc+1)-oldRange(loc))/2; 
    elseif mod(loc,3) == 2 
        mid = oldRange(loc); 
        high = oldRange(loc) + (oldRange(loc+1)-oldRange(loc))/2; 
        low = oldRange(loc) - (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
    elseif mod(loc,3) == 0 
        mid = oldRange(loc); 
        high = oldRange(loc) + (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
        low = oldRange(loc) - (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
    else 
        % Probably unnecessary, but coded just in case. 
        if loc == length(oldRange); 
            mid = oldRange(loc); 
            high = oldRange(loc) + (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
            low = oldRange(loc) - (oldRange(loc)-oldRange(loc-1))/2; 
        else 
            mid = oldRange(loc); 
            high = oldRange(loc) + (oldRange(loc+1)-oldRange(loc))/2; 
            low = oldRange(loc) - (oldRange(loc+1)-oldRange(loc))/2; 
        end 
    end 
end 
if low <= 0 
    mhpow = powerOfTen(high) - powerOfTen(mid); 
%     hscale = high/10^mhpow; 
%     mhdiff = hscale - mid; 
    lowPow = powerOfTen(mid) - mhpow; 
    low = (rand())*10^(lowPow+1); %rand is not best solution, but works 
end 





function [denoised_data] = wavelet_denoising(contrast_Red,blank,level) 
noi_var = var(blank(:)) + .004; %variance of the noise in the blank stack 
sz = size(contrast_Red,3); 
for j = 1:sz 
    I = contrast_Red(:,:,j); % reading the 1st image 
    fprintf(['-> Working on Denoising image # %i of %i\n'], j,sz); 
    fprintf('Decomposing image \n'); 
    [swa,swh,swv,swd] = swt2(I,level,'db1'); 
    fprintf('Computing thresholds for all sub-bands \n'); 
    % computing standard deviations of detail coefficients 
    std_dev_h = zeros(level,1); 
    std_dev_v = zeros(level,1); 
    std_dev_d = zeros(level,1); 
    a = size(swh,1)*size(swh,2); 
    th = zeros(1, a); 
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    tv = zeros(1, a); 
    td = zeros(1, a); 
    for i = 1:level 
        tmph = swh(:,:,i); 
        tmpv = swv(:,:,i); 
        tmpd = swd(:,:,i); 
        th(1:a) = tmph(1:a); 
        tv(1:a) = tmpv(1:a); 
        td(1:a) = tmpd(1:a); 
        std_dev_h(i) = sqrt(var(th)); 
        std_dev_v(i) = sqrt(var(tv)); 
        std_dev_d(i) = sqrt(var(td)); 
    end 
    % calculating the thresholds 
    for i = 1:level 
        L = length(swh(:,:,i)); 
        beta(i) = sqrt(log(L./level)); 
        thr_h(i) = beta(i).*((noi_var./std_dev_h(i))) ; 
        thr_v(i) = beta(i).*((noi_var./std_dev_v(i))) ; %#ok<*AGROW> 
        thr_d(i) = beta(i).*((noi_var./std_dev_d(i))) ; 
    end 
    % applying the thresholds to the detail coefficients 
    fprintf('Applying thresholds on detail coefficients \n'); 
    for i = 1:level 
        sorh = 's'; 
        dswh(:,:,i) = wthresh(swh(:,:,i),sorh,thr_h(i)); 
        dswv(:,:,i) = wthresh(swv(:,:,i),sorh,thr_v(i)); 
        dswd(:,:,i) = wthresh(swd(:,:,i),sorh,thr_d(i)); 
    end 
    fprintf('Reconstructing image \n'); 
    J = iswt2(swa,dswh,dswv,dswd,'db1'); 
    denoised_data(:,:,j) = J; 






function out = zeropad_help(row,col,level) 
% This function takes the 2D dimensions of an image and using the denoising 
% level desired, it will compute the number of rows and columns needed to 
% pad the data to work in the function swt2.m 
% 
% Input: 
%     row = The number of rows in the image 
%     col = The number of columns in the image 
%     level = the desired/used level value for wavelet_denoising.m 
% 
% Output: 
%     out = [row col startrow startcol] 
%   where 
%     row = Number of rows required to be divisable by 2^level 
%     col = Number of columns required to be divisable by 2^level 
%     startrow = What the row number is to start adding image data 




% Created By: A. Carter Erwin 






    row=row+1; 
    midrow=round(row/2); 
    startrow=midrow-(round(r/2)); 
end 
while any(rem(col,pow)) 
    col=col+1; 
    midcol=round(col/2); 
    startcol=midcol-(round(c/2)); 
end 
if ~exist('startrow','var') 
    startrow = 0; 
end 
if ~exist('startcol','var') 
    startcol = 0; 
end 





function zpad = zpad_help(zstack,level) 
% This function zero pads the objective image data for further processing 
% 
% Inputs: 
%     zstack = set of objective images 
% 
% Outputs: 
%     zpad = the zero padded image stack 
% 
% Example: 
%     zp = zpad_help(stack_of_images) 
% 
% Created by: A. Carter Erwin 
% Created on: 6/22/2009 
  
% Zeropad Calculation 
newrow = zeropad_help(size(zstack,1),size(zstack,2),level); 
zpad=zeros(newrow(1),newrow(2),size(zstack,3)); 
zpad((newrow(3)+1):(newrow(3)+(size(zstack,1))),... 
    (newrow(4)+1):(newrow(4)+(size(zstack,2))),:)=zstack; 
end 
  
 
 
